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DYNAMO : 
Damned if it ain't the 

Mag 7 tape. This month, 
On the Run and 

Turbo the Tortoise. 
Blartingly brill! 

RUN TO PAGE 65 FOR THE WORDS. HURRY! 

The Ultimate Guide To Life, 
Love and Loofahs! 

• How to survive hols 
with your parent dudes! 
• While away those lazy 
summer days with a 
good frisbee session! 
• And! Lawnmower Man 
reviewed; virtual bril-
liance or virtually crap? 

Plus! Grell & Fella hit town and act like complete 
fairies! • S t e g the slug's sl imey antics are covered 

in our gastropodic review! • We've Snared a 
corking puzzle game! • Can I take your coat sir? 
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to say. say nothing I A |IA I 
did Anyway, what was \ N l A 
the first thing you did V H V h W 
after your last exam? 
Editor: Andy (Got K « f i b ( « 1 
arrested for being jJJf^A^E&yf 
drunk and disorderly 
white at college) Hutchinson V Art 
Editor: Andy (Flicked the Vs at a 
teacher and then skipped home) 
Ounsled V Deputy Editor: Linda (Went 
baby sitting) Barker * Staff Writer: Jon 
(Sat down with a cream tart and a nice 
cup o1 tea) Pillar V Art Assistant: 
Maryanne (Tried Sherry for the first 
time)Booth v Advertising Manager: 
Alison (Sighed) Morton » Senior Sales 
Exec Jackie (Went shopping) Gafiord » 
Production Co-ordlnator: Lisa (Burned 
her books) Read * Publisher: Jane 
(Went tor a wee) Richardson » 
Promotions Manager Michefl® (Went to 
see David Bowie In concert) Hams » 
Promotions Assistant Tama fa (Burst 
into tears) Ward » Group Publisher: 
Greg (IWent screaming off in a 
customised Beetle across Waterloo 
Bridge shouting along to Talking 
Heads' Psycho Killer A The Only Ones' 
Another Girl Another Planet) Ingham * 
Circulation Director: Sue (Went and 
had a troffy coffee) Hartley » Assistant 
Publisher JuHe (Left Coventry Instantly 
and vowed never to return) Stuckes 
v Your Sinclair (Went to bed tor a 
week). Future (Considered a career as 
a dentist) Publishing. 30 Monmouth 
Street. Bath. BA1 20W Tel (0225) 
442244. Pax (0225) 446019 » Managing 
Director Chris (Drank most of a bottle 
of bubbly and then... cant really 
remember) Anderson « Subscriptions: 
Future Publishing Ltd, Somerton. 
Somerset. TAt t 6TB. Tel (0458) 74011 V 

Future Publishing 1992 No pad ol this 
magazine may be reproduced without 
written permission from Bertie Arbuthnot 
oi Calcutta Detrdne's motorway cafe • 
ISSN: 0269 6983 » Your Sinclair laiis its 
exams, but (ust doesn't care with other 
rebeiious mags like Commodore Format 
(Went on a Venture Scout jamboree). 
Amstrad Action (Burnt school books). 
Amiga Format (Wont down to the beach in 
Bournemouth), PCW Plus (Dived fully 
clothed into a swimming pool). PC 
Answers (Signed up lor re-sits). PC Plus 
(Cried). Sega Power (Won a race to get 
out of a three hour exam and into the bar 
first iwtnmng time 45 rnrts)). Amiga Power 
(Asked everyone eise what question five 
had actually meant). Amiga Shopper 
(Caught a plane to Venice). Classic CD 
(Listened to a nice symphony), 
Needtecraft (Stiched a noose). Cycling 
Plus (Went home). Photo Plus (Joined the 
moonies) Mountain Biking UK (Went to 
see a personal supervisor to explain why 
they'd only turned up for halt an hour and 
written their name in the first exam of the 
season). PC Formal (Fed school blazer to 
the dogs and watched them np the thing 
to pieces), Public Domain (Broke wind). 
ST Format (Went inter-iaiiing to Greece. 
France. Germany etc). Total' (Dossed in 
the sun until shoehomed out of the garden 
by mom and dad to go and get a fob) and 
Today's Vegetanan (Went hurtling to the 
pub faster than you could say 
transcontinental plate tectonics) and 
coming soon.. What Scarf Lead 
But what we really want to know is... 
if Mickey's a mouse. Donald's a duck and 
Pluto's a dog, whal the 
hen is Goofy7 F ™ •••J 
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It seems like an eternity. You walk out of those 
school gates in mid-June and there are six and a 
half weeks of fun and sun ahead of you. 

Typically you spend the first two weeks in bed 
watching re-runs of Champion the Wonder Horse, 
but by the third week you're a bit bored and decide 
to engage in other activities. 

My summer holiday was spent doing an endless 
series of stupid things. Their crapness depended 
largely on how bored I was. but included: playing 
kertoie, throwing pebbles at doggies doing rude 
things, building bike ramps to jump over, going in 
search of haystacks to jump off and onto (painful), 
building dams out of mud in rivers (messy), 
learning to swear in Punjabi (cheers Satnam) and 
attempting to attract girls by acting stupid around 
them. 

Thankfully, here in the shed we still engage in 
ridiculous activities during the summer. Top of the 
list is playing nearest the bull to decide who goes 
and gets the Mr Men ice lollies, although close 
behind is boffing Andy 0 over the head with our 
inflatable shark. 

This issue is dedicated to lite beyond exams 
and the stress free days of summer. And what 
better way to unwind than to read YS and play on 
your Speccy. Have fun and remember, life's too 
short! Cheers... 
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Hot rockin* Cap'n Dynamo gets the YS 
treatment. Such a lovely old man... 



REVIEWS 
1 2 T u r b o T h e Tor to ise 
1 3 Gre l l A n d Fe l la 
1 4 S n a r e 
1 6 S t e g 

PREVIEWS 
2 0 C o d e M a s t e r s P r e v i e w 
4 9 T a g T e a m W r e s t l i n g 
4 9 In ternat ional 5 - A - S i d e 
5 0 C h a m p i o n s h i p 3 D S n o o k e r 
5 0 G r a e m e S o u n e s s S o c c e r 
M a n a g e r 
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Andy Hutchinson the ventfabl« editor 
reckon! that th» M i h i l ponon on the 
planet it VanetK Paridii. Moving on.. 

Cards on the table 
In w h i c h L inda c o m e s up w i t h 
s o m e r a t h e r e r m m , in te res t ing 
u s e s for t h e fabby h igh s c o r e 
c a r d w h i c h w a s f r e e on last 
m o n t h ' s issue. 

THE REGULARS 
I By J o v e It's T h e C o v e r 
8 P s s s t 
I I Joyst ick J u g g l e r s 
2 2 Le t te rs 
2 8 T i p s h o p 

In w h i c h J o n Pi l lar c h e c k s out a l l 
t h e l a t e s t d e v e l o p m e n t s for t h e 
cuddly SAM. I t s the only S A M 
c o l u m n w o r t h bo ther ing w i t h ! 

58 REPLAY FEATURING: 
Puf fy 's S a g a , S k a t e W a r s , P u z z n i c , 
E s c a p e F r o m T h e P l a n e t O f T h e 
R o b o t M o n s t e r s , M a n U td , T h e S p y 
W h o L o v e d M e a n d S h a d o w 
W a r r i o r s . 

Andy Oumted Art Editor to the tUrt 
thinks that the young Diana Rig? 

t 
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Wired! 
If you'd l ike to e x p a n d your 
S p e c c y . C h e c k out our h a r d w a r e 
round-up! 

3 4 R e c i p e L a d e n P o s t e r 
3 6 S p e c T e c 
3 8 A d v e n t u r e s 
4 0 C o m i c St r ip 
4 1 U S G o l d / G a r y L i n e k e r C o m p o 
4 5 H a y l p ! 
4 6 P r o g r a m P i ts top 
4 8 Input O u t p u t 
62 W h e r e A r e T h e y N o w ? 
6 4 Y S S u b s c r i p t i o n s 
6 5 W o r d s e a r c h C l u e s / B a c k I s s u e s 
66 Y S W a r e h o u s e 
6 7 N e x t M o n t h 
9 4 Y e a s t Ex t rac t ing P lant 

While ion Pillar our Stall Wrttar fecit 
that Vivien Leigh (her out ol Cone With 
The Wind) I* a mx goddeiv Who dat... 

Aha! Maryannc Sooth the Art 
Assistant. Her hunkictl dud*: Mr Homy 
himself Matt Dillon. Phwooar* 
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T h i s m o n t h - h o w to surv ive a n d 
a c t u a l l y en joy hol idays w i t h your 
fo lks . And! T h e f ine ar t of f r i sbee 
f l inging. Plus! All the l a t e s t book , 
v ideo, mus ic a n d f i lm r e l e a s e s . T h e 
who le th ing s p le te ly skil l ! 

• • • I H K 
ALE JUL 
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t h o s e 
f r a « n e r s l a c e d 

I t s t h
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c o m p l e t e 
9 a m e of -

T M C " or i R 0 * c 

P a g e four . 

ON 
on 

2 1 1 2 A D - i f ® 
a year , i t * a 

g a m e a n d it s 
on p a 9 « 

Hurrah! 

I t 's b a c k ! N O N 
C O M P O S 

M E N T I S 2 Is on 
p a g e six . 

Are you ready to 
g l o w ? T u r n to 

p a g e f ive for our 
p l a y a b l e d e m o of 

T U R B O T H E 
T O R T O I S E . 

S t r a p on your 
a r m o u r a n d c l a n k 
over to p a g e six 

for our r e a d e r 
g a m e - E X I L E D . 

[ w h i s t l e y o « ' ' 
\ over t o p a g e , 

e igh t lo r our S A M | 
1 U T I L I T Y . 

H a r u m p h ! 
G a r u m p h ! 

P O K E R A M A ' s on 
P a g e e igh t . 
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You're ace criminal Wendy 
Strawberry, and for the last five 
years you've been confounding the 

police forces of three galaxies with your 
daring exploits. Having pulled off the coup 
of the century - the Implausible Nine 
Hoops Hall Job - you decide to retire to 
the wonderfully boring and picturesque 
backwater of Kimbling Sweet. Tragically, 
while you bask and grin in the twin suns of 
Jimp, the police track you down through 
the fingerprints you left on Emil Puh's fried 
diamond cluster. (Damn that Emit Puh and 
his fried diamond cluster. Ed) One bright 
morning Detective Inspector Thong arrives 
to arrest you, but tweaking his nose in 
characteristic fashion, you jump out of the 
window and make a stylish getaway in a 
powered spacesuit. 

While about her chaos raged, Wendy stayed 
calm. Feigning culinary Incompetence, she 
threw away a marshmallo w. 

Flying through the forests that surround 
Kimbling Sweet you notice that the wildlife 
seems strangely large and dangerous, tt 
turns out that the whole area has been 
accidentally irradiated by a multigaiactic 
corporation. Deep within the forests lies a 
giant mushroom that within one hour will 
turn into a giant mushroom cloud. The 
planet seems doomed - unless some 
passing heroine douses the unstable 
fungus with six vital chemicals. As you've 
got nowt else to do for the afternoon, you 
decide to give it a try. 

On the Run is a shoot-em-up in the 
grand old tradition. The forests are huge 
flip-screen mazes, bloated to the 
proverbial gills with some of the strangest 
nasties you'll ever see. Flitting about the 
place with the aid of your Little Wonder jet 

The forests of Kimbling Sweet are home to a 
variety of fascinating creature*. There are the 
Large Green Frogs, the Smalt Blue Sentient 
Mushrooms and the Loon in a Suit. Amaxing. 

pack, you have to find the six chemical 
flasks that are unsurprisingly hidden away 
in the darkest corners of the forest. There 
are other objects lying about, some of 
which boost your energy, some of which, 
um, don't. Logic and amazing luck will help 
you sort out which is which. One more 
thing - at certain points you'll find your 
path blocked by a couple of giant frogs. 
These chaps need particular objects to 
placate them, so be sure to nip ofl and find 
a particular object. (Ahem.) 

The game is everso simple, ridiculously 
playable, and features some blindingly 
colourful graphics. Impressive? Even the 
normally dour and cynical Andy 0 was 
moved to comment, "It's dead pear and 
peachy swell." And you can't say fairer 
than that. (He's a character, isn't he Spec-
chums?) 

Ml 
Joystick or definable keys 
1 Toggle sound 
2 Pause 
3 and 4 Quit 

[ T r :: flTHEJ?JA 

> r J? 
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Elsewhere, a boa of scrumptious chocolates 
ran riot. Wendy had no choice but to fly away 
and Join a travelling band. 
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COMPLCT 
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Pity the citizens of London in the year 
2112 AD. Eddie the central 
computer has gone a bit loopy, and 

is contemplating withdrawing all the 
oxygen from the city for a lark. The only 
hope for the quaking Londoners lies with 
ex-plumber Lionel Seemly and his amazing 

f electric pooch Poddy. Armed only 
with grimly-set jaws and a nifty icon 
control method. Lionel and Poddy 
have to battle their way through 
London and find six ROM cards that 
will make everything lovely and 
super and nice again. 

_ 

1 
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The game's a sinisterly sneaky 
arcade-adventure, with lots of 
locked doors and nasty guardians. 
We'd love to give you loads of tips, 
but this would obviously spoil the 
fun of figuring out what you're 
meant to do. (Spot the gamester 

who couldn't get past the second locked 
door. Ed) We can, however, give you a few 
pointers. First, a word about icon control. 
When you start the game, you'll be in direct 
control mode. Wibbling the joystick will 
cause Lionel to plod around the screen, 
followed erratically by Poddy. Pressing tire 
will drop you into the icon panel at the 
bottom of the screen. Simply click on an 
icon to call up the relevant sub-menu and 
the game will take it from there. Not sure 
which icon does what? Then click on the 
question mark to bring up a help screen. 
Once you've finished a-tripping through 
icon land, click on the Q icon to flip back 
through the pages. The last Q quits the 
selection panel, and bingo! You're back in 
the game. 

Right, now for some handy, hints. Poddy 
is vital to the mission, as he can carry 
loads more than you. Unfortunately, being 
a somewhat independently-minded electric 
pooch, he has a habit of wandering off. If 
you leave a room without him. you'll get the 
poignant message. "You left Poddy." This 
is not a good idea. Trust us. To get out of a 
room with Poddy in tow, stand by the door 
until Poddy takes it into his head to roll 
over to you. When he reaches you and 
starts nuzzling your trousers, walk through 
the door. He'll follow you through in true 
man's-best-friend fashion. 
Probably. There are tons 
of objects to collect and 
use, most of which are 
sneakily hidden behind 

the furniture. The screen 
may look cluttered when 
you enter a room, but fret 
ye not! When you walk up 
or down, bits of the room 
disappear to reveal what's 
behind 'em. Cunning, dashed cunning. 

Oh, one more thing. You can't actually 
defeat the robot guardians that are. urn, 
guarding the computer, er. robotically. Your 
best bet is to always carry a first aid kit, 
because if the guardians catch you. they 
zap you with a paralysing ray. Okay. 
Enough hinty bits? Thought so. Gird those 
loins and sharpen those wits, because the 
sad and terrified people of London 
await! (Serves 'em right tor not ifi^ 
living in wonderful Wales. Jon) 

r.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-j 

O - turn leftpointer left 
P - turn right pointer right 
Q - move forwards/pointer up 
A - pointer down 
N - fire select icon pointer 

TURBO THE TORTOISE - [ 
L 

Hi Tec 

He's lean, he's green and he's 
a bit radioactive! Once an 
ordinary tortoise. Turbo 

picked the wrong place to kip and 
was exposed to Or Mulliner's fiendish 

yflEseSHs 

j w m c F ^ M M 

M ... h. B^To'NK 

Matter Doesn't Matter ray. Now i • 
he's on a quest through time to V L f 3 ] 
save the world. Or something, f 
In our one level demo, you J 
have to leap about the 
platforms of Prehistoric Land, 
collecting all the cherries you can find, 
sniffing out the secret rooms and shining 

§your shell in preparation for defeating 
the huge end-of- level baddie. As befits 
a super-reptile, you can dispose of 
your many (many) enemies by 
jumping on their heads. (Obvious 

>w-M K f' '^t IT mmm 

E * P' 
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pmm * 1 • • 
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Ltviti i*n<1 J (trie mec" a ^jcccbtlul ihumc hlU 
act . Their '-,->.-< > " 'v was tho Levi* Tupdftncot 
Wtth J t d * Souncinq On His KMd routine. 
really. Ed) It's a load of fun, with some 
dead sweet characters and a healthy sense 
of the ridiculous. Visual Impact (the 
programmers) are pretty certain that the 

finished game will be 
even better than Potsy a n d C a a n d if t h i s 

iettuce-nibblinglyfine 
. ^ W ^ y demo is anything —.. 

t o • • 
could just be right. 
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HON COMPOS MENTIS 2 
Nigel Grange 

hen the original game appeared 
a tew months back, the country 
resounded to stxty thousand 

Spec-chums yelling. "Oh. blocks!" And now 

• • • • ia-;-s ! a a e • a . . . . 

O i l 

. . . . . . . I H . I . i l H I i l 

Hello and welcome back to our Hon Compos 
Mentis caption series. Hero, y ou can see that 
we re actually doing qui t * well. 

the incredibly 
frustrating, creepily 
addictive puzzle game I 
has spawned a I 

sequel. The idea's the same - you I 1 

have to neatly lit together a load of 
blocks, in order to cover an area of the 
screen and progress to the next of 
twenty-five levels. The sneaky thing is. I ' 
there's a time limit. 
Across the top of the 
screen sits an I 
innocuous red bar. ^ H ^ 
When you put a piece 
on the board, a cheery — 

bit of the bar is lopped off But watch 
out! If you wait too long to put down •« 
another bit. the bar will creep nastily along 
the screen again If it reaches the right of 
the screen then ifs game over time. Oily 
doilies' 

If you're the kind of person who laughed 
at the original and completed it with one 
eye shut, you'll be pleased to hear that the 
sequel has been expanded and improved. 

For one thing, two players 
can take up the challenge 
simultaneously. What a 

• • • • 

•Ir : 
m m • • a 

And here you can see that we've tailed miserably. 
Again. Join us next month for two captioned 
screenshots Irom Hon Compos AlenMa 3 B bye 
ig way to ruin a friendship, eh? There are 
f detailed instructions in the front-

screen scroll y. so load up the game 
and start gnashing your teeth. 

m 
Joystick or selectable keys 
G - Quit game 

H 

Andrew Hall 

1. Main 
Icon menu. 
From the 
top: go 
north, go 
west , tape 
Sub-menu, 
go east, 
get obfoct, 
go south, 
drop 
object, 
action sub-1 

urse your gambling tendencies! 
As famed braggard Chevlon the 
Wanderer, you've bet your old 
friend Morglin that you can prove 

the existence of Doyerin dragons. Now 
you ve got to traverse some pointedly 
dangerous territory in order to find one of 
the beasties, and use a magic sphere to 
project an image back to your chucklingly 
sceptical pal. 

Exiled is an adventure game for people 
who don't like adventure games. There's no 
typing involved - the whole adventure is 
icon driven. It features interactive 
characters, smart graphics and teasingly 
pleasing puzzles.Presented with the kind of 
polish that would do a commercial release 
proud, Exiled is a fine introduction to the 
noble art of spelunking. Even so, it takes a 
bit of explaining. 

Cast a critical eye over the screenshot 
alongside and familiarise yourself with the 
controls (I may be asking questions later). 
It's obvious what most of the commands 
do, but as in life, a few things need 
explaining. The Select command is one of 
the most important. After clicking on it you 
have to choose which character you hope 
will help out. The name of the character will 
then appear in the control window and your 
next command will refer to that character. 
So. for example, if you were trying to get 
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character 
sub-menu, 
select 
character, 
Inventory, 
currant 
• ta ts , look 
around. 

L n e u l o n i s o n CI ( u i : 
E o r e s t p a t b u o y . 

o c i r r o u r i o e r f L o u s 
s t e c i i l i L v o u u t i r d s . 
C h e v i o t ! c c m s e e : 

N o t h i » c . 

the money from Balorn, click on Select then 
click on Balorn. Now select command "Give 
money" and finally click on Chevlon (your 
character.) Provided Balorn is in a jovial 
frame of mind, he'll hand over the cash. 
Simple, eh? 

The other tricky bit is the Cast Spell 
command. According to the level of the 
spell, casting it will cost you four to six 
magic points. The list of spells is down 
there. No, down there. 

Create money 
Fire bolt 

Friend 
Dark bolt 

2, Sub-
menu 
window. 
Highlight 
an option 
to perform 
that 
action. 1 
returns to 
main 
menu. HB • 
H you quit 
a game, 
you'll need 
to have a 
saved 
position 
ready. Or 
else load 
the game 
again! 

Creates eight coins. 
Fires fire bolt at 

targel 
6 Befriends caster. 
6 Fires energy bolt at 

target. 

Spell Costs Effect 
Cure character 1 Heals five hits 
Analyse 1 Checks for magic 

object 
Detect trap 1 Detects traps. 
Pick lock 1 Pick locks. 
Heal character 2 Heals ten hits. 
Disarm trap 2 Helps disarm traps. 
True heal 3 Heals fifteen hits. 
Waterbolt 3 Fires water at 

target. 
Confuse 4 Lowers agility of 

target. 
Ice bolt 4 Fires ice bolt at 

target. 

And lastly, a few tips. (Don't say we re 
not fabulously helpful here in the Shed.) To 
gain experience, pick locks, disarm traps 
and attack characters. If you're low on 
energy and out of magic, don't despair, as 
there are a couple of life-restoring items 
lying around. Where? Heh heh heh. 

CONTIROUS 
O - pointer left P - pointer right 
Q - pointer up A - pointer down 
M - select icon 1 - Quit from menu 
2 - Next page of menu 



SAM SCREEN COMPRESSOR 
David Gommeren 

! , 

How do all those SAM disk zines fit 
squiilons of fabby colour pics onto 
a single SAM disk? Why. it's 

simple They use a screen compressor. 
These spectacularly useful programs take 
a SAM screen and squeeze out all the 
unnecessary bits, producing a crunched 
image that fits snugly into a substantially 
smaller space Just think what you could 
do with a screen compressor. You could, 
um, compress some screens and impress 
your friends Or you could, er. compress 
some screens and impress your friends. 
Well, you get the idea. (Yes. we do get the 
idea. Ed) 

Lord Insanity's PD SAM Coupe Screen 
Cruncher (really?) is a dead simple screen 
compressor. You merely have to load it up 
select the Compress Screen option and 
follow the prompts to load in a MODE 4 
screen. Then sit back for a bit while the 
prog struts its funky mathematical stufl. 
and bingo' You've got a ready-to-save 
crunched code file. Conversely, when you 
want to decompress a screen, you just 
select the Decompress Screen option, and, 
er. the program does the rest. What else? 
Oh yes - it handles both ordinary MODE 4 
and Flash' screens, and has a special 
slideshow option if you should want to 
crunch a bundle of screens at once. If you 
want to use the crunching routines in your 
own programs, there's even a bit of waffle 
to help you do just that And, um, that s 
about it really. Load up LIPDSCSC (we call 
it Wiggy for short), use the in-built routine 
to back it up to disk, and squash those 
pics. 

Blimey. So much 
space and so little to say. 
Did we ever tell you about ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
the time we went camping in 
the Lake District? No? Well, it was a bright 
but nippy day. and the prospect of a fine 
week's holiday was ahead of us. 
Simperington-Boons was slightly 
apprehensive, but that was due to his little 
run-in with the Inland Revenue that tax 
year. Noddy the dog barked excitedly as 
our little expedition left Mrs Dibb s coffee 
emporium, We were off' (The rest of this 
story will be serialised in the text of Input 
Output over the next four months. Order 
your copies nowl)/Sfop lying. Ed) 

a 
Jon North 
Jon North - dedicated or what? This 
month we found out that the tape deadline 
was much earlier than usual Panic-
stricken, we rang Jon and blubbed down 
the phone at him 'No worries," he said, in 
the quaint Surrey accent that has made 
many a girty go all weak at the knees. "I'll 
take care of ft." And take care of it he did! 
Despite holding down a part-time job at 
Safeways, and despite the rigours and 
demands of a full-time clubbing lifestyle, 
Jon turned in five hours on his Speccy. 
each night without fail. Even so, he was 
hard-pressed to complete Pokerama on 
time. "Desperate situations demand drastic 
solutions!" he quipped, in the quaint Surrey 
accent etc etc, and breaking into his next 
door neighbour's garage, he began 
furiously to construct a time machine. After 
several days work, the device was 
completed. Bundling his Speccy and 
collection cf games into a haversack, he 
•lipped the starter swtich. A blue glow 
enveloped our intrepid hero, and he was 
thrown into the whirling maelstrom that is 
Time Itself. Sadly, Jon's maths were a bit 

out. and he found himself in the midst ot 
the American Civil War. Pausing only to 
give General Grant a few handy tips (not 
for nothing is our Jonty known as the 
original Renaissance Man), he made a few 
minor adjustments to the time machine and 
tried again. This time, he found himself 
surprising the Spanish Inquisition in a 
mediaeval court. Making his apologies and 
leaving, Jon tried one more time. This time, 
he found himself at the birth of the 
universe, and took the opportunity to quiz 
God quite closely on the secrets of life. 
Finally getting his machine to behave 
sensibly, Jon dialled the co-ordinates for 
his bedroom. Materialising three days 
before we rang about the new deadlines. 
Jon took the opportunity to finish oft 
Pokerama and send it in early. But the joke 
was on him all along! By traversing the 
tides of time he had made three subtle 
alterarions to the very fabric of history, with 
the result that (a) Amelia Earhart appeared 
suddenly and without explanation in a 
chemist's shop in Nasty, (b) Salvador Daii 
recovered from his long illness but turned 
into a pistachio nut ice-cream cone, and (c) 
the YS tape deadline was put back by five 
days, not forward 

How we all laughed about it later over 
tea! 

"Doctor" Northy's temporally distorted 
hacks this month are... 
Monty On The Run - infy lives, harmless 
crushers, aliens and water 
Auf Wledersehn Monty- infy lives, 
harmless everything 
Mountain Bike - infy lives 
Midnight Resistance 48K - infy lives 
Nonterraqueous- infy lives and psyche 
Soul of a Robot - infy lives and 
psyche 

I 

i>Ii 

Your cuddly YS covertape has been 
designed and constructed from the 
finest, most supple components by 
Neddie Wretched, the well-known 
barber of Ribbleton. As such it js 
guaranteed never to require a hasty 
short back and sides. However, we 
cannot promise that it might not one day 
feel a bit ill and fail over in a disturbing 
manner. If the unthinkable should 
happen, gather up your tape and wrap it 
gently In a sae. Then enfold the whole 
package in an air-bubble bag and send 
it courtesy of your postie to YS Mag 7 
No 15, July Ish, Ablex Audio Video Ltd. 
Harcourt, Halesford 14, Telford. 
Shropshire TF7 4QD - NOT TO US! 
Now sit back and sip slowly at your mint 
julep until 28 days have passed. As if by 
magic, a fresh and clean cassette will 
plop onto your doormat. 
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Frankly Spec-chums, we're disappointed in you. 
After telling you about the forthcoming ZX92 
Speccy's tenth birthday party celebrations, we expected 
millions of you to ring up the organisers and beg for 
tickets. But only 25 of you bothered. As a result the 
original super-expensive venue was cancelled, and the 
party was relocated. So it was that Jon, intrepid YS 
partygoer, found himself rubbing shoulders with the 
slightly rich and fairly famous in the upstairs snug of the 
Boat House pub down Cambridge way. 

Despite this inauspicious start, the ZX92 
party was actually a load of fun. The 
i room was filled with Speccies, QLs 
'emulating Speccies, SAMs 

^emulating Speccies and an Amiga 
[emulating a QL emulating a Speccy! 
As an accompaniment to the sounds of 

general merriment and loud singing, a 
special backing tape comprising music from famous 
Speccy games rocked on in the background. 

Sadly, Sir Clive couldn't make it. (His Zike broke 
down outside Cheltenham, or something.) Instead, 
the faithful few were treated to speeches and 
demos, and cake and fizzy drinks. John Matheson, 
one of the original Sinclair crew, brought one of the 
pure white Speccies produced to mark the machine's 
millionth sale back in 1988. SAMCo bod Bruce 

Gordon turned up with a prototype 

Jhand-wired Coup6, and everyone chattered away 
| i n t o the wee hours about how the Speccy had 

changed their lives. The party finally broke up 
when the landlord started banging on the I 
ceiling with a broom, and everyone went 
home woozily happy, promising they'd 
meet again in ten years time. Everyone 
that is, except Jon He'd missed the last 
train home and had to spend the night in 
Paddington station. Ha ha! 

i f > 
w 

It's IKos •rry ZX92 P^yflc 
dy Wright. Gary Gilt 

left; Sir CHvc S .ncU* , 
, „ d , »r, Judge Dr*«W. I Y o o m 

( 

exams at the moment. They'll all be over by the 
end of the month, but how are you going to cope 

til then? Don't worry, here in the Shed, we've come 
up with a few ace ways to relieve stress and chill ou 

Buy a packet of Romany biscuits and make a big mug of hot 
chocolate. Triple choc, mmm! 

Stand on your head for half an hour. Do this against a wall and 
before the above. 

Go swimming or jogging. 
Have a massage, sauna or go and lay on a sunbed for a while. 

These are all quite expensive, so only go for one of them. 
If you've just had an exam In the morning, take the afternoon off 

(as long as you haven't got another exam) and go to the park. Hire 
out a boat and row out to the middle of the fake. Lay down and 
stay there til it starts to get a bit chilly. 

Become really ace at cheating, you won't have to revise and you 
won't get stressed out. Unless, of course, you can't get to sleep at 
night cos you're so worried about getting caught. Hmm, on second 
thoughts maybe this isn't such a hot idea. (It certainly isn't Jane the 
Publisher) I 
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Q E Q A T T H E BUS 
S ^ J STOP WITH 
THE PLAYPEOPLE 
Twas only the other day that we were j 
wondering what had happened to the j 
Ptaypeople So you can imagine our J 
surprise when we bumped into Roy. _ F 
king of ad the Piaypeople. while we m l 
were in Cardiff waiting for a number 47 mi 
to the leisure centre Roy was waiting 
for a number 19 and he was quite 1 
happy to have a chat. . . j ff j 
YS: So Roy. are you quite busy at the # 
moment? m £ 
Roy: I'm run off me feet, mate. Ysee. 
we ve been rediscovered. I went into 
retirement a couple of years ago. but I've had 
to leave me seaside chalet in Southend to 
make a tew appearances. 
YS: What do you think bought about this 
rediscovery? 
Roy: WeO. I think that all the people who 
used to play with us have grown up. had 
kids of their own and thought that we were 
the ideal playmates. 
YS: What sort of appearances do you 
make7 

Roy: Oh, all yer usual sort of royal things 
I've got to go and olttoate at a weeding 
today. 
(Surely he means a wedding? Get nd ol 
that spelling mistake. Ed) 
Roy: It snot a mistake The Playpeople 
garden centre is being officially opened 
today and instead of planting a tree I'm 
going to help out with a spot of weeding. 
Here 's my bus. why don 't you come along and 
help? 
YS: Well it definitely sounds more tun than 
running after a tennis ball. Okay, you're on King 

W i Okay, okay, so we got it wrong wrong. Truth to 
tell, last month's T'zers was written at 5:30am 
on a Tuesday, so you cant really blame us for 
one teeny tiny mistake slipping in. What are we 
on about? Alternative's Doctor Who And The 
Daleks,, of course. As so very many of you 
have rung up to point out. there have been 
seven TV Doctors, and not, as Tzers reported, 
six. We could try to hoodwink you with some 
wibble about the number of Doctors being 
relative to the dimensions of this particular 
space, but T'zers believes honesty is the best 
policy. It was Jon's fault. (By the way. the 
game itsell is due to appear around 
September. But don't quote us on that. Time 
can play nasty tricks on the unwary.) 

The Codies have gone hip! Eager to shed the 
cute, cuddly image promoted by such games 
as CJ's Elephant Antics and Uttle Puffin 
Dragonland. they've put these fluffy characters 
into new, streetwise situations. Little Puff is 
now DJ Putt, leather-jacketed turntable 
mixmaster (or something.) A similar image 
revamp is being considered for CJ 3. Tzers 
confidently expects that the trend will continue 
with Dizzy, soon to be seen starring as a Matt 
Dillon clone in Drugstore Omelette. 

— I Zeppelin's new beat-'em-up Chinatown aSSI \ has been put back to the Autumn. 
Apparently Jack Nicholson refused to 
appear unless Darren Jobling provided 
backing vocals for the soundtrack. 

I 

W h a t with It b e i n g the e n d of e x a m t ime a n d 
everything, your parents' II p r o b a b l y start 
yelling a t you If you so m u c h as look a t vour 

/ e d S p e c c y But It doesn ' t h a v e t o b e that 
/\ Here a t YS w e h a v e a foolproof m e t h o d of 

iling with tyrannic slave-driving parents - all y o u 
i b e very obvious a b o u t the fac t that t h e g a m e H 

y o u re about to l o a d is a p i e c e of e d u c a t i o n a l software. N o w 
g o Into your room . l o a d u p your f a v e b e a t - ' e m - u p a n d start 5 
p-aying You h a v e to r e m e m b e r not to say things like, ' T a k e that 
y o u Hly-iivered marmoset" or, "Okay , g e t r e a d y t o e a t p e w t e r 
you e g g sucking d a w g * Instead, say things like "I see. If I divide it 
b y t h e smalle* number a n d then multiply It by a hundred . I'll g e t a 
p e r c e n t a g e ' or, "Aghl Why c o n I never r e m e m b e r h o w to spell 
necessary.* 

For this a m a z i n g ploy to work, you'ff n e e d some e d u c a t i o n a l 
software a n d w h a t should w e h a v e here but a w h o l e selection of 
Fun S c h o o l , just r e a d through t h e list a n d c h o o s e your p iece. . . Fun 

School 4 (Under 5. cassette); Fun School4 (5-7, cassette); Fur\ 
School 2 (Over 8, cassette) a n a Fur, 

•- School 3 (Over 7. +3 disk). N o w answer) 
the following questi 
O Who p ioneered a system of 
educat ion b a ^ e d on f reedom of 
m o v e m e n t a n d the use of special ly 
des igned activities? 
! . Florence Nightingale 
2. Edith Cavel l 
3 Maria Montessori 
O k a y , pu t t h e answer o n a postcard or o n 
the b a c k of a n e n v e l o p e , write d o w n w h a t 
Fun School p a c k a g e y o u w a n t a n d send the 
whole caboodie oft to I Need Some 
Education. I Need Fun School Compo, YS 

C o m p o s , Your Sinclair, 30 M o n m o u t h Street, 
Bath, Avon BA1 2DL. 

Hang on, hang on. Look ev«r to 
tho ptetur*, Ju.l P.K 

that aJtty ma 
Can you 

iT It too* IM 
(But w <Md K. Hal) 

WCJf JULY 1 9 8 8 
This was a bit of a sporty issue which 

is a bit of a surprise when you consider that 
you have to be incredibly lazy to work at YS. 

It's in the contract. But not only was Peter 
Beardsley's International Football on the cover, 
but International Cricket was on the tape. And! 

There was the rare opportunity to win a football 
that had been scrawled on by the entire England 
team. Inside there was an ace pic of Rolf Harris 
accompanied by an interview in which the great 

man revealed that he was in fact a trainspotter. 
How the mighty are fallen, eh? Operation 

Wotf was megapreviewed and Target 
Renegade got the Megagame seal of 

approval. It was definitely a good 
issue, but not as good as 

this one. (Ahem!) i ^ ^ f c 

MJ. t 

^ ( 
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Code Masters/£3.99 cassette 
« 0926 814132 

He's faster than a speeding 
bus, more powerful than 
an old lady in a post 
office queue and can 
leap tall doorsteps with a 

bit of a push from Cousin Geoffrey. 
He's Captain Dynamo and he's here to 
save the day. Hurrah! 

First of all. a bit of good news for 48K owners. Last 
month I told you that Dynamo is a 128K only game. 
Well it isn't. I'm sorry, Oat lately t ve found it that little bit 
harder to think cteaity. Doctor Bobbins says ifs 
probably the first signs of juvenile dementia, but 
personally I think that urn. well you know Ooc look 
at Bert everybody! He's sort of sitting on a twig and 
wobbling That's clever. Now where was J? Oh yes. 
Captain Dynamo tsn't a 128K only game - 48Kers — 
play it perfectly well, just mtsstng out on the music 
some sampled speech. So dash off to your teete 
collection of tapes, whip out last month s 
covertape and play that Dynamo 
demo. Done that? Good. On with 

levels There are about fifty diamonds 
on each one. but thankfully you don't 
have to collect them all. All you have to 
do is survive long enough to reach the 

end of the level where a fizzing 
transporter is waiting to zap you 
into the next cavern. Do this 
twelve times and you've beaten 

thegame Mmd you, this is like 
saying learn to stand up without 

falling over and you can 
skateboard. There's a lot more 

to playing Dynamo A whole lot more. 
ITs all about skill, it's ail about timing, 
ifs all about having a good sense of 
balance. It's all about weanng natty 
shorts, ifs all about frightening old 
people as you whizz past them in 

ecsncts. Or something, 
again? 

Look! Up In the sky! I * H a bird? Im It a plan*? Or la It 
u d old man hanging from a hook above • disturbed 
bathtub? Only you, the public, c * n docid*. 

Captain 
Thingy. Each 
of the levels is 
cunningly 

constructed to 
give you no 

chance whatsoever 
of beating it. Okay, 

maybe I was exaggerating a little. Ifs 
just that the vertical scrolling has this 
nasty habit of hiding what s lurking 
above you The only way you can find 
out what's up there is by jumping up to 
meet it. Ve-e-ery sneaky Fortunately, 
you can defeat the nasties that scurry and slurp 
their way around the platforms by jumping up 
and down on their heads until they get a bit 

ted t4) and go off lo the library See, the 
library You can always get a nice warm 

newspaper and a cup of tea from that rnoe 
t V " lady behind the counter... sorry, seem to 

have wandered off the point a bit there 

Willy the wicked worm squirmed peat without suspicion. 
Dennis » plan had worked; by quickly lumping onto the 
velcro covered wall, he had escaped detection. 

Some of the platforms are too far away to reach. 
Luckily, there are booster pads scattered around 
the place. Bounce on em and you're hurled 
upwards at the speed of sound, crashing 
through barriers, wans, ceilings and 

Walthamstow. usually ending up in a spike trap. I 
once went to Watthamstowyou know-it rained, and 

my sister Madge felt a bit under the weather, what with 

Henry gripped the gient Polo mint with all 
his strength. He would not let 90, not lor 
all the tea in China and en eggcup. 

"Hurrah!' cried Elsie em she skipped 
about. Tragically, at that moment and lor 
no good reason, a large spider fell on her. 



miPMrnsmam mwmBBp % 
Shopping Trolley Woman - she dcioals 
sinhter Ihi^snalchors with one blow 
of her 1972 Safe ways I roller (with 
the wobbly port-side wheel.) 
Captain Moustache • he strikes terror 
into the criminal community with 
endless tales of his RAF exploits. 
Mister Dribbly - he han^s around 
I'addington Station and. w ell. dribbles 
at people. 

her burton and Uncle Ned's strange kidney problem. That 
reminds me - there are some problems with the game. For a 

start, it's quite a slow little number. Fair 
enough, the graphics are really 

snazzy, with some stonking 
animation. The Cap son of rolls along, 
his cape flapping behind him as he 
attempts to balance his rather large stomach. It's 
really rather funny - Just a shame it's that tiny bit 

too slow. Happily, once you adjust to the pace ol the 
game, everything's fine. The thing is, that initial 

annoyance is lough lo overcome. 
The other major problem with Captain Dynamo is that it's 

far too hard. You get just three lives, and no credits, so 
the gamepiay's an all-or-nothing kind of thing. With 
the number of traps and baddies pitted against 
the Cap. getting beyond Letel Three is a real 
challenge. Having said that, leaping around 
the platforms and dodging the bad guys is 
brill art tun a^d more than a wee bil 
addictive. And the one really nice leature is 
that you can collect the restart points liberaily 
dropped around the levels, and so choose 
where to reappear when you get dunked. 

Hurrah! 
So. Captain Dynamo. It's not 

quite a Megagame, but a slantingly lovely platformer all the 
same. Oh, just one more thing, and I think you'll find this highly 
amusing... no. sorry, it's gone clean out of my head. Ooo, look 

Bert everybody! (There there. J 

It's June, it's nice outside and you're stuck in your 
bedroom trying to learn the future tense of avoir. It 
can only mean one thing - exams. Agh! Despite what 
you lot may think, it's not that long since the Jugglers 
were sitting down in sports halls, writing feverishly. 
And now they can put years of exam experience to 
use by helping you lot. 

Andy Hutchinson 
The history of 

W y / ^ A American 
\ S J investigative 

— — journalism is 
Hutch's big thang. He spent 
ages slouching around the 
American embassy, notebook 
in hand. But how did he calm 
those pre-exam nerves? "I 
never got nervous before 
exams. I just went straight in 
there, did my best and then 
went and spent the rest of the 
day in the pub. I woke up the 
next morning in a police cell. 
C'est la vie!" 

Linda Barker The 
image of the 
frontier in thirties 
literature was 
uppermost in 

Linda's mind during her last 
exams. Could she think of 
nothing else? "Of course I 
could, it was the middle of June 
and the exams were held near 
a big field full of daisies. I used 
to get my diet coke and a book 
of poetry and try and clear my 
mind of any tension. I quite 
enjoyed June." 

Jon Pillar Jon 
spent his last 
hours in the exam 
room pouring out 
ail he knew about 

Shakesperean metaphor. And 
what's his fave method of 
relaxation? "I find the end of 

exams dead relaxing. Y'see, 
the best thing about exams is 
waiting 'til everybody else is 
really rushing to get those last 
few sentences down and then 
screwing up all your rough 
paper really loudly. Ha! Ha! 
Ha!" 

Rich Pelley Being 
the baby of the 

™ bunch, Rich is at 
this very moment 
undergoing the 

trauma and stress that are the 
downside to exams. But what 
about the ups Rich? "Staying 
up all hours and drinking 
gallons of black coffee makes 
you look really dishevelled and 
sexy. And when the girlies say 
things like "You look like you've 
been revising all night," you can 
tell them that you got in at six in 
the morning after an all-night 
rave. They'll be dead 
impressed." 

Stuart Campbell 
Stuart is Mr 
Relaxation, we 
can't imagine him 
getting wound up 

about exams. "You're right. I 
didn't. I always finished hours 
before anyone else but I wasn't 
allowed to leave til the last half 
hour. I used to take in a stock 
of polos and one of those hand-
held electronic games. This 
was before Gameboys and I 
had a great time.'' 

9 0 - 1 0 0 
come out 
8 0 * - 8 9 
70 - 79 
60 - 69 
5 0 - 5 9 
4 0 - 4 9 
30 - 3 9 
2 0 - 2 9 
10 - 19 - 9 

This one won't do a scrap of revision, go Into exams happy i 
en happier. It'll pass the lot with (lying colours. 
A bit of revision the night before wouldn't go amis*. 
Not completely relaxed, needs a massage. 
In danger of going a bit mad from all that worry. 
Definitely below average, resits In the autumn we think. 
Wake up Mr Brain! Come and write your name! 
It'll fail them all. 
Everything about this game is |erky. 
Very unrelated. Nearly rigid In fact. 
Got so stressed out that It died. 
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Hi-Tec/E3.99 cassette 
» 0742 587555 

Right well, the immediate 
question which springs to 
mind is just what exactly the 
difference between a turtle and 
a tortoise is. So it's over to The 

Cambridge Encyclopaedia for this one. 
(Some page-flicking moments later.) Right, 
it seems that turtles can swim and tortoises 
can't. Turtles it would appear, are also 
generally larger than their land-bound 
brethren. All of which suggests to me that 
turtles are infinitely superior to tortoises 
and this game should have 
been Turbo The Turtle. 

Any road up, Turbo is a 
tortoise and if Hi-Tec have gol 
anything to do with it, hell be 
our very own Sonic or Mario. 
Grven the popularity of 
those particular chaps, the 
boys at Visual Impact (who 
brought you Potsworth & Co) 
have taken some of the better 
pfatformy elements and 
created their own game-world on 
the Speccy, a work) populated by 
legons of hideous creatures and 
loads of attractive (if roughly hewn) items to 
collect. 

Bad case of the plots 
Turbo started out life as Wai. the pet tortoise of one Dr 
Muiiiner, a world renowned scientists and part time pub 
singer. Unfortunately Wal decided lo hibernate in an 
arm-matter pod and was transformed into the super-

Hampton was shocked to find himself doing 
the Monster Mash In ancient Egypt. He d only 

' to the shops for a bag of peanuts. 
human (or should that be super-
tortoise?) Turbo. Tie doctor sends 

our newly transformed reptile 
on a tnp through time 
to locate some key 
, ingredients to his 
i latest experiments. 
There are six time 

zones to battle 
through: 
Prehistoric, Ice 

Age, Egyptian, 
Mediaeval. 20th Century 

and (dun dun duuun), the 

The oldest tortotse lived fo be 152 years 
of age. It was brought to the Seychelles 

by the Chevalier de Fresno who 
presented it to the Port Louis army, It 

went btind in 1908 and was accidentally 
killed m 1918. Interestingly, all of the 

above is true Future. 
Turbo is a thoroughly 

controllable dude He can jump to 
varying heights over varying distances 
and he can change direction in mkj-

flight. All of this means that youll need some finely 
honed jumpy skills in order to complete aH six worlds. 

The creatures which populate the different lands can 
all be kilted by bouncing on their heads. However if you 
really want to do the job on them, then pick up a 
power-up and youll be able to shoot them. PersonaHy 1 
far preferred bouncing on them because you can also 

Squiffy was In mortal danger. The killer skulls 
ware closing In and an unfashionable 
concertina was threatening his stroet cred. 

reach inaccessible platforms which hide goodies such 
as power-ups and extra lives. Turbo also possesses 
the ability to pick up rocks and boulders and carry them 
about. These can be plonked into rivers and placed 
near walls to enable you to cross caverns and climb 
steep precipices. 

Sounds awfully spesh! 
Indeed it is. The graphics are smooth (jf a tad mono) 
and the puzzles inventive. Best of all though are the 
end-of-ievel baddies These gruesome chaps take 
quite a bit of punishment before they succumb and sink 
beneath the translucent waves of life harboured... 
(Snip! Unda) To complete the game you'll need to bash 
up a fire-spitting dinosaur, an ice ball-lobbing yeb, a 
spell-casting mummy, an axe-wtekJing suit of armour, a 
hammer-fisted thug and a gnarly laser-firing robot. 

Turbo The Tortoise is a superb game. Ifs thoroughly 
playable and wonderfully varied. The gamepiay is spot-
on. the villains tough and the jumping pulse quickening. 
Alright so there's a considerable bit of Sonic and Mano 
in here, but hey, Manic Miner started it all, right? At 
four quid, this game's a barg, nip down to your local 
software emporium and demand a copy now. Right, 
where did I leave that tongue-spitting balloon? 

Why Tiirbo is better than both 
Sonic and Mario 

• He comes from a far older genetic breed. Tortoises are related to the first cSnosaur and thus older, wiser 
and better than a cnxtty hedgehog with a ttue-nnse hairdo or a pot-bellied Italian with appaling taste In 
clothes. 
• Ttrtodoesnt require any dodgy mushrooms or curious pIBs to increase his performance. Both Sonic and 
Mario are dreadful abusers who don't deserve to be called computer heroes. YS say, book into a detox 
centre. 
t Mario requires the help of his brother Luigi on his trips around Koopa-tand, so he's obviously soft as 
anything. 
• Sortie's a big girfs blouse who goes around ostensibly freeing woodland animals. Secretly however he's 
making millions from merchandising and has admitted to his manicurist that, "...all woodland animals really 
get on my nerves. They tweet and growl and moo and then go and poo all over the place. My agent advised 
me to stick to Glade freshener adverts.. ." 
t Hedgehogs have got zillions of fleas because they smell of poo all the time. 
• You can cook a hedgehog if you cover it in clay and roast it. Try doing that with a tortoise. 
t Hedgehogs hibernate in really stupid places See bonfires so that they get torched on bonfire night, oh and 
If you feed them mUk and bread they dte. Hal Hal Hal 
• The Kalians are always changing their minds. History proves this. Mario's always changing his mind. 
• In order to play Some or Marioyoul need to part with at least 30 quid. Turbo can be yours for a mere four 
quid. YS say, Mario and Sonic are over-priced crap-faces. 

While the scene of drama was played out In 
the cavern, away In the distance Tom played 
his flute and dreamt of Cornwall. 

VfiiAlViHolcr 
Jumpy, spinny. leapy frolicsome joy which 

oneteeling pteteiyhagg^__^_ 
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CodeMasters/ £3.99 cassette 
® 0926 814132 

Unlike quite a lot of little girls I 
never wanted to be a fairy, I 
wanted to be a cute pixie with 
pointy ears and a green tunic. 
Since those distant days I've 

acquired the green tunic and years of 
pulling my ears has given them an almost 
Imperceptible sharpness. When Grell & 
Falls appeared I thought my time had come, 
I was about to take on my rightful role as a 
green midget. But alack and alas, the only 
pixies here are baddies. I was just going to 
have to put my prejudices to one side and 
pretend to be a fairy who can't swim. 
(Pretty apt, eh Linda? Ed) Okay, okay, so I 
can't swim but that doesn't make me a 
fairy. Anyway, upwards and onwards as 
some groovy chap once said. 

Grell s the dwarf, Falla's the fairy and the two of 
them meet down the local employment agency and 
decide to go into business together. They are taken on 
by a sorcerer as gardeners and set to work, ready to 
slope off m a few hours. But 'tis not to be for 
this is a magic garden, full of untimorous 
beasties left by the old owner - a nasty 
witch. Eek! it's a bit lucky then that 
there are two of them to sort the mess 
out, eh? Grell & FaHa is not, as you 
might expect, a two-player game. 
Instead you move one character at 
a time and make sure the other 
one is safe out of harms way. Should 
Grell or Falla die then a message will 
appear on screen bidding the other to 
hurry to the scene of the accident and 
administer the kiss of life. 

Green fingers 
There are 50 levels here, so it's a biggie. (Oo-er! Ed) 
Oh. per-iease! You're assigned a different task on each 
level, you have to plant bulbs and turn the nasties into 
honest, hardworking creatures who will help the garden 
grow. You can also buy useful implements and the like 
at the garden centre. Coo, eh? The garden itself is a 
sideways-scrolling, platformy kind of affair. Its one of 

those places where you can't get lost, 
however hard you try. Y'see, if you were to 
cut out this game, you could roll it up into a 
freestanding circle. But you can't, so let s 
just pretend l didn't say that. 

Grell and Falta have their own, erm, 
inimitable charactenstics that make each of 
them dead useful to you. Grell can punch 
baddies til their faces are wreathed In 
docile grins and FaHa can run and fly taster 
than a very fast thing in a hurry. GreN might 
be a bit dirty, but he's the biz when it 
comes to digging whereas Falta. being 
dead gWy. doesn t like getting her hands 
dirty. Instead, she hovers around sprinkling 
fairy dust on ine seeds 

Actually, Falla's a bit too speedy and 
Grell ooesn't exactly crawl along. The two 
of them kepi running on long after I'd 
stopped pressing the right buttons. (You 
mean fnertia. Ed) Inertia? 1 thought that 
was when thing's didn't move at all. (Well 
you weren't. Ed) Oh, anyway - there's a 
high inertia factor and it's dead annoying. 
Y'see, Grell and Falla can't swim and 

/r 
1 1 " a f - H l i ^ * 1 i 

l/ll'li'li m M.H'inwinwiriWH.iT • wwî WWrnM i is* w 

Orel! hated playing leapfrog with Toby Toad, h* always 
ended up cricking his back. It simply wasn't fair - H took 
him agas to straighten up properly. 

Falla lumped up and down a bit and twirled 
her arms a lot. It wea a blatant attempt to 
attraot the moths, but she had no shame. 

whenever I tried to stop them at the 
banks of rivers, they refused. Instead 
of skidding to a halt, they just jumped 
in and lost vital energy. This didn't help 
when it came to converting baddies 
either. Rather than stopping just in front 
of them and giving them a good punch 
on the nose, old Grell just ran full-tilt 
into them. Result? A dead dwarf. 
Pshaw I Now I know that the easiest 
way to deal with this situation is to go 

slower and take things a bit easier, and l 
tried. I managed to get to grips with it all 
eventually, but I really had to concentrate 
on how fast I was waggling. (Which meant 
that I coutdn t wallow in the cuteness of it 

all.) 

Cutie, or what? 
Cutie, delmittey cutie - there's no or what' about It 
matey. Grell & Falla is full of my favourite things, there 
are piles ol flowers, handfuis ot fa ry dust, starburst 
spells, butterflies and ladybirds. What's more it's a 
complete riot of co^ur The programmers really have 
gone to town on this one - the skies are blue, the grass 
is green, the rabbits (sorry - wabbits) are fluffy and the 
bees are buzzy. II it wasn t for that darn inertia this 
would be one fluffy-wuffy Megagame, as It is it just 
misses by the span of a ladybird's wings. O 
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Beyond Belief/£3.99 Speccy* 
SAM dual-format cassette 
« 0933 57998 

j o m \ Well, bless my twisty ONA. In M last month s Snare preview we 
told you that the gallant crew 
of Speccy programmers were 
going to be selling this game 

off their own bat, by mail order. It seems 
that twenty-seven seconds after that issue 
went to press, the chaps at ESD got a 
phone cell from Jim Scott, the funky head 
honcho of Beyond Belief. He was so 
impressed by the game that he's going to 
be distributing it on the Beyond Belief 
, -^r-y label. Hurrah! In fact, double 
\ W M \ hurrah! With an extra hurrah on 

top! Ooo, I've gone all wibbly. 

2 & i V , I V E * 1 
I f t * * * m 
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Sam about thai ttajust so nice to see home-grown 
software being taken up by the big boys. Especially 
software that's as good as Ms. Snare is a 
Boutigrdasfhy sort of puzzler, with you playing 
Humphrey, a fanatically loyal royalist. The Princess of 
the land has had all tnif jewels filched by a load of 
aliens no less, and ifs up to you to get the diamonds 
back. Evidently lacking imagination the aliens have 
scattered the sparWies across thirty screens, 
surrounded them with networks of rocks, and are 
lurking m *ait for unwary heroes You have d M a 
to push the rocks aroundabtt. trapping the I J p 
nasties so ihey can't get at you, then nip in M i ^ 
and grab the diamonds. Simple eh? 

S C O R E 

j n L 
\V/S. V/S'///. //A y/A * 

< 0 <b 

At this point, old lags at the reading game will 
expect me to say. "No, then go on to describe some 
baffhngiy complicated bits hidden away in the game. 
And who am i to break with tradition? The basic 
move-and-grab idea of Snare is vibrantly 
enhanced by the introduction ol bombs, 
telepoiters, a time limit, and multiple 
Humphreys Bombs, um, blow up, taking huge 
chunks of the scenery with them. Teleporters 
fizz you away with a snazzy dematenaiisaiion 
effect, and quite often deposit you safely back 
on the screen again The time hmrt seems an 3 
innocuous feature, until you find out that aU 
walls disappear when it reaches zerOrWoh around 
six nasties on each level, this does not bode well 
for your continued well-being. 

The star of the show, though, is the multiple 
Humphrey feature. On some levels you H be controlling 
two (or even four) of the chaps, an stuck in thetr own 
bicLfiJfi5Cffien and all pointing in different directions 
£ewildenng garaepiay ahoy! 

Snare is a smacker of a game It is so addictive that 
I iust had to play until I got to Level 12. As you may 
know, I'm a really tug tan of straightforward arcadey 

S E T T I N G A S N A R E T H E Y S W A Y ! 

1. Choose your quarry with care. Do not, for 
example, attempt to snare any wildlife. Not 
only is this incredibly nasty, but the 
experienced-in-the-school-of-hard-knocks 
animals are apt to spot your snares from miles 
away. They will then disarm them, bury them 
in your back garden and stand beneath your 
window at the dead of night, throwing pebbles 
and chanting unfavourable slogans. 
2. Select the type of snare you wish to use 
with equal care. If you had decided to snare 
quiet librarians named Sue. for example, you'd 
need a large pile of extremely rare books and 
a box of chocolates bearing The legend, "To 
Sue" As you can appreciate, this type of snare 
requires a lot of preparation. It Is far better to 
start simply; your first snare should be lor an 
inanimate object such as a stone, or a 
lamppost. A simple loop of rope will suffice to 
snare these. 
3. When the stone or lamppost approaches, 
throw the loop of rope over it and tug hard. 

W H ' ® T I M E 

Ttiwi mrm * tot at clocks on thb • 
—rfci«> M«*. It to a partlcutorty 

games Nary a month goes by without my plugging 
Guardian 2, that incredible Sfarga/eon-a-Speccy 
game So you wont be surprised to learn that t wen 
for Snare m a joNy big way. The fact that you can't 

L I V E S T drrectty zap the nasties adds a 
whole new thrnky dimension to 
the gamepiay. and the diabolical 
sneakiness of the level design 

0 1 adds lashings of adotctive 
| j payability. Those extra features 
pSR. I really (oHy up the basic idea 

J Having up to four Humphreys or 
a screen is a brainwave - trying 
to manipulate each in turn jus! 

r u i < doesn't work You have to wrap 
your mmd around the concept of 

I controlling ad lour 
> - simultaneously, waggling the 

(Oystick round so the chaps 
I » ' j ® 1 dangerously near some nasties 
II oon't accidentally wander into 
f I them I'd strongly recommend 
G E M S £ i a 'bat the Snare programmers 

to*, o« Cioeks to consider a sequel where the 
m. Tm indMdy. main idea is to control multiple 

If you squint, the word Snare' seems 
to resolve itself into the word "Snape." 

A snape, as any fule kno. Is a small, 
opossum-like mammal that lives gently 
on the plains of the Serengeti, passing 
the time of day by filling in crossword 

puzzles using last week's clues. 
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G E M S 

Humphreys It realty is a spectacularly fabulous 
—ieature. 

-But enough of this wild-eyed dnbbling If you cast 
your mind back past all that wibbte, you'll recall I said 
that I simply had to fight on until I reached Level 12 
What, you doni remember that bit? Then skip back to 
the top of the page and read it aH again. Tsk idoni 
knew. Education today, or what? Anyway. You could 
argue that <f I got to Level 12 in two days, any hall-
decent gamester could finish off the game r a week 
Wed you could. But if you cM. Td have to swipe you 
fightly across the left ear and say cheerfully, "You're 

-wrong1" Y'see Snare has a password system. Every 
Dve screens you get a nifty, um. password that allows 
you to jump straight to that set of five screens And. 
um I started on Level Five (Ahem) 

Look, lefs cut this short. I love Snare It's a 
maddeningly addictive game Ifs got smooth graptacs 
and splendid f 28K sound. Ii loads straight into the 
SAM Coupe with no hassle. Its great Go and buy it. 
D'you get the idea? You do! Hurrah! in fa&deubie 
hurrah' (Etc.) O 
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Kixx/£9.99 cassette 
« 021 625 3388 

Gary Lineker, eh? What a star. He's got the 
T ^ J * ! talent, the legs and the slightly unusual nose 
^ K ^ I needed to succeed in the tough world of 

professional football. More power to his 
proboscis, that's what we say. That's obviously 

what Kixx think as well, for they've gathered together four 
footy games and released them under the Genial Gary 
banner. And here they come now, scampering through the * 
player's tunnel In tight formation. Hurrah! 

This un a called "Lying on tha floor 
and looking a bit III.' 

GARY LINEKER'S SUPERSKILLS 
Superskiits >s famous as the game 
which actually portrays Gary (nose 
an' all). In order to get Gary into 
shape for the big game, you have to 
embark on a gruelling succession of 
squat thrusts, press-ups and weight 
lifting. In other words, you waggle 
the joystick furiously while the Gary 
spnte nops around the screen. To 
be fair, there's a b<t of variety later 
or with Gary hopping over tyres 
wfli'e keeping a bail balancing on his 
nose (or something.) There's also 
some management stuff thrown m as well, but lists of numbers 
do not a game make. Basically, it's all pretty much of a 
muchness. Whatever that means. Gary Lineker's Superskiils is 
more like Gary Lineker's Decathlon, really. How quaint. 

ITALY 1990 
Hello, the name of Gazza is 
conspicuously absent from this 'un. 
That's because it isn't a Gazza 
game. Or something. It's a 
straightforward Match Day arcade 
dashabout, with big graphics and 
lots of fun hacking action. There s a 
bit of variety in thai you can fiddle 
around with your team, a la 
Superstar Soccer bm much better. A U x a n d R o f l „ p r # p a w l to catoti 
Tackling and Shooting skills can both tha ball. It WI I an axcltlng day. 
be altered, but to be honest their 
effects are a bit tricky to spot (all the players look the same, j ^ ^ 
y'see). Lots of smart stuff and good bits, the best feature being 
the giant animated scoreboards that pop up when someone 
scores, or there's a throw-in, or what have you. Yes. I like this 
one. Quite a bit, in fact. Just a pity it's so easy to beat. 

t r i e fled. That Hying bowling ball 
meant bua'neea. 

GARY LINEKER'S SUPERSTAR SOCCER 
A bii creaky, this one. It hails from 
the early days of 1986. and to be 
honest it's showing its age in a 
crumpled, doddery sort of way. The 
idea behind Ihe game is a bit dever 
you have to choose your players, 
fiddung around with some 
managemem-ish number lists to get 
an optimum team strength, then rush 
out and take on the opposition in 
straightforward arcadey fashion The 
trouble is, the two halves don'l gel 
very well at all, The management bit 
seems to rely a lot on luck, while the arcade footy section limits I 
you to controlling the goalie or the centre forward (the Speccy 
takes care of everyone else). It's fairly interesting, m a nostalgic 
son of way, but as a game it doesnI come up to scratch 

GARY LINEKER'S HOT SHOT! 
Yup, it really does have that 
cringlngty tasteless exclamation mark 
on the title. Oh, the game? Take my 
advice and stick to giggling al the title 
- the game isnl worth bothering with. 
It's another flakey old doo-dah, 
written back in the days when 
everyone thought Kick Off was a 
really neat idea. Yup. Hot Shotl is yer 
basic overhead fasl-moving scrolly 
sort ol affair. It's full of movement, 
and, er, lhars If, The game doesn't 300J' gasped tha Hunchback Of 
even fit into the fun for five minutes l w M M * C l , v 

category," mainly because youll get completely fed up after thirty 
seconds. Not particularly inspinng, I think you'll agree I'd say 
Hot Shot! was reasonably playable but, lo be honest, it isn't - so 
I won't 

Top Three Worst Soccer Tactics 
• The anti-jink. This appears to be a normal jink until the last 
possible moment, whereupon you throw your weight violently in the 
wrong direction, crashing painfully into your opponent and falling 
down. 
• The goalie kick. When an opponent s shot at goal misses, and 
the ball goes out of play behind the goal line, pick up your goalie 
and boot him down the field. 
• The cavalry charge. Not only is this tactic frowned upon by 
UEFA. but setting up a cavalry charge without altering the 
opposition requires a high degree of stealth and cunning. Do not 
forget - if the opposition realises what you are up to, they may 
appeal to the referee, or set up a brace of cannon, or something. 

Oh dear. Gary Isn't doing himself any favours by having his mug plastered all over this compilation. 
Italy 1990 is a simple, fun little game. The other three are distressingly bad. Let's be fair and ask an 
independent third-party for their verdict. Billy Bigshoes, famous variety hall comedian of the 30s -
what do you think of it so far? "Rubbish!" And there you have it. 
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WELL, STOP DREAMING 

THE NEW AMIGA 600 HAS ARRIVED 
fig 

S-
C O M P L E T E W I T H F R E E " A T H O M E " M A I N T E N A N C E F O R I Y E A R 

PACK INCLUDES DELUXE PAINT III. WORKBENCH AND ONE GREAT GAME. AMIGA 600 £399.99: AMIGA 600 HD £499.99' (Prices include VAT). 

Yes, this is reality. And yes. the world 's best-selling home 
computer has been improved. 

As soon as you get your hands on the new Amiga 600, 
you'll know you're dealing with something special. A lot more 
compact than the Amiga 500, yet packing even more punch, this 
machine is all you'd expect a 90's computer to be. 

For example, it incorporates the very latest "Smart Card" 
technology which means quicker and easier 
loading than ever before. 

What's more, the Amiga 600 will also run 
existing Amiga software titles - by far the 
largest range available for any (6-bit machine. 

AMIGA 600 
C- Commodore 

Of course, coming from the legendary Amiga family, the 
outstanding graphics, mind-blowing stereo sound and I Mb 
RAM (expandable to 8Mb) wilf come as no surprise to anyone. 

But if you really want to get serious, the unique Amiga 
6 0 0 H D with its impressive 20 Mb hard disk is for you. 

And as if all that wasn't enough, we'l l even come to your 
own home to repair your machine in the unlikely event of a 

malfunction. 

Wake up to the Commodore Amiga 600, 
It's everything you've been waiting for. 

Call f ree on 0 8 0 0 68 68 6 8 for your 
local Amiga stockist. 

Available at most quality computer outlets. 'Monitor not Included. Smart Card dtlei and CO ROM upgrade (O be reteamJ loon. 



No doubt you' re a l l incred ib ly 
p l e a s e d w i t h t h e s m a s h i n g h igh 
score c a r d tha t c a m e 
fantabu lous ly f r e e w i t h last 
month 's YS, i n d e e d s o m e of you 
m a y e v e n h a v e r e c e i v e d t w o . 
Rock a n d roll! But w h a t e x a c t l y 
a re you m e a n t to do w i t h i t? 

N o w you cou ld u s e t h e c a r d for 
the purpose M a r y a n n e a n d I h a d in 
m i n d w h e n w e d e s i g n e d it , ie - to 
w r i t e d o w n w h a t s c o r e s you a n d 
your m a t e ge t wh i l s t p lay ing 
Sfeg . Of course th is isn't a very 
good Idea a t t h e m i n u t e c o s 
S t e g has y e t t o h i t t h e shops. 
Even w h e n it d o e s a p p e a r in 
your local s o f t w a r e 
e m p o r i u m a lot of you m a y 
f ind tha t you h a v e a spare 
high score c a r d on your 
hands. Bear ing th is in mind , 
w e in t h e S h e d h a v e c o m e up 
w i t h a pos i t ive p l e t h o r a of i d e a s 
for a l t e r n a t i v e u s e a g e . S imply 
c h o o s e your m e t h o d a n d go! Go! 
Go! 

A fan 
This is definitely the most popular option 
around these parts. As the day draws 
towards a dose the Shed really heats up 
and we start to melt. Y'see, during the day 
the wood takes in all that heat and come 
five o'clock it decides to release it all... 
wham' Straight at us. It's then that we all get 
our high score cards out and start flapping 
away. V _ L J ^ S ^ * 

A shopping list 
You can actually write on the back of the 
cards. As long as you write in pencil, it'll rub 
off. If your hands are sweaty enough you 
don't even need an eraser, simply rub your 
hands over the card and all those vegetable 
lists will come off. Similar use can be made 
by customising the card into a... 

Mini message board 
To make a message board that is 
completely your own simply stick pics of 
your fave popsters around the edges. You 
could use the back of the card for this, use a 
pencil so you can rub it clean. Now stick it 
on your door and await those lurve doodles. 

A c o a s t e r 
Is your mum always complaining about the 
stains your YS mug makes on her clean 
tablecloth? Well, serves her right tor being 

too stingy to buy some of those mini 
mug placemats! Still, now's your 

chance to show her that you 
really do care about her nice 

table. Before putting your 
nice big mug of frothy 

: choccy drink on to ihe 
polished formica surface, 
slide the high score card 
underneath. Not only will 

you protect the table, you'll 
also keep the bottom of 
your mug shiny and clean! 

A f r l s b e e k i n d a t h a n g 
Pretty self explanatory this 
one. just fling it around the 
room. 

A hole dlsgulser 
Y'know how annoying it is 
when you pull a picture off the 
wall cos you no longer think 

they're the sexiest thing since strawberry 
milkshakes and the blu takdrawing pin pulls 
a big chunk of the wall out? Well, now you 
can simply cover up that hole with this card. 
Good, eh? (Alternatively you 
can just pin up a pic of 
your latest 
dream boat.) 

Strongest spit 
scorecard 
Ah. it's good this one! 
Instead of wiping off your 
high score with a piece of 
damp tissue paper, write 
lots of rubbish on the card and then take 
turns to spit at it. The person who can spit 
away the most words wins. 

A funnel 
Roll it up and use it to put lots of popcorn in. 
Or you can take it school and whip it out in 
the chemistry lesson, note down what 
chemicals cause it to melt and make a point 
of avoiding them in the future. 

Icing cone 
Again, roll it up. Simply fill it with yummy 
chocolate/lemon/strawberry icing and 
squeeze it gently til it all flows nicely over 
that lush and gorge cake. Mmmmf 

Fly swatter 
You have to be dead quick to be a 
success at this lark. Only Maryanne had 
the quickfire responses necessary to flick 
the wrist, flatten a bluebottle and break a 

million hearts at the same time. 

Ice Cream scoop 
Erm, this one doesn't work very well 

Wasp cutter 
See under fly swatter. 

Pea shooter 
Roll it up into a rather large circular straw 
shape and blow split peas, chick peas or 
even new potatoes through it. 

Vegetable masher 
Hold the card so that the sharp thin edge 
can slice through cooked potatoes, swedes 
and turnips. You'll reduce them to a sludge 
in minutes. 

Plate 
Saves on the washing-up. 

Cut Into small circles and use as 
tlddlywtnks 

1 \ Get an older and more 
\ \ responsible person to cut the 
\ \ card into roughly equal circles. 

[ You can probably get about 
\ \ 24 out of one card. You can 
\ \ either colour the circles into 
\ \ about three different colours 
\ \ or you can write different 

names on them. If you do 
the latter, you can try and get all the 

groovy pop icons into the tub and you can 
give your mate the crap rock stars. 

Cut out an aeroplane shape and 
slot wings through It 
Draw an aeroplane shape onto the card and 
then cut it out. With the remaining card you 
could make some wings. Get someone else 
to make a slit in the plane (you don't want to 
cut yourself!) and slip the wings through. To 
make your plane more aerodynamic just 
glue some feathers along the wings. 

Tape divider 
Cut the high score card into strips and insert 
them into your fave tapes of the moment. 
Now you needn't go through a pile of a 
hundred tapes searching for that elusive 
Confetti track. (Never found it a problem 
myself. Ed) To make this a more effective 
system you could write down what tracks 
are on the tape Careful though, sharp bits 
of plastic can be dangerous. 
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64 PAGE COLOUR CATALOGUE 
YOURS FREE! WHEN YOU COMPLETE & 

RETURN THE COUPON BELOW 

FREE! FROM SILICA 

r -i 
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A R C A K ACTION GAMES • I f ' M 7 ! 

Wwfi you buy your new A/ruga computer horn 
Saca Systems we wit grw you wi additional 
£359 73 worn ol wfhwe FREE OF 
CHARGE, ndudng some grM antertarment 
and predudMty pro-ams These tree gifts 
wit rtroduca you to tie worw d computing 
and Mp you to act oB lo • Dying sun with 
your lew Amiga Plu». with every Anwja from 
Sfca we w* ?ve you 16 mghts FREE notday 
how accommodation tor you and your (amity 
to * break M home or •broad 

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 
Evwy Anga 300 tn> HJO mjm raw 
fcCPf) —i' a nee ts pagea(tt*r««»Mawr 
> 11 • i . • hx. i îi'hw tfm( 2 pecfXa lo 
taay ip to a Ma d J®̂ *?™ " •"» 01140 

ARCADE ACTION PACK: 
10 Superb entertainment titles 
ASTEHX C24.99 
CHESS PLAYER H50 £24 95 
ORMtT FORCE £19.95 
UVE AND LET DIE £19.99 
ONSLAUGHT 
PIPE MANIA 
RICK DANGEROUS 
ROCK W ROLL 
SKWEEK 

M you Mm » pay tor an f*J "weft (put are MM «i ff» braetu.) 

TRIVIAL PURSUIT 

PRODUCTIV ITY : 
PHOTON PAINT 2.0 part pact* 
GFA BASIC VS 5 
a pee* baae 

£24.99 
£19 99 
£24 99 
£19.99 
£19.99 
£19.95 

£89.95 

£50.00 

TOTAL VALUE: £359.73 

WORTH 
NEARLY £360! 
CARTOON CLASSICS 

1Mb AMIGA 500 PLUS 
BUILT-IN 1Mb DRIVE 
ASM TELEVISION MOOULATOR 

• THE SIMPSONS BART y SPACE MUTANTS 
• CAPTAIN PLANET AND THE PLANETEERS 
• LCMMHOft 
a DELUXE PAINT • 
PLUS! - FREE FROM SILICA 
• PHOTON PAINT V2.0 
• ARCADE ACTION GAMES PACK 
• GFA BASIC INTERPRETER V3 5 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: 
LESS PACK SAVING 

SILICA PRICE: 

£«9.95 
C219 7B 

£50.00 

PLUS! 
16 NIGHTS FREE HOLIDAY 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 

LIMITED OFFER! 
STANDALONE MODEL 

A R C A D E A C T O N G A J K W C K 

I l g v f t a 1 * 3 

512K AMIGA 500 COMPUTER 

• BUILT-IN 1Mb DRIVE 

• A520 TV MODULATOR 

• MOUSE CONTROLLER 

PLUS! 
FREE FROM SILICA: 
• PHOTON PAINT 2.0 

• ARCADE ACTION GAMES PACK 

• GFA BASIC INTERPRETER V3.5 

• 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 

£299 
INC VAT & DELIVERY REF: AMC 0550 

g g y j T A M I G A 6 0 0 

I i f / 

Trw MOO matt* Do nw Airaga cmmpiAan Uo» compact ran aw A500, »<• MOO hat • tv« r\ iMbdnva, TV Modulator rtmtd IO€ two On* xterlK* to MWy add a hart dflva nucm maAnvga. Smart adWlo aaemraUM BOM. RW» Qame earth aainr lo accasx i»xti ion ma s*da| and modaad 
axoanuan (** undamwtti lor addaonai RAM and hana-y OaQad a 1Mb AMIGA 600 (No Hard Dirt) 
a DELUXE PAINT III (0Mb HD verson only) 
a MYSTERY GAME (0Mb HO vars**i only} 
a 1 YEAR HOME SERVICE WARRANTY 
PLUS! - FREE FROM SILICA 
a PHOTON PAINT V2.0 
• ARCADE ACTION GAMES PACK 
a GFA BASK INTERPRETER VX5 

PLUS! total pack value 
te NIGHTS FREE HOLIDAY 

ACCOMMODATION 
LESS PACK SAVING 

SILICA PRICE 

£399.99 
£79.99 

VtMMll 

£•9.9$ 
CI19 78 

£50 00 
£•39.71 
£440 71 
£399.00 

r no Htao ush fw uacoua )OMh HARD O I M - M AMC Ml0 1 

£499 

MR CDTV DRIVE 
fAMIGA ADD-ON] 
(TOR A500 i m] 

Commodore has treated thee new CO TV dnvaa tax ma Amga 500 and <00 
oxnpuierv Sanpty (Hug arv* onto yew Amp and you have Pa power K> 
a USE THE SUCCESSFUL RANGE OF CDTV SOFTWARE A vest h >. 

MM are avwaWa now and mora are bang released an He trw W«i the 
CD's afcaty to retrieve 540Mb o» data (mar «t0 A/wga llcopy Man » 1 
me km media tor scAnare based atom e M a w r muaar 
education later aria and much more1 

a PLAY NORMAL AUCMO CO*. The Mgr Qutfty COPtoyw 0 « over 
tamplngi oû MR wm quaifly TMai • equal to tfa M« and CO pievw 
avaaatue today The CO TV <kne you ne abMy to prognr ma CO 
Piayar gn-acraen to Mtoci random pwy. prê ai ptoy onto) and mu4< mora 

a PLAY AND SEE CCW3 CDs. Not v*t do you gat t*y cuAtr, audto M 
CO.fi (Compact CM • Grafftcs) produces grapbict on icrean whto n-a 
badt a playing These graphics are uaua»r bated on ma mama d ma 
nac* Of can t» me lynes 0( ma »ong 

ASK COTV Una to. AV» m a i IM 

£299 
<vr DCDoan 

Kit COTV (Ma b a n ii inr»« 

£349 £299 ntr c:o«an mt ccomn 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT • DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU ) 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On ** harOaaie orders shipped m the UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team ol technical expels « your service 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitor on a "Same product - Same pnee" basts 
• ESTABLISHED 13 YEARS Proven trac* record m professional computet sales 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-306MM 
• SHOWROOMS Demonstration and training lacthMs at ot* London & Stria* branches 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Al of your recrements from one Suppiker 
• FREE CATALOGUES: W be m«tod to you «ttr> offers and softwar&'penpheral details 
• PAYMENT: By cash. Chwque and all maft* credit canto 
Baton you oeode whan to buy your new Amiga computer, we suggest you aw* very careMy about 
WHERE you buy ft Consider what it wW be ike a lew worths alter buying your Amiga, wtien you may 
requra addbonai penpnerato or sottware. or help and advice with your new purchase And. w< the 
company you buy from contact you with dela4» ol new products7 At Sica Systems we ensure that you 
w« nave nothing lo worry about We have been established tc* over 12 years and. with our unrivaled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an 
understanding when ts second to none But don't |ust lake our word lor « Complete and return the 
coupon now tor our latest Free Mera&ra and begin to experience the *S*ca Systems Service" 

MAIL OROER OnMr LMt oIV M The Mews MoivSat 9QOwn4O0pni Hrtherisy Rd. Sxtue, Kent DA1* 40X NO Lam Hrf* Ot—i<V 'ax Tit: Ml 309 l l l f Ne na> ma aeoa 
LONDON SHOP HtXrt 5? Tollenharr Court Road, London, WiP DBA Mcn-Saa a spam aoopff No Lat* OpvwQ I*U IH 071 SW (000 No 071-K3 47>r 
LONDON SHOP Opanmf Hnn SetfmlMS ltd Uoo-SxX 9Xmrf. Kn»f Boon 0*1 ord Street. lo«)on. W1A 1AB LJM N *̂ TNnday Km Ella III 0711734 nwon Mil 
SIOCUP SHOP 1-4 The Mews 

Men-SM f OOam-S soon 
Hiiherlery Rd, Sidcup Kent, 0A14 40* Lata Ijipt Fnaay um rpm >•• III 001 102 toil Ho OBI X» 00'/ J 

f 7 o Silica Systems, YOURS-0792-80, The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Stdcup Kent DA14 4DX 

PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE i 
| Ur/UrsMWMi 

Address 

Initials Surname 

SILICA 
SYSTEMS 

I 

^ Tel (Home): 

| Company Name (if applicable): 

| Which computers), it any, do you o w n ' 

r t a 

Postcode 

Tel (Work): 

mJ 

f . . . A M A , L ORDER HOTLINE 

m 0 8 1 - 3 0 9 1111 



In which Hutch explains all 
those peculiarly YS-ish words 
that have perplexed you, and 
the rest of the t e a m , since the 
third moon in Septuagesima. 
Eh? 

Adventure: 
nope, not a Saturday afternoon with the 
East Stand boys at Wolves, but a game 
(usually purely textual) in which you have to 
sotve puzzles and explore strange worlds. 
Main skill you'll need is the ability to type 
-Go north", "Eat food", "Hit troll", "Get all" 
and "Die of boredom* repeatedly. 
Beat-'em-up: 
a game in which you're required to make 
your character hit lots of computer 
controlled characters. Usually includes the 
word karate' In the title. 
Beaut: 
really beautiful, man. 
Slim: 
shouted in amazement; as in "Blimmin' hell." 
A golden nugget of knowledge from possibly 
the brainiest YS team ever. 
Blooters: 
expression of amazement, ie "Blooters! 
There's the Loch Ness monster." 
Brilllg 
top hole, really rather good. Not to be 
confused with its meaning in Lewis Caroll's 
Jabberwocky - "Twas bnllig, and the stithy 
toves..." in which we think it means dank. 
Of course, we can't be 'pletely sure cos it is 
a load of nonsense. 
Cheesy: 
hackneyed, old, not worth a lot really. 
Clock this: 
look at this. 

Collect-'em-up: 
a game in which you're required to colled 
things. Usually involves an egg called Dizzy. 
Hmmm. 
Corker: 
an article of the highest quality. 
Crap: 
an article of the lowest quality. 
Dead serious 
rarely of consequence in YS. 
Dig?: 
do you agree with my point of view? 
Fabby: 
fabulous. 
Fish: 
a finny thing that swims around in water, 
silly! 
Flip: 
see Blim. 
Frolic: 
an adventure. 
Funky: 
brimming over with positive vibes. 
Gedoudameeway: 
phrase used when making a dash for t' bog. 
Groovesome: 
utterly bnlliant, great, fab. excellent. 

Gripply: 
that peculiar way in which mothers and 
middle aged women (usually laden with four 
large Tescos bags) run and manage to keep 
their bodies and heads absolutely level. 
Guff: 
to drop one's guts. To fart. 
Hooba: 
the way you cough if you push something 
too far into your ear. 
Jangler: 
when a bit of ice cream hits a rotten tooth, 
or tin foil touches a filling. 
Megagame: 
the highest accolade you can give a game. 
Microphone head: 
someone with very, very cuiiy hair. 
Most considerable: 
it's superb. 
Moving: 
smart. 
Natch: 
naturally. 
Nesty: 
what your hair looks like first thing in the 
morning. Small boys are particularly 
susceptible to this phenomenon. Mothers 
think it looks sweet. Bleurgh! 
Platformer: 
a game of the platform genre. 
Pleb: 
a ridiculous person. 
'Pletely: 
totally. 
Radical: 
flippm' excellent. 
Ripping: 
of the best quality. 
Schleping: 
to lounge around a tot doing as little as 
possible. 
Scrummy: 
tasty. 
Skidoober: 
when you trip and nearly fall over in front of 
loads of people; as in "That geezer just 
pulled a radical skidoober." 
Shed: 
a haven of wisdom and immense 
grooviness. 
Shed-crew: 
the YS team. 
Shoot-'em-up: 
a game involving piloting a spaceship and 
shooting down other craft. 
Skill: 
radical, marvellous. 
Slope off: 
to amazingly disappear when there's 
washing-up/homework/nappy changing to 
be done. 
Spanky: 
new. fresh, ace. 
Spanner: 
a boring person. 
Spec-chum: 
one who subscribes to the doctrines of Clive 
Sinclair and Your Sinclair. 

Spiffy: 
new, fresh, minty. 
Spizzical: 
when you open a can of fizzy pop which has 
been shaken around a lot despite knowing 
that it's going to spray all over the place. 
Spook: 
exclamation, a bit like Eek! (Also Matt 
Bielby's fave expression.) 
Sploop: 
that funny little jet of spit which sometimes 
comes out of your mouth whilst eating 
something mouth-watering. 
Spurtsome: 
the amazing speed with which you can 
make it back home having purchased a new 
game, record or video. 
Stonking 
really rather good. 
Stoopid: 
more than just stupid, idiotic. 
Strident: 
the way that a heavy metal music fan walks. 
Tec hie: 
anything involving electricity or machine 
code. 
Toungle: 
the urge to lick the two nodes on top of one 
of those square batteries. This is closely 
allied with the urge to look at the contents of 
your hanky after you've blown your nose or 
the bottom of the toilet after you've... (Snip! 
Jane the Publisher) 
Tralnspotter: 
a sad individual who revels in minutiae. 
Tribble: 
that peculiar way in which a girl's bum 
wiggles when she walks; as in "Hasn't she 
got a tribbly bum." 
Trolleywar: 
activity small boys participate in on hot 
Sunday afternoons at the local multi-story 
carpark in which they hop into shopping 
trollies and race each other down the 
ramps. 
Umbilical: 
a small runty boy who follows the hard kids 
around all the time laughing at their crappy 
jokes and saying "Hit im Mauler' a lot. 
Wibbly: 
Strange. 
Wodges: 
lots and lots. 
Wowzers: 
that really is rather incredible. 
Zesty: vital, happening, radical. 

Now, if you want to sound as cool 
as a cucumber that 's been left in 
the f reezer for 24 hours, simply 
string a f ew of these words 
together . For example , "Wowzers! 
G e d o u d a m e e w a y tribbly, gripply 
microphone head." Or "Clock this! 
It 's a str ident, umbil ical pleb!" 
Good eh? Or should I say 
groovesome, I think I should. Hey! 
total ly groovesome, dude! 

YOUR SINCLAIR July 1992 4ft 1 



OFTWARE CITY 
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304 

[Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 H I C S E 

SPECTRUM SELLERS 
Ht OwBicm Manager 399 
9 Soccer Sqtad(DiH) 399 
30Pob 3« 
JO 5*«i Os5 3» 
4 Most lads BOOB andEW»n 399 
AT.F iAA TtCSMf r<9f«r) 
Ace ' 
AcDcr. Fiqdto New 399 
Atortunv 3 99 
Moor* targe New 3 99 
Utndhw 399 
American 30 Bod 3 99 
Arcade fnut Machtne $99 
Artjsrad Iff! 399 
Sany McCugars fcwng 9 99 
Satrwi The Mone 399 
8»nesh©s 1.99 
V .. New 3 99 
Bignoie Arwnc«i A<»i*n&je 3 99 
fcOsKqf 3.99 
fcyepdi 8 ! 99 
Song marager 199 
9r>fcsh Sioer League 399 
UWteWc 399 
Bubble fczzy 399 
Buggy Boy__ 199 
C/s Elephant Arses 
Cjr ihe'JSA 
cabal 
CaWOBut Gwnes 
Champ•orshpGo* —• 
Q«mHO 
Ovoue £991̂ 8 
GawcTraner lort 
Cotorais Bnoge 
Cotasa* fr>Oge (Oat) 
oioata Chen « 

CcXOHUS <?*SS 4 '.Dski 
Cortmertai Cicus 
curty Cricket (0 4 Hj 

C/eket f«**<r 
CU> Football 
CUP Manager 
Mey Thompsons Decathlon 
Daley lharrcaare OMtt&c 
Chafttngt 
Oeweuaemg 8low Bawig 
tkiryPanc 
Qomnoes —~ 
Double Ok 
Dout* Orator 1 at 
0r»gcn New 
Edd The Duck 
Ekk Hind few 

399 
399 
399 

. 399 
399 
399 
399 
9 99 

New399 
New 799 
New 399 
ftew799 

J99 
399 

New 399 
399 
£99 
399 

.399 
399 
399 
999 
399 
399 

- J 99 
399 

r*ts*VKxta0iz2y 
F16 Combat Wot 
F14 Comb* Pitat (tW() 
fqraerMol 
'reman Sar-
FW tet ft* PO« 
FoolbaP Champions 
Foc«b«<l OMCr 
Football Manager 9 
Football Manager nfcrldCtp 
Footballer of the Wear 9 
frank »irc 
Frut Machre San 9 
Gâ ts Suiw EiMu1 

GacnOei' A £ » Deeper 
Oirgtors 
GI-fXiB and GfXnO 
CtMtr A« 
Graham GoocT CnrtlB 
Gnrd NabcrW 
Oand Oaliergr 
Grcar tveace 
Hard Drtym 
Head Hceft 

lor »ea October 
i* » _ 
tdnJorelMOvudt 
*«em»nonai Football 

4 99 
399 

New 3 99 
999 
199 
399 
399 

_399 
399 

New 399 
399 
4.99 
399 
399 

International NHje Mbbfe 399 
ttaha'990 New 3 99 
kmrrw Soccer Manager 3 99 
lodry WHson Compendun Of 
De-W 399 
Kenrv CMgMi Socctr Mnger 199 
KertUc*y Sacng 9 99 naon 399 
LaBMrfle8. ... 399 
league Footban 399 
IdMbcre New 3 99 
MagctandOmy 399 OOB 

Mar New 3 99 
*7«Ma(ch 399 

New 3 99 
399 

New 3 99 
New 7 99 

9 99 
J399 
399 
399 
399 
999 
9 99 
399 
999 
399 
399 

watcmav 1 or S 3 99 
MiOirgf* Bevstance 399 
MfMOfftce 999 
Monty On The fcn, Jack Nipper ! i 
AufWtedersehenMorty(MMS) 499 
Monty fytar 399 
MoorMoter .199 
Muit> Maw Socce Manger New399 
MLfiay Mouse Suxr Cop New 3 99 
NevyMiM* New 3 99 
New Zealand Story 3 99 
Nigel Manse* GrandPnx . 999 
Nr')J Warner 399 
On The Bench 399 
Operation Thunderbolt J 99 
Operation «5» 199 
CMTjn 399 
Paperboy .999 
Pegasus Budge (War Game) New 3 99 
Pope>«8 999 
Potarwi PW 10f9 9 99 
AnwtiK— -..._-. 199 
ProGolf<Codemes»ers) 399 
ftoteswial footballer 3 99 
Putty's Saga New 3 99 
Puxjne New 3 99 
Q- Tar* Busttr 199 
Ouenro (Cxrzy etc) 399 
QuanoCvtoon (Utile Puff etc) 399 
Quettro Can Op! < fast Food etc) 3 99 
Quatgofarttsac(PUbTnMaetc) 399 
Question Of Sport 999 
(Type 399 
Hertjowssland 399 
ftafty Cross 999 
Sraoet New 3 99 
Benegade ' Of 3 399 
bet Dangerous —J.99 
tobocop 3.99 
Sugtry Coach (0 4 H) 399 
ftjgtry Manager 999 
ItmrigMan 3 99 
Sabe*eulor9 199 
Sam few Sinp Wer 999 
ScoobyOooandSctappyDoo 3 99 
Suambled Sprits 399 
5«fymci# Goes to Holfcvwod New 3 99 
Shadow o* the Beast 399 
Shadow iMmcn New 399 
Shnobr 399 
SAwtxm .. .. 399 
Siatrtt4n New 3 99 
SfcgWy Mag*: 3 99 
Snoots Management (DtH) 399 
Soccer 7 199 
Soccer D»trtor 9 99 
SoccwMan± 3 99 
Soccer IViball New 3 99 
Soccer Q 399 
Soccer fcvah 399 
SpaceHamer 9 ..... New 3 99 
Sporting Tnan̂to New 3 99 
Spamng Tnang*a(M0 New799 
Spy Wxj loved Me 3 99 
ST t>«93n New 3 99 
StKtUp 999 
Sir* Oaws Snooker 9 99 
Stride* New 399 
Sinker 399 
Sinter Manager 399 
SmpPcrtrS 999 
Sftft Car facer 3 99 
Si43er Hang On 3» 

00 toad facer New 3 99 
S«4XTSeimx/ New 399 
Wchwade 399 
Sword And Sorcery New 399 
T T facer 999 
TaiChTonooe 399 
Target lleregade 3 99 
Thcenas The Tar« Emgme 9 99 
Ttarac Blirty 399 
Tgmafwnt 999 
TcoGui 399 
'cryota CeUaG T Batty New 399 
Traclom Manager 999 
Treaamr island Dinry 3 99 
Treble Chamoons 399 
TtxboOinn 3 99 
Tint <11 19> 
Tusfcei 3 99 
wtndena 399 

.999 
Vta New 4 99 
•i»%fnbley Grevhoin* 3 99 
Wcndeibcw 399 
Worm Class Leaderboan). 
leaderboardi Tounament 4 99 
«JrtdCnd6el 399 

wyld Ci*. New 399 
Vbgi And The Greed Monster 999 
Vbgit Great Escape 9 99 
ZcKh New399 
SOFTWARI CITV SHCIA1S 
Adid® Charrpmnsh© 
Football New 3 99 
Altera I 99 
Bak To Stool 999 
CriOdSwr 999 
C*xrwortd 1 99 
0e*a rSP 4 Sam Coupe 
cornoaM*} 399 
EmM1 Hĵ iej Wemabonal 
footba* 199 
£ HugfersW Football IEW0 699 
f nlî termert (Onjrd 9) 099 
Eiropean Super league 
(CaniSBl) 399 
Euopean Siper league (Oak). 4 99 
Grrmirs 9 New399 
Hardball ̂ baseball 1 99 
HAT£.(Casl) 199 
HATE, (OUt) 999 
Ibcfc Off9 499 
<idiOK9(Ort) 699 
lazeSoutd New 3 99 
Mr̂nght fasAtarx e>Nighlbreed 4 99 
Narc New 3 99 
Qu»ieibart<Johnaway) New 3 99 
Salamander 999 
Sarmon 999 
Stoolctoe 999 
S.TU N kne. 199 
Starglidei9 New 3 99 
Tumcan 9 New 3 99 
r u n MIKE CASS DISK 
30 Construction Kit 
SP and SAW 1799 1799 
Anr cm Battles 1099 NfA 
Battle Command 799 N'A 
Battie Ot The fcnge 999 N A 
Captain Planer 799 1099 
Crete 1941 999 WA 
CrcmwO at war B99 N/A 
Oekfle Scrabble (19B<1 799 1099 
Ooiible Oregon 3 899 WA 
Final figtf 1 !9W 899 1199 
footbe: Orector 9 
(19Sf. »9* *9A) 799 799 
Fun School 3 
(US or S-7 or 7+) 699 1199 
fun School 4 
(USor S-7or7») 899 .1199 
O u « e t 3 899 H/A 
Grand IH* (D4M) 799 N'A 
Moo Ciiest + WltcNord 
Data Oak 899 N'A 
Hero Q m *Mc Nerd 
n m r r n ...S99 799 
l̂ JFHIM Nj) 899 WA 
loneMfcif 799 N/A 
Man UH Evrape M9»'i 899 NTA 
Mercs .... 899 1199 
TheNatmral 7 99 N'A 
Norti and ScoKi .7 99 1099 
^pert*jy9 799 1099 
Mxworth New 4 99 tVA 
Pitf^aer 799 1999 
lobmSmffs 
I t Cncket 7 99 N/A 
kdaod i 699 N/A 
Scrabble, Monopolv 
iCuedc. 1399 N/A 

San Cay 999 N'A 
Srrcurn 799 . N/A 
Smart! TV 799 1099 
Soacr Gcr New 1099 N/A 
Steve Oavss Snooker, 
FooUfcjgby H/A 799 

i u x r Space 
r>vad9s 799 1899 
Termrntof 9 799 1099 
Trivial Pirswt 10 99 WA 
Vbrsd Clasa hj^bv 799 10 99 
Wbrtd of Soccer New 6 99 N/A 
WWf WestHjrwM 899 M/A 

SAM c o u r t DISK 
Bats and Ba»s New 7 99 
Footba* Orertor 9 799 

Miner (40 Mvtkl NCI w 7 99 
Phnce of Sersia 1199 

COMPILATIONS 
CHAMPIONS 

Manege United Eun** 4 
jrfungh* Own* SquMM Cw*9-99 

SOCCER 6 
Tfcde Champion*. European Champions, *brid 
Soccer Uague, Euro Boss, Champoni & 

Trevor Brooking tMa 47.99 

TWO HOT TWO HANDLE 
GcWen A<c. Total dec*'. Sfadcrw Warrior & 

Off toad Racer I m ilO.W 
DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE 
Dirzy Dcwn The fiapKjs. Kw» Via*, Butyaie Dizzy, 

Diizy PBrx: 4 Diny And The yolk Fott. 
Caaa £7.99 

WINNERS 
Thtnderc*sde, led Storm, ftorreroicts KrpMrtvon 

81 Indiana Jono Temple of Doom 
CaM 

T H E KIZ 8-Type. Operation WoH, Double Dragon A Batman TT* CapedOrtader r«aiVW 

SPECIAL ACTION Driller, Captor Stood. Wv»catoe. S D1 1 Daley 
Thompsons Oyrroc- CjhaM.W 

MEGA MIX 
Operation Wolf, Dragon N*yi. Bartianan 2 & 

Seal GhoMtiusten i m i v u 

MAX PACK COMPILATION Turican 9, ST Dragon, Swiv 4 N̂ htsryfl 
< wonly ill.99 

CARTOON COLLECTION 
Ctoy, Si<ghdy Magic. Utie Mf. C J t Etepf-nn! 
Articj, Seymour Goes To Hott/wood 4 Sp*e In. 

irantylvariia < « 47.99 

MAGNIFICENT 7 
Head Ocr Han, Cobra, Short Orcua, Frank* 
Goo To Hoifywood. AAaroid, Wzba 11 The 

Great Escape (au 45. V) 

CHART ATTACK 
lotus Esom Tcrbo Challenge, Supercarv Shadow of 

OieBeait. Impossamoie A Ghouh and Ghosts 
Cm 410.99 lM»h 41 J.99 

GAME. SET AND MATCH 
Warid Series Baseball, Korumi Term. 

Jonah Batnngton's Souash, Pool, Kcnam (Vig 
Pong. Hypp Sports. Super Soccer. Barry 

McGnrgan's Bcamg, Basketball & 
Daley Thowpscma Supertejt 

TENGEN TRILOGY Kiax. Escape Planet Robot Monsters & 
Cybe/bai (w4V5o 

SUPER SEGA Golden A*e. E S WA T, Shinobi Siper Monaco G 9 A Crackdcwr (.d»t4IJ.99 

AIR/SEA SUPREMACY 
Silent Service. Carrier Command, Gurehip, M 7 

Thirderboit 4 F1S Srrte Eagle 
Cm* 415.99 

MEGA GAMES VOL I 
Monti Star. Cybemcad. Deflector, Tnect. Stood 
bothers. Mask 9. Tour Oe force. Mercian, &aod 

VMcy. Masters of the Uwant (The Mome) 
(4» only 45.50 

IT S T.V. SHOWTIME 
Krypton factor, Bobs Full House. Every Second 

Counts, & Ouifseye 47.99 

ADDICTED TO FUN 
Bubble Bobble, tombow Islands 4 

New Zealand Story 
( jm 47.99 

DIZZY COLLECTION 
Dozy. Fast Food, fantasy «trtd Ojzy, Treasure 

K'and Dizzy 4 Magic Land Duzy 
< w L-<n 

MOVIE PREMIER 
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, Gremlns 8, Back to 

(he future 8 & Days of Thunder 
( ju 410.99 

VIRTUAL WORLDS 
Driller, Total Eclipse, Castte Mnsns 4 The Crypt 

t,aM l>nt> 45.50 

CRASH SMASHES Btor»c Commando, Winter Games, 780, 
impossible Msson 8 4 Spy Hirter 

Special Offer 45.99 

T.N.T. 
Hard Dnvm. Dragon Spirit, APB , Tootwi4 

Xybott C—45-50 
THRIIXTIME GOLD I 

Paperboy, Ghosts and Gotyms, Batty, 
BombiacJi and Tiabo Esprit 

Can 45.50 (Not »iA < ompjilhlr I 

Splat 
Vegetable vocation 

New 7 W 
New 7 99 

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION 
AH orders sent FIRST CLASS subject to availability Just fill m the 

coupon and send it to Software City Urn! 4. BDC, 21 Temple Street Wohrarhampton WV2 4AN 

ORDER FORM (Block Capital*) 
Name  
Address 

Post cod* Tel No 
Name ot game Computer Value 

Postage 

TOTAL 
POSTAGE RATES PIMM add Mp <o» pod and OKKagng on al undar CS EEC cotXHnM add tt per 4am Non EEC Cauntnat add £2 SO par Mm Paying By Chaqu* ChaquM peyatw to Sottwara City 
CREDIT CARD EXPIRY DATE VS7 

eunoPEAki 
SIGNATURE DATE ACCEPTED 



WRITE TO THE ED, YS, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 
Star Letter winners recieve three free games! All letters win a YS badge! 

While reading the letters pages this month, you should play 
Land of Hope and Glory on a comb and tissue paper. You see, a 
lot of the letters are patriotic missives from diehard Spec-
chums. Read on gentle gnome... 

ONWARD CHRISTIAN SPEC-
CHUMS 
Having been (and I still am) an avid 
reader of Your Sinclair since the 
days of Matt Bielby, I'd like to 
congratulate you on bringing the 
magazine back to life. Andy Ide 
wrecked the magazine (boo-hoo) 
and you my dear Ed have made 

me proud to own a Spectrum. 
At school I get left out of the 

daily games of football because I 
own a Speccy, read Your Sinclair, 
like EMF and REM and support 
OPR. But then I ask myself this 
question as I cry myself to sleep 
at night sucking my dummy. Do I 
care that I am the only person with 

a Spectrum, find Linda the most 
cute person alive and have a face 
like the moon? The answer is NO! I 
am proud to own a Spectrum, the 
computer that started all 
computers and I don't care that 
my face is the way it is. 

Also I say to myself what is the 
only computer to get into the 
album charts on Carter USM's 
album 101 Damnations? I say the 
Speccy. I have one problem I have 
lots of trouble finding Your Sinclair 
and I can't afford to subscribe. 

Have you any suggestions? 
Chris Etchingham 
Lutterworth, Leics 

Sob sob. I'm all choked up. What 
praise, what affection, what love. 
How much do I owe you Chris? I 
think you're being a little bit hard 
on Andy Ide though, he ran things 
a little bit differently to me. but 
that doesn't mean that they were 
necessarily worse. 

As to the school hassles, I must 
say I can't blame the kids for not 

There were tonnes of groovy pics in the Doodlebugs box this month. 1 laid them all in front of me and then ate a 
packet of pepperoni crisps and a bar of galaxy. I wiped my mouth and picked this confrontational piece by 
Simon Cook of Frinton-On-Sea. Ooh, I feel a bit peckish now* 

S E / M O U R V. 
Q (NOW YOU KNOW WHAT THE GLOVES ARE FOR) 
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TAPPING IN 
I'm currently sloping off in 
evening typing class (only 
another one hour and 45 minutes 
left) to bring you this letter. I'm 
sorry to read in this month's mag 
that the Speccy scene is 
diminishing. My little brother has 
got a Commodore 64 (cough, 
spit, boo, hiss!) and all his mates 
seem to have Amigas or NESs 
(double cough, spit, boo, hissS). 
They all seem to think that if s 
great fun to take the mick out of 
the Speccy. I don't care, l taM 
my Speccy (I even sent it 
Valentines card) and I wouldn' 
part with it for the world. Whilst 
looking through a copy of Game 
Zone (I only buy it for the water 
bombs, honest!) I noticed that 
some of the games were at least 

£50! If I had £501 certainly 
wouldn't buy computer games 
with it. 1 also noticed that half of 
the writers were old YS peeps. 
Whafs wrong, was the strain of 
moving all the way to Bath too 
much for them? 

Also flicking through this 
month's YS I saw that Viz and 
Ivan Ironman have gone budget ' ' 
already, Here's a question - do 
they make changes to a game 
before it goes budget? If not, 
what's the poirft pf buying them 
full price in the first place? 

I see Crasfoand SU have joined 
up. Well that'j&the laugit of the 
decade when you consider that 
the reason Crash didn't join 
forces with YS was. and I quote. 
"We didn't want tc be relegated 
to a small section on the w l n o f 
YS.'And «fO:theyre now a smaJL-r 
section on the cover of SU Ha! 

realise that this letter is dead 
lonfe. but if I doh't type this HI end 
up typing som£ crap about 
antique fdirs.pr something. I'm' 
trying to strim this out as long as 

possible. Only one hour and 15 
minutes left to go now, which 
means if s taken me 30 minutes 
to write this letter and I haven't 
even done the envelop&yet. 
Peter Kennedy 
Corby, Northants 

That's an evening class well 
spent, Peter. I ortfce did a 
cothputing evening class and it 
was compiete/v u?etess. A 
computer (hen was a massive 
piece of machinery that whirred, 
clicked and spat. And I knew 
more than the teacher. Linda did 
a maths evening class, but she 
only lasted a few weeks. When 
Um teacher started talking about 
simultaneous equations, she just 
had to leave. 

Your question about budget 
games is something that's always 

gfcnfused me too. I suppose 
waiting for budgies means you're 

ka skinflint. Or something. 
1 , By the way, your letter was far 

more interesting than loads of 
blurb about antique fairs. Ed 

letting you play footy if you 
support OPR. Everyone knows 
that the best football team on the 
planet are Cambridge Utd. Alright, 
so they missed promotion to the 
first division, but it was a close 
run thing. 

Well spotted on the Carter USM 
front by the way. Here in the shed 
we're really into the band, 
although opinion's divided on 
whether 101 Damnations is better 
than 30 Something. Oh, and about 
the availability of the issues, why 
not ask your newsagent to 
reserve you a copy. Newsagents 
are nice like that. Ed. 

ANOTHER ONE BITES THE 
DUST ^ ^ 
I have finally succumbed to the 
overwhelming power of the 16-bit 
computers. Indeed this is a sad 
tale which all started when I was 
downtown one afternoon... 

"Whip, wow, Kapammo!" I 
screamed as I pressed the 
joystick's fire button like a trigger 
happy soldier. But finally when we 
had to leave the shop I said 
"C'mon dad, just a couple more 
goes PLEASE!" 'Okay", said my 
dad. I played more games but I 
was glued to the screen. Finally I 
managed to prise myself from the 
Amiga. I thought about my humble 
Speccy (commence national 
anthem). For many years his 
computer had given me maximum 
enjoyment. I had learnt how to 
hack and all the basics of a 
humble Speccy owner. Friends at 
school say "Spectrums? What are 
they? Fridge freezers?" I still have 

a good old romp on my Spectrum 
now and again and I stil buy your 
excellent mag. I will support the 
Spectrum till the day I die! How's 
that for a British upbringing? 
Mike Beloved Speccy Owner' 
Kavanagh 
Worthing, Sussex 

There's nothing wrong with owning 
more than one computer Mike, so 
long as you don't give up on the 
Spectrum. The questionnaire 
results we got from you lot have 
shown us (hat loads of you have 
got another computer or console, 
But you can't bear to give up on 
the old Speccy. So long as you 
keep buying the magazine, we'll 
keep on writing about the 
Spectrum and Wagon Wheels. Ed. 

NOT FROM THIS PLANET 
Pssst, you over there. Yep you, t 
have some top secret news for 
you. You probably thought he was 
nice old Spec-chum who liked to 
send letters to you, well think 
again, because. Dun! Dun! Dun! He 
is in fact a secret spy droid intent 
on taking over YS. He works for a 
Mr X, a super villain who has a 
plan to take over the world. 

Yes! Upton Jazz is Mr X's spy 
droid (just in case you didn't know 
already) and he will send letters 
until he has filled YS with his work. 
Then he will set up his own 
company and take over all the 
mags in Britain and the USA and 
make loads of dosh. This dosh will 
go to Mr X who will buy toads of 
land and even more companies 
until he's brought enough land to 

rule the world. The evidence is 
right here within Small Print and 
Doodlebugs. His name is not 
Upton Jazz if s 
2BC5/8BBQ1 /1921 /Mk 5. The 
only way to shut him down is to 
pour a mixture of cod liver oil and 
custard down his throat. 
0068 
Fleckney, Leicester 

Listen 0068, I've told you before 
not to bother me at the office. 
Besides, what sort of a briefing is 
that? I've seen some of the Latvian 
agents do a better job with only a 
1932 Smith Corona typewriter 
and some toilet paper to type on. 
Anyway, you haven't stumbled on 
a world plot, you've discovered 
one of our deep cover agents. If 
you continue to interfere in 
ministry affairs I shall force you to 
endure three hours of Richard 
Stilgoe impressions by Gyles 
Brandreth MP (our brain stupifier). 
Don't do it again. Ed. 

OBSCURITY BECKONS 
Listen up earth people. I am a 
monster from the planet Zzackee. 
I am soon going to take over the 
world and I will also own Your 
Sinclair. Ha! Ha! Ha! So get ready 
to lose your jobs you rubbish 
bunch! I will have my monsters do 
your easy jobs. Ha! Ha! Ha! Oh 
yes, and the Ed is a hunk. 
Miss L Scott 
Ardesier, Inverness 

Gee, so I'm a hunk but you're still 
going to kick my out of my lovely 
job. Thafs not very nice is it? 

SOYA PICO 

Get mellow, get 
sorted, get Soya-ed! 

Soya'!i been busy job burning all 
montb. Unfortunately the 
recession, and Soya's hairvtyle, 
have combined to make all that 
walking and dressing up 
coeompletely redundant 
Hello readers, you find me in my 
nightgown (actually, it's an old 
kaftani with my decaff coffee <with 
added soya milkI and live yoghurt. I've 
got three letters this morning, mail 
jtt*t makes me feel so up. I love looking 
at the envelopes and and the 
post/narks. If you think about it, it's 
completely cosmic the way a letter can 
travel sut h immense distances. UW/ 
Dear MB Pico 

I'm sorry to inform you that your 
application for the post of Cleaning 
Appliance Executive ha» been 
unsuccessful 1 have put your letter on 
file and if anything suitable cooes up, 
I will not hesitate to contact you. 
Yours sincerely, 
Jeremy Thwack 
(Personnel Officer> 

Oh mouldy tofu! / really wanted 
that job. I thought that I'd make a 
really amazing vacuum cleaner 
salesperson Oh no, 1 feel reaaally 
down nou. Let's see what this one is... 
Dear Ma Pico 
I regret to inform you that yoar 
account is overdrawn by £2.48, As you 
have not arranged an overdraft 
facility, the bank charges amount to 
£65. That includes £20 for the wnting 
and sending of this letter. 

Could you please deposit sufficient 
funds to cover these costs. 
Yours sincerely, 
Mr F Bast 
(Assistant Manager) 

Aaagh! £65 for £2.48! This is 
exploitation' Hmv am 1 meant to pay 
off that when the whole economy is as 
shaky as an incense stick stuck in a bit 
of Blu-tak? Maybe this one's groovy... 
Dear Soya, 
I met a bloke in Katmandu, 
apparantly you lent him three 
hundred quid a couple of years back. 
He gave me four hundred smackers to 
give toyou. I know how much you 
hale money, so I've put it to good use-
Love, 
Femto 

I feel horribly uncosmic. Come back 
next month and, like, we'll talk some 
more, man. 
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MR ANGRY RETURNS! 
I am absolutely lividly shocked 
(So you're angry then are you? 
Ed). Reading through the back 
issues from 1988 right up to last 
year, utter shock hit me. To be 
blunt, the standard of your 
magazine has dropped. And you 
are supposed to be the best 
magazine for Speccy owners. 

Look at your ABC. It has 
dropped by about at least twenty 
thousand to a mere 59,059, by a 
quarter of what it used to be. 
Naturally you will try to slip your 
way out of this by going on that 
less people actually own 
Speccies. If so then where have 

Besides, if you're a monster how 
are you going to take over the 
planet? As soon as someone sees 
you, they'll phone up the zoo and 
get some keepers out to 
manhandle you into a cage. That 
would put paid to your plans 
wouldn't it, hmmm? Ed. 

WHAT A NERD-HERD 
I saw a poster of EMF and if you 
ask me they look like nerds. 
Here's a little poem I made up. 

o 
l / l 

the existing Speccies 
disappeared to? And don't try to 
pull a fast one, silly replies are 
self-damning. You ask in the 
questionnaires what we think of 
the existing columns, yet you do 
not ask us what we think when 
you strangle a section in mid-
bloom so to speak. 

Admittedly some people are 
more games-orientated, so you 
concentrate on reviews, well 
thafs fine. And you recently 
introduced a page devoted to the 
SAM Coup6, which is good. And 
you also introduced a technology 
help page, le Spec Tec, which is 
also a damn good idea. 
Thankfully you haven't got rid of 
Program Pitstop, but where the 
hell is Rage Hard? It was one of 
the best, if not the best, columns 
reviewing hardware for the 
Speccy. It was a real boost when 
contemplating which thing to buy 
next, and which was the best 
value for money. 

Don't think I don't give a damn 
about gaming - 1 do. But where 
will the Raf Ceccoes appear from 
if there's nobody around to help 
them on their way; to help them 
to the top? Now I'm not sure 
about this, but I suspect that this 
very magazine (in its better 
format) had something to do with 
Nigel Grange's progress in the 
gaming world. Somehow, but I'm 

EMF are crap, 
They can't even use a map. 
Their songs are alright, 
Even if they have no eyesight. 

Funky poem eh, Hutch? Did you 
know funky is my fave word? 

And what happened to Slots of 
Fun? Run out of money to put in 
the machine? Before I go I've just 
got one more question. Do you 
like Seal? 
Nick 'Hair-do' Jenkin 
Truro, Cornwall 

not sure about this. (Etc etc etc 
etc etc etc. Large ranting bit 
removed because we haven't got 
space) And I'm damn serious 
about this - even Crash can do 
better than this. 
Ken Guest 
County Tipperary 

I've printed the vast majority of 
this fetter, buf we started running 
out of space when Mr Guest got 
onto the subject of what his 
friends read. Anyway, to your 
complaints. Our circulation is still 
nearly twice as much as the other 
Spectrum magazine, our's has 
dropped by about twenty percent, 
compare that with Crash's which 
dropped from over 100,000 to 
about 30,000. You ask where the 
Spectrums have gone. They've 
gone to the same place as the 
ZX-81, the Lynx, the Dragon 32, 
the Genie, the TRS-SO, the 
Newbrain and the Jupiter Ace; 
under the stairs with the Ricochet 
Racers and the Ludo boardgame. 
Not everyone has the common 
sense to stick with the Speccy. 

You accuse us of getting rid of 
Rage Hard mid-bloom. We 
stopped covering hardware 
regularly because there wasn't 
any coming out. Ifs a little bit 
difficult to fill a page with news 
and reviews of hardware when 
the only item appearing is a new 

I'll have you know that the band 
can use a map. After all, they 
made it out of the Forest of Dean 
and onto Top of the Pops. S/ofs of 
Fun returned last issue. This 
amazing feature was only made 
possible when Linda discovered a 
stash of pennies under her 
bunkbed. And yes I do like Seal, 
although my admitting that has 
probably damned him to 12 
months of abuse and sarcasm at 
the hands of you fot. Ed. 

to put your clocks back six 
years to 1986, but the title 
says 1989.1 deserve two 
trainspotters I think! 
Julie Foxcroft 
Orkney 

Blimey, an Orkney reader. I 
didn't realise Future 
Publishing's postmen had that 
kind of staying power. Anyway, 
the final verdict bit arose 
because Maryanne didn't agree 
with bnda's verdict and filled in 
a bit more of the thermometer. 
As Maryanne knows nothing 
about games I'll have to throw 
out your argument on a 
technicality. As to your other 
Trainspotter, here at YS we're 
so far ahead of our times that 
the space-time continuum folds 
around us disrupting things. 
Hence we didn't travel back in 
time quite as far as we meant 
to. Ed. 

(different shape or colour) 
joystick. However, we have got 
two pages of hardware reviews 
this issue as a kind of seasonal 
special. As to your final bit, I 
haven't a clue what you're on 
about Ken, old bean. If you'd like 
us to turn into some sort of 
anorak wearing, train-spotting, 
propellor-headed manual rather 
than a magazine then you've got 
a long wait on your hands. Here 
at YS we're convinced that 
computers are fun items, whether 
you use them for word 
processing or games playing. If 
your quest for technical 
knowledge isn't being satisfied 
each month then why don't you 
read the Maplms catalogue from 
cover to cover. That ought to 
slake your thirst. 

You say the mag's gone 
downhill, but you then proceed to 
praise SAM Centre, Spec Tec, 
Pitstop and you at least 
appreciate the games pages. 
That must be a good third of the 
mag. As to your final comment. 
IV point out the fact that Crash 
has been 'swapped' with EMAP 
and Incorporated' into Sinclair 
User. It's obviously such a 
tremendously successful 
magazine, that they thought 
they'd dissolve it. You're not 
related to Moira Guest the Sun 
columnist are you? Ed. 

TOYS FOR THE BOYS? 
I am conducting a GCSE study on 
whether computer are more 
popular with males than females. I 
would be grateful for any info. 
Gareth Brown 
Leicester 

We get a lot of letters from our 
female readers, strangely 
however, they're nearly always 
entries for the Trainspotters 
section of the letters pages Ed. 

DUM DUM 
In the May 1992 issue on the 
back cover, upside down, it 
said May 1778, No. 13. What? 
Also m the Clock This box it 
had a load of absolute 
nonsense in about 
compulsively stealing shopping 
trollies. 
Tim Burch 
Beckenham 

Dear, No Sense of Humour. 
The back cover was a little 
joke (journalistic term no. 7) on 
our behalf. We thought that it 
might amuse, but (in your case 
anyway) we were obviously 
wrong. 

The next time you read 
something questionable in the 
magazine, stop and ask 
yourself if we're being serious 
or not before choosing to 
clutter up our letters pages. I 
thank you. Ed. 

OVERBOARD 
Please explain the word 'onb' in 
the caption for the Italia 90 
r6VI6W. 
Geoff Wilkinson 
Ware 

Over to the Chambers 
dictionary for this one: Onb (n): 
Subclause of the verb 
onboard, often used as an 
abbreviation. Eg: The dinghy 
had an onb motor. Next 
please. Ed. 

NOWAY 
In the Where Are They Now? 
bit, you spelt 'Dwarve' 'Dwarf. 
In the Hobit (sic) book Tolkein 
explained that he spells 'Dwarf 
as 'Dwarve'. Oh yes and 
excuse the print, it's my first 
letter. 
Joseph Glynn 
Manchester 
* 

No I will not excuse the print. I 
don't care whether this is your 
first tetter or not, if you're 
going to trainspot us then 
you'd better make pretty 
certain there are no mistakes 
in your letter. And the next. 
Ed. 

TEMPERATURE'S RISING 
In the final verdict box for 
Jetsons it was 50°, but the 
numbers up the side read 70°. 
Also, on page nine, the Rock 
Around the Clock bit tells you 
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[ Kaleidoscope 
arrives! As 
does the Game 
Star! What are 
they? Jon 
Pillar reveals 
all. 

NEW SAM PACKAGE ON SALE 
A new SAM bundle has been announced. 
It's called the Game Star. Retailing at 
£99.99, it's really what SAMCo were 
aiming for when SAM was launched - a 
sub-£100 256K tape machine. Getting rid 
of the disk drive might seem a strange 
idea, but the reasoning behind Game Star 
is that it's the perfect entry-level Coupe for 
Speccy owners. 

The new bundle is backed by the 
INOUG user group, publishers of FORMAT 
magazine, and comes complete with four 
games and a version of the Specmaker 
emulator. This claims a far higher 
compatibility rate with Speccy games than 
the official SAMCo emulator. Buying the 
Game Star also entities you to a year's 
free membership of the INDUG group, 
which offers advice to hapless users as 
well as discounts on many Coup6 
releases. The group also plans to support 
Game Star with compilations of Speccy 
ported games. 

There are some odd omissions from the 
Game Star pack. The art package, Flash! 
has disappeared, as has Mel Croucher's 
User Manual. A short instruction pamphlet 
replaces it, giving basic introductory 
instructions. The manual and Flash! will be 
offered for sale separately later. 

MOVING ON UP 
SAMCo are moving offices. The upcoming 
move is part of a change of policy for the 
company, which is turning away from the 
tribulations of the mass-market games 
arena and more towards the publishing 
side of things. "Our strengths are in 
design, and in inspiring new developers. 
Two years from now I want us to be known 
as a company that encourages 
newcomers into the industry, helping them 
to try things for themselves," said Alan 
Miles from the depths of Swansea's Silicon 
Valleys. 

As part of this new policy, SAMCo are 
branching out to cover all aspects of 
computing. "If people take the time to 
develop a new piece of hardware or 
software, no matter which computer it's 
for, we'll consider publishing it," added 
Miles. "Although obviously it wont be to 
the detriment of our support for SAM." 

The last word? "Basically, we'd like to 
concentrate on design and development, 
and leave the actual selling of SAM to 
licensed manufacturers." 

j f c j f f i b \ j - r J i i 

Supplement S o f t w a r e / £ 4 . 5 0 

SAM Supplement, that world-famous disk 
mag from Walsall, has launched a software 
range under the witty title of Supplement 
Software. Programmers The Supple Boys 
are aiming to release a new game every 
couple of weeks - their next, Pazook. is 
due any day now. But enough of this 
staged buffoonery. 

Brainache is not rnftex ZFBespite what J 
you may think after glancing at^be 
screenshots, The gimmick In this puude 
game is that you use the joystick or mouse 
to position the cursor between two tiles, 
then click to swap their positions. If like tiles 
connect, they both disappear from the 
board. The idea, as you might have 
guessed, is to clear all of the 23 boards. 

This game is stupidly playable. Like 
Beetle Mania, the emphasis is on your own 
skill - there are no bothersome time limits 
to worry about. The cunning bit is that you 
can't swap tiles and empty spaces, and 
mistakes always seem to lead to tiles being 
hurled out into the comers of the screen. 
It's so frustrating you'll be nibbling your 
joystick in a frenzy. The presentation is 
pretty dull - there are some bouncy logos 
on the title screen, the 
graphics are basic tile 
designs and the sound isa • 
fuzz-plink Sound Machine 
ditty - but the gameplay 
stands up well. Good stuff. 

Sorts p i u M d . Suddenly H all mad* MOM 
pattern of tiles w m a hidden message 
Mister Link regarding the dead letter boa. 
the green spot? That was Eric s little )oke 

Casy-peasy. Just swap those two there, those 
two ovar there, and bring that one In the 
corner ovar a bit. Are you taking notes? 

It's peculiar, but the layout of Level 13 
reminds ma trrestiatlbty of Guildford's new 
contra-flow system. 

C M S U ^ ^ i n 6 
C M S P D L / £ 1 . 0 0 

Another day, another PD library catalogue 
mag. The CMS Update is very nicely 
presented, with a painless menu system, 
and an easy-to-read font sitting on a 

Down in the desert, the coyotes howled. The 
hitchhiker smiled, and the cacti grew a bit. 

resftully dark background. The actual 
content of the mag is a different matter. 
Editorial is a bit of bumph, a review and 
some game tips. Everything is written in a 
wildly enthusiastic but markedly 
amateurish fashion. In other words, lots of 
exclamation marks and a complete lack of 
grammatical knowledge. (The actual CMS 
slogan is "Creativity at it's best." Aiel) 
Another gripe is the demo section, Where's 
the logic behind promoting a PD library 
with Sound Machine demos of Super 
Trouper and This CM' House? Fortunately, 
the mag is saved by the most important 
section - the PD update. This is snappily 
written, with a good twelve pages' worth of 
info. Worth a look for this, but as a mag the 
Update just doesn't cut the mustard 
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O A B o b k e r / £ 1 0 . 9 5 ( £ 9 . 9 5 t o 
S A M C e n t r e r e a d e r s ) 

;A Bobker, he of the many 
~v utilities, has turned his 

| talents to the Among his 
F c o u p e releases sitsmw rather 

interesting game. R e m e m b e ^ ^ i 
Brainsport, that funky covertape 

game of a few months ago? 
^ ^ You had to move barrels 

n 
1 

I DUi 
S A M C o / £ 3 9 . 9 9 

Well, it's here and it works. The 
Kaleidoscope - a new circuit that increases 
the Coupe's palette of 128 colours to 
32,768 of the beggars - has finally banged 
onto the YS doormat. The version I saw 
was the one that comes with the DIY 
Hardware Development Kit - but fans of my 
adventures with electricity will be 
disappointed to learn that the kit was 
already made up. 

It's actually extremely difficult to judge 
just how useful the Kaleidoscope is going to 
be. The demo disk that came with the kit is 
slightly rubbish, with a few "here's a screen 
full of different shades of a particular colour" 
affairs and nothing else. Not even a 
Kaleidoscoped picture. Even trickier, as this 
was a pre-release unit. I didn't get any 
technical info. Oh well. 

To be honest, the bundled demos rather 
put me oft the kit. The actual colour-
enhancing process is, as SAMCo cheerfully 
admit, a bodge. The unit doesn't produce 
pure" colours, it sort of mixes the originals 
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Mrc l i r t h was i n industrious Inwci For a 
time she scurried around. Then the won the 
Pulitzer Prize. Then the had a spot of lunch. 

around a maze and into some holes, being 
cofeftd not to trap the barrels up against the 
walls. 

Well, Beetle Mania is Brainsport all over 
again, except this time with an insect in the 
title role. The game's stilt as fun as ever, 
requiring toads of tiny but perfect pokes at 

and fiddles about a bit with the TV signal. 
This is all impressively clever, but the actual 
results vary according to the colour. In the 
worst case, as the demos show painfully 
clearly, some shades seem to have a 
terminal case of the streaks. 

The Kaleidoscope certainty has the 
potential to propel the Coup6 into the big 
time, but only if some talented programmers 
get their hooks into the unit. Apparently pre-
release units are already swooshing around 
the development community, so hopefully 
good software is coming. Unless you're a 
serious hacker, until it arrives, I'd have to 
recommend you hold onto your money. 

II yourself 
hardware 
kit. The 
Kaleldo< 
scope 
circuit is 
on the left. 
(Or 
something.) 

the control keys (no joystick option - it's not 
sensitive enough) as you manoeuvre the 
barrels all over the place. The presentation 
on the game is not that good, to put it 
politely. The graphics are very Speccy-like 
and my version didn't load at ail in 512K 
mode. However, to make up for it. there are 
a couple of really nice features. There are 
no baddies, or time limits you keep 
plugging away at a screen until you b«at it 
Also, you can jump straight to any of the 
fifty levels. 

There's a lot of lasting appeal in this 
game. I've got completely stuck on level 
three, so it should sell well to people who 
like a challenge Sadly, the one 
gripe I've got is a major one 
For what it is. the game is 
massively overpnced. even 
with that one pound 
discount. And that i 
shame. 

I 

GA Bobker. 29 Chadderton 
Drive, Unsworth, Bury, Lanes 
BL9 8NL. 

CMS, David Cowell. 70 Donald 
Drive, Romford RM6 5DU. 

SAMCo - still moving! 
» 0792 700300 

Softrix, John Pitts, 20 Stubbing 
Way. Shipley, W Yorks BD18 
2EZ. 

Supplement Software, J Tonks. 
37 Parker Street. Bloxwich. 
Walsall WS3 2LE. 
« 0922 406239 
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It may be late (t lost the disks) but let's 
take a look at this mag aimed at the more 
techy SAM users. Softrix 1 has two disks 
jam-packed with machine code routines to 
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If you look very closely, you can Just see an 
old lady sitting quietly in the top room. 

make a programmer's lite easier. F'r 
instance, if you've ever tried programming 
using the official memory management 
guidelines, you'll know just what a dull, 
fussy task it is. Softrix has a routine called 
Locator which sits in front of your code and 
works out where to put it, automatically 
updating the memory slot tables. Damn 
useful. Also on this launch disk is a new 
interrupt-driven Scroller command with ten 
parameters and some wibbly screen 
effects. 

The second disk of the two is a taster of 
JMP-Soft's new sample-from-the-tape-port 
software. The demos are surprisingly 
good, and the sampler looks very, um, 
tasty. 

Softnx is an excellent mag. If you're into 
really using your SAM rather than using it 
to play Tetris, get Softnx. And I cant put it 
more clearly than that. 

"Into the ether!" 
boomed Captain 
Splendid. Sage 
advice if ever I 
heard it. Send all 
your SAM stuff to 
me here at SAM 
Centre, YS, 30 
Monmouth Street, 
Bath BA1 2BW, 
and I'll see you 
next month. 
Excelsior! 
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Greetings most excellent Spec-chums! I hope you 
enjoyed last month's Tipshop extravaganza, I had a 
ton of fun putting it together. Unfortunately the 
dictates of time and space mean that I can't do it 
again this month. Don't worry, as soon as there's a 
few spare pages going I'll nab them and we can do it 
all over again. 

As you can probably tell, I'm in a good mood this 
month. I've just moved to the diddiest little flat that's 
got its own back garden and, wait for it, a washing 
machine. Hurrah! No more visits to the launderette, 
no more reading The People's Friend and no more 
damp clothes hanging over the backs of chairs. Mind 
you, it's an expensive business this moving lark. I've 
had to buy miles of shelving and loads of new plastic 
flowers. But it's worth it, plastic daisies make a 
place look so homely! 

BIG NOSE'S AMERICAN ADVENTURE.... 32 
DIZZY DOWN THE RAPIDS.... 30 

QUEST ADVENTURE.... 31 
MAZEMANIA.... 31 
RENEGADE 3.... 28 

SPACE CRUSADE.... 31 
SPLAT.... 33 

SUPER SEYMOUR.... 33 

MEGAMAP 
BIFF... 28 

THE YS CLINIC WITH 
DR HUGO Z HACKENBUSH .... 31 

featuring Fantasy World Dizzy, Marsport & 
Spellbound Dizzy 

PRACTICAL POKES.... 32 
featuring Pole Position, Sidewinder 2, Spyhunter, 

Tapper A Zaxxon 

Michael Robinson strikes again! Is there no 
game that this man can't map? And how does he 
do it so quickly? Maybe we'll never know. In return 
for all his hard work I'd like to say hello to Dave 
Rave' Vaux. 
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Alex Kyr iacou is so big and brave that he's 
mapped the whole of the first level of this re-
release. I'll let him explain... 

I've recently bought Renegade 3 as it has just come 
out on budget. Loads of people said it was hard but I 
completed it the first day I had it So I've compiled my 
cheats arid drawn a map of the first level. 
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I , collect powercard, Rx2, collect wirecutters. use 
wire cutters. L, collect rope, Dx3, Lx2, use rope, 
L. collect old clothes. Lx2, use old clothes. Lx2, 
colled chocolate seeds. Rx2 and use choc 
seeds 

Take the chocolates. Rx7, on the way pick up 
axe. Ux3. use chocs by the treehouse (they're 
mom's lave), Dx3. R. pick up torch, Lx8, use axe 
on tree - this gives you planks. 

Lx3, use planks, collect key, Lx3, on the way 
pick up the explosives, pick up oil and drop torch. 
Lx3, use oil and key, Rx3. pick up torch, R, pick 
up battenes, Lx4. drop down mine, L, use 
explosives on wall. Use batteries in torch, L use 

torch and pick up jewel. Rx2, U, 1x4. pick up ring 
and use jewel to fix ring. 

R, pick up matches. Lx4, Ux3, use ring by 
treehouse and collect glass. Dx3, Rx7, use glass 
and it will become full. Lx7, Ux3. use glass by 
treehouse. Dx3. Lx5, pick up banana and use it 
for energy. Lx9. pick up record. Rx2, use record, 
use matches and banger. Ice cream van now 
open. 

Lx9, pick up coin, Rx9. use coin to get ice 
cream, Lx12. Ux3, use ice cream by treehouse, 
Dx3. R, collect plant pol, Lx6, collect bug spray, 
Lx4, collect flower seeds, use the seeds and the 
pot to plant them in, then use spray to de-bug 

them. Rx9, Ux3, use 
by treehouse. Mom's 
happy and let's you in. Well 
done1 

Yeah, well done! (Ahem.) 
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0 When the game has loaded, hold down Q and 
T on the title screen The border should flash 
multi-coloured, now choose your controls and 
start the game. You will have four lives at the 
beginning of each level, infinite time and, when 
you press Q and T together, the ability to skip as 
many levels as you like. 

Nast ies 
Boxing dinosaurs 
These are one of your main opponents Any 
move, apart from a punch, will gel rid of them. 

Hairy cavemen 
These are best dealt with by a lew low 
punches 

Rock-throwing cavemen 
You can't actually kid these Just dodge met' 
rocks. 

Archaeoteryx 
You can't kill these either but they Lay eggs 
which crack open to release baby dinosaurs 

Baby dinosaurs 
These pop out of eggs and only take one hit 
to kill. 
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Quickest and safest 
route 

Hand and foot holes 

Cave 

Rock-lhrowing 
cavemen 

<s> Stair 

© Main fight 

Finish 

te===i Lava flow 

m Spiked pit 
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DIZZ7 DOWN THE RAPIDS 
The Codies seem to have about four Dizzy 
games on the go at once at the moment. 
Here, thanks to Paul Michael Armstrong, 
is a bit of help with the one where Dlz gets 
to sit in a barrel... 

Isn't it trntating in Dtz2y Down The Rapids 
when you have a choice of two water lanes and 
you go down the wrong one and die? With this 
amazing map you needn't worry anymore 

Olzzy Devils (D) 
Easy to get nd of, just hit them 
twice 

Flies (F) 
They only take one hit to kill, but 
they're hard to hit. 

B 
Bonus clam ^ ^ 

Crocs (C) 
Harder, they need three hits 

ve got a cheat too. hold down all the keys on 
the title screen for infy energy 

I don't suppose you 
remember Starsky and 
Hutch, Paul Michael. But 
your two first names will 
always make people of a 
certain age smtle in 
remembrance. (Starsky 
was played by Paul 
Michael Glaser Ed) 



QUEST ADVENTURE 
Lawrence Dean has been noting down all the difficult bits in 
this adventurous covergame. Why? So he can he can be of help 
to you lot. of course. 
it The key to the drawbridge is in the mindflayer in the mountains. 
* To open the drawbridge, write OPEN SOUTH, 
a The mirror m the woods is for killing the medusa in the castle 
a The scroll reads What is needed is a slight change'. 
•u Don't open the safe which is in the same room as the warrior. 
There's a nasty little something inside. 
Monster hitlist ' = worth killing 
Monster Dice Adds 
Rat 4 14 
Ghoul 4 1 14 
Black hobbil 4 15 
Jubjub bird 5 18 
Tubby goblin 5 17 
Wizard 4 15 
Dragon 5 18 
Mlndt layer 4 12 
Golem 5 16 
Great Batrog 5 18 
Small tiger 5 17 
Black spider 5 17 
Tree {see vampire) 
Ogre 4 13 
Half ore 5 17 
Demon 5 17 
Vampire 4 15 
Dispater 3 10 
Unicorn 5 16 
Golden Leopard 5 17 
Centaur 4 14 
Warrior 5 18 

SPACE CRUSADE 
Martin Colley's so great that he's completely finished 
Gremlin's alien basher and managed to send in some tips. 
Hurrah! 
0 Choose the power sword and power glove for the Blood Angels 
commander and make sure he also has the biomc arm and the 
forcetield. 
O Choose the heavy bolter for the Imperial Fists commander and 
make sure he has the combi-weapon and the bionic eye. 
0 Choose the power axe and the bolt pistol for the Ultra Marines 
commander and make sure he also has the digital weapon and medi-
kit. 
0 When playing the Blood Angels make sure that two of your men 
are carrying bolters and that you also have close assaull blades and 
bolt pistols. Upon attacking diagonally, the marine will reduce the 
defence of the enemy by one dice. This attack should always work 
upon Gretchins as it'll take away their only defence dice. 
O Upon gaining Master Controls, stand your men next to doorways 
during combat. Any alien who stands next to you in the doorway can 
then be crushed dunng your next turn by selecting the door icon and 
closing the door on them. 
O Upon destroying the radioactive source in Level Seven, the energy 
source in Level Eight and the cube of chaos in Level 12, stand on the 
square they were on and you can pick them up. This gains you extra 
points as the first two are given as secondary missions. 
O When opening an outer hall door, destroying the control panel in 
Level 11 or blowing up the weak spot in Level Ten, do not stand 
within four squares as any objects, aliens or marines in this area will 
die as they're sucked out of the ship. 

Imagine being sucked out of a little hole and then left to float 
around in deep blackness? I think lt d be great, just like being in 
a flotation tank. Mmm! 

VMAZERANIA 
Andrew Malcolm so loved our tabby covergame that he sent 
in the level codes. Ah! 

* HARLECH * JUPITER * STAYPUFT 

STAYPUFT? I don't know what it means, but I like it. 

Got a gamesnag? 
See a specialist! 

Hallo again. I'm afraid something's 
come up. so I can'i deal with your 
quenes this month. Oh, you ve 
brought them aH with you. Okay, we'll 
do them here. Excuse me a moment. 
Yes. your honour, t intend to 
represent myself. Bring on the 
prosecution - I'D demolish em. 

MARSPORT 
Objection! What? Well. I don t care if 
he was calling the first witness. I find 
his manner highly objectionable. 
Now, where were we? Ah yes. John 
Osborne has dashed off a missive 
solving Richard D's problems with 
the Nova Bomb. "To pass it. you'll 
need the glass from laxa-H and the 
frame from laxa-E. Get the sun map 
from the map room in laxa-G and put 
the whole lot into a factor unit. This 
will produce a useful pair of goggles." 

They say one good turn deserves 
another, but what do I care? They 
say a lot of things, and you can't 
proitf half of them. Anyway. Here's 
the solution to Osborne s own 
gamesnag courtesy of Clinic 
perennial Richard Swann. "To gel 
into the Bar you need to make off 
with the Mars map from the map 
room. (Mars bar. geddit?) Once in the 
Bar. take the tea and combine it in a 
lactor unit with the syringe and the 
insect from Gill-D. You're now well 
and truly vaccinated against all 
known diseases." Thanks a lot 
Swann - Osborne's eyebrow fungus 
was helping pay the rent. 

SPELLBOUND DIZZY 
Objection! No not you. you bewigged 
buffoon. I was ob|ecting to the 
number of times people write in about 
the Dizzy games. Honestly, you'd 
think they had nothing better to get 
hopelessly stuck In. Anyway Richard 
Smith. Jonathan George. BJ 
Kenny. David Hulse and several 
other people have all put pen to 
paper in an effort to help the 
population of Dulwich. All together 
now... "To get the aqualung in 
Spellbound Dizzy you first have to go 
to the end of the mineshatt. Collect 

three rocks, then use the bag to get 
the golden shamrock. Descend the 
windy shaft, find Stereotypical 
Shamus the leprechaun and give him 
the shamrock. Take his talisman to 
the reservoir and fump in. using the 
talisman when the underwater 
monster tries to nab you. Leave the 
water, go right, and there s the 
aqualung." 

Alastair Taylorson David Hulse 
and Michael Rochtord take up the 
tale in charming harmony. "Get the 
umbrella and the stick, put the stick 
next to the fire then take both through 
the rainy screen. Go the bee hive, 
drop the stick and wait for the bees to 
leave. Collect the honey in the 
honeypot and give it to the bear. 
Jump onto the mushroom that's on 
the screen with the bear and you'll 
bounce up into the bear s cave. From 
here, get the bones and the pepper 
and return to the start screen. Drop 
the bones and find the whale, hop 
onto her back and liberally sprinkle 
the pepper around. The whale will 
blow you up into the clouds where 
you'll find the flippers." Objection! 
Your honour, you can't possibly 
overrule. With the greatest respect, 
my distinguished colleague is quite 
obviously drunk. 

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY 
As you'll no doubt recall, the 
Bouncing Purple Klein Bottle of 
Blivicia found 29 of the coins hidden 
in this eggy game. Now, the 
unstoppable Swann and Tim Parris 
have rooted out coin number 30 
"The last coin is just past the plate of 
spikes. You have to get it before you 
pull the lever to rescue Daisy, 
because this, um, stops you from 
getting it. Basically." Nicely put, 
fellows. Objection' Your honour, I 
move for dismissal My attorney is 
obviously an idiot. Well. I'm glad you 
agree. 

AU SECOURS! 
Paul Spillar: In Knight Tyme, how do 
you make the ID card, fix the 
transporter and get the laser away 
from Klink?" 
Richard "Everywhere" Swann: 
"Where do you fill the oil can in 
Everyone's A Wally?" 
Lisa Howett: "How do you steer the 
Liar in Dark Star after ii has landed 
on a planet?" 

Your honour, I await the verdict of the 
jury. Guilty? I find that hard to 
believe, especially after I paid off the 
jurors. Well folks, it looks as it HI be 
seeing you in about 30 days. Don't 
forget, the bi monthly Secret Word 
competition is still open to 
latecomers. Secret Word Number 2 
is the common five letter name of the 
North Atlantic fish Brosmius brosme. 
and in the event of a tie. the prize will 
go to the person who can name the 
most varieties of cheese Say. that 
reminds me. Tell me your honour, 
what's the food like in this jail? 
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NOSE'S AMERICAN ADVENTURE 1 
Mehui Lakhani was so impressed with the 
reviews of Big Nose that he went and bought 
it. What's more, he managed to map the 
game. 

Spring (lUP) s ^xtra ll1e C^ P = P o l l c e m a n 

Oh and don't bother getting the beer, although it gives you energy, it's too hard to play on. 
Not bother getting the beer! What is the world coming to, are we breeding a nation of diet coke swillers? 

This month's column is taken up almost entirely by oldies, due to my receiving a MultiPoke (remember them?) for the very first 
Speedlock. Yes, the very first one. The ancient, nay prehistoric one. Hence the ancient and prehistoric games. Hmmm. 

THE 8IG BIT 
Said MultiPoke was coded by a new 
group to grace these pages, the 
Black Knights. No. I'd never heard of 
them either, until close inspection of 
the signatures at the bottom of their 
letter revealed something not 
dissimilar to Richard Swann. Yeah, I 
thought it'd ring a betl. His mate, Matt 
Corby of Just-Down-The-Road in 
Cambedey makes up the duo. 

Here's what to do. Firstly, slap in 
the massive chunk of basic (that's 
lines 10-320) exactly as printed, and 
save it to tape or disk for future use. 
Now type in the relevant line 330 
(and Kne 20 where applicable) for the 
game you want to hack, and RUN the 
whole shebang. Unless you've 
cocked it up (in which case you'll be 
told), you can load your game tape 
as with any other POKEs listing and it 
wtH get going with the cheats firmly in 
place. 
10 REM Speedlock Multipoke by 
Black Knights 
20 CLEAR 65535: LETT«0 
30 FOR F=23296 TO 23447 
40 READ A: POKE F.A 
50 LET T«T+A: NEXTF 
60 IF T17398 THEN PRINT "CHECK 
DATA": STOP 

70 FOR F=F TO 1E9 
80 READ A: IF A=999 THEN 
RANDOMIZE USR 23296 
90 POKE F,A: NEXT F 
100 DATA 221.33,203,92.237,91 
110 DATA 152,91,62,255,55,205 
120 DATA 86,5,48.240.33.253.94 
130 DATA 237.75,154,91.22.203 
140 DATA 205,136,91,17,46,0.42 
150 DATA 154,91,167,237,82,229 
160 DATA 193,33,43.95,58.164.91 
170 DATA 87,205,136,91,33,43.95 
180 DATA 237,91,156,91,237,75 
190 DATA 154,91,237,176,42,156 
200 DATA 91,126.254,61.40,38.42 
210 DATA 156.91.17.7,0,167.237 
220 DATA 90,17.253,94,123,119,35 
230 DATA 122,119,42,156,91.17 
240 DATA 77,0,167,237,90.17.108 
250 DATA 91,123,119,35.122,119,42 
260 DATA 156,91,233,33,165.91,237 
270 DATA 91,158,91,1,32.0,237,176 
280 DATA 237.91,160,91.42,158,91 
290 DATA 125,18,19,124,18,42,162 
300 DATA 91,233,126,170,119,122 
310 DATA 198.10.203.255,87,35,11 
320 DATA 120,177.32,241,201 

THE LITTLE BITS 
Now type in one of these and RUN 
the entire program. For this little lot. 
Richard and Matt are this month's 

Hackers of the Month. 
TAPPER 
20 CLEAR 6E43 
30 DATA 
173,5.237.1.47,254.1,254,224, 
255.172,255,171.62,182,50.209,129, 
195, 
0.128.99 
POLE POSITION 
330 DATA 26.6.203.2,176.253.232. 
253,195,255,132.255.187.62.201,50. 
112.136,195.0.91,999 
SAM STOAT 
330 DATA 173.5.242.2.47,251.0.253. 
246,252.182,252,183,62,201,50.157, 
199. 
50.108,189,195,24.191.999 
ZAXXON 
20 CLEAR 65E3 
330 DATA 
141,5.242,1.46,254.30,254, 
236,255,180,255,221.62,182,50.146. 
129. 
195.0.128.999 
SPYHUNTER 
330 DATA 
141.5.242.1,187.236,96.255. 
121.238,65,238,221,33.105.255,34,1 
09, 
234,195,96,234,62,195.50,247,207,1 
95,0,192.999 
More next month. 

SIDEWINDER III 
S pose I ought to print some 
unanonymous stuff, so here's some 
dead easy chuck-in-and-run bits to. 
eerrm.. chuck in and run. They're far 
too shod to worry about, and 
shouldn't take more than, oooohh. six 
seconds to get going. Thanks once 
again to the Lanarkshire "posse", 
Gerard Sweeney. Raymond Russell 
and Jamie Murray. 
10 REM Sidewinder 2 by HA 
20 CLEAR 65535: LOAD ""CODE 
16384 
30 FOR F-16400 TO 16407 
40 READ A: POKE F,A: NEXTF 
50 RANDOMIZE USR 16384 
60 DATA 

62,182,50.53.128,195,121,91 

ORF TO BED 
The bottom of the page looks nearer 
and nearer, just as my bed looks 
more and more comfortable. Send 
your stuff to me, JoUy Jon North, at 
PP. YS. 30 Monmouth Street, Bath. 
Avon BA1 2BW - and send your 
Pokerama requests to me, too. No 
sae. no reply. And unless you send a 
copy of any games you want done 
(sae if you want them back), I can't 
do them. See you in the scrolly 

i 
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Christopher Bailey has been hacking away 
at Splat! on the SAM Coupe and he's got a 
POKE. 

When the loading screen pops up press 
<ESCAPE> and then type the folowing... 
35 LET lives=\lt=1, level=1,lev=*. score*' 
(instead of stars, put numbers) 

Now run the program and you will have as 
many lives as you selected and will also be on 
the level you selected. That wasn t too painful, 
was it? And here's Splat1 maps tor Landscape 
One (Levels One and Two) and Landscape 
Three (Level One). 

Please use them, cos they took ages. Have 
some chewing gum, it's sugar free so it won't rot 
your teeth. 

Grass 

Plum 

Water 

s - Start 

* Cabbage 

r 3 Snake 

Thanks for the gum, Chris. 8ut I don't 
think sugar-free stuff can help me much. All 
my fiflings are there for ever now. 
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If you've been wondering how to get rid of some of those baddies in this recent Codies' caper, wonder no more. Kevin Tomlinson has the 
lowdown... 

o 
Wierd ball-type 
thingy 
Best hil from 
below, explodes 
when hit. 
Spooky ball 
Can't be hit 
either way. 

Demented 
hamburger 
Can be hit either 
way. 

Seagull 
Must be hit from 
above. 

Balloon 
Best jumped on 
from above. 

Porcupine tank 
Jump on it. 

Flying ball 
Must be hit from 
below. 

Ice lolly 
Must be hit from 
above 

Eyeball 
It splits in half 
when hit, and 
then in half 
again. Best hit 
from above. 

Oh, and super jump is by far the best icon but if you haven't collected it. you can do a super jump by 
pushing up and fire. 

I find that placing a stuffed bear behind people and then tapping them on the shoulder and running 
away always makes them jump. 

, 

Well, the bottom of the mailbeg 
stares up forlornly. I think I'll go and 
write a really nice letter, photocopy it 
twenty times and put them all in the 
Tipshop bag. I know it's chesting, but 
I'll lake one of my letters out every 
time one of yours come in. So get 
those maps and tips onto paper and 
send them info me, Linda B, at the YS 
Tipshop, Your Sinclair, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

' 
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Got a problem? Get it solved! With 

ADAM WARING 

Spec Tec 
needs to pu f on 
'"ore weighr. All 
nw foes are so 
beety that he 
always ends up 
bruised. Ah! 

Hi Kiddos. it's me again - Spec Tec. Here tor 
another month to serve my duty to Sinclair 
owners everywhere. I stand for truth, justice and 
the Speccy way. Not everyone sees It that way, 
though. The other week I was negotiating a deal 
with my friendly neighbourhood gangland boss, 
Slightly Overweight Sam. He told me he wanted 
50 pieces of hardware and would pay 
handsomely if I was to meet his requirements. 

No problem, I told him. I thought I was onto a 

winner. He was paying 
well over the odds and I happened to have an 
associate who had just that number of 
Mlcrodrives he wanted shifting sharpish... 

It was when Sam started asking questions like 
how many rounds a minute they could disperse 
and whether they could be used for a hit on 
an armour-plated Cadillac that the dime 
dropped. I didn't realise that he meant / ^ f i 
that kind of hardware... ^ f l 

V A R I A B L E C O N D I T I O N S 
I haven't been programming tor very long 
and I'm having a bit of trouble with my 
variables. (Sounds nasty - Ad) 
1 How do I cope with some joker entering a 
letter when my program asks for a number 
to be input. Of course strings don't allow for 
calculations. For example: 

10 INPUT number 

2 How do you change a string name in a 
routine? For example, I want to enter 
several items of data and assign them 
to different variables: — ^ - • 

10 FOR n - 1 TO 5 
20 INPUT "Player 
enter your name ":a$ ... 
(b$.c$ etc) 
30 NEXT n 

3. Erm. Speccies are the best! 
Mike Flaherty 
Coventry 

contains characters in the range 0-9 
40 LET n-VAL n$ ; REM Convert the string 
to a variable 

2. It's not possible to change the variable 
name in a program the way that you want 
to, but it is possible to achieve the same 
result by using what are called arrays. 

An array allows you to split a variable 
(either string or numerical) into several 
parts. You can get to the part you want by 
calling up a reference number. Firstly, 
though, you have to define some space for 
this type of variable: 

10 DIM a$(5,10): REM 5 names, each 10 
characters long 
20 FOR n -1 TO 5 
30 INPUT ("Player ";n;" enter your name 
*);a$(n): REM Each name will be stored in 

I a different section of the array. 
40 NEXT n 

Note the brackets in the input line. This 
prevents the computer from attempting to 
input the value for n. 
3 Youbetcha! Ad. 

1 Yes... and no. It's m Im 
theoretically possible, and [•^KkSNE 
I'm sure listings have 
appeared to draw in the 
border, but programs that do 
this are fairly useless in that that 's 
all they can do. X | 9KHH^H3 

Let me explain.. the border can > 
only ever have one colour assigned fi 
to it. The flashing border effects are f' 
achieved by changing the border M 
colour before the computer has a If 
chance to draw up a whole f! 
screen. It only takes one fiftieth of § 
a second to draw up an entire • 
screen, but the computer can work much 
faster in machine code and so by changing 
the border colour several times, stripes can 
be made to appear. 

To actually draw anything the border 
colour would have to be changed very 
quickly indeed- to plot a pattern would 
require many changes while the computer is 
drawing up the screen. The timing would 
have to be so precise that there'd be no 
time to do anything else. 
2. Not using BASIC'S input command, but 
you can input anywhere you like if you write 
your own input subroutine. It's not that 
difficult and can be achieved by the use of 
the INKEY$ command: 

1. Although you can't do calculations with 
strings directly, you can convert a numerical 
string into a number. Input the value as a 
string, check the contents for numbers only 
and then perform the calculation. This 
example will only allow numbers 0-9 to be 
input: 

10 INPUT LINE n$ : REM the LINE gets rid 
of quote marks 
20 IF LEN n$<>1 THEN GOTO 10 : REM 

Check that one digit only has 
been entered 
30 IF CODE n$<48 OR 

• CODE n$>57 THEN GOTO 
10 : REM Check that the 
string 

B O R D E R L I N E C A S E 
Here are a lew questions I would like to ask 
you: 
1. Is it possible to draw in the border of the 
screen? In a few games I have the border is 
filled with stripes when you do something 
right (the stripes are s milar to when loading 
a game) but I have never seen anything 
drawn in the border. 
2. Is it possible to input anywhere on the 
screen rather than just the bottom two 
lines? 
3. What lead do I need to connect a tape 
recorder to a Plus 3 and can any tape 
recorder be used? 
4. Is it against the law to copy a game from 
tape to disk and if not, is it possible? 

5. If you don't print this letter I'll tell 
H V everybody about the adventure 

game called School's Out in the book 
Adventures for your ZX Spectrum. (I 
presume you wrote it. it's got your name at 
the top!) 
Ealn O'Mahony 
Fordingbridge, Hampshire 

l i f t July 1992 

500 LET b$=~:PRINT AT 
10.10; 
510 IF INKEY$<>" . 
THEN GOTO 10: / 
REM Wait til no l i 
keys are pressed [ I 
520 LET I I 
a$=INKEY$: IF \J 
a $ = - THEN GOTO N 

20 
530 IF a$=CHR$ 13 
THEN RETURN 
540 LETb$=b$+a$: PRINT a$; 
550 GOTO 510 

This routine Is a bit primitive, and 
won't do anything fancy like 
allowing you to delete characters. 
But what do you expect for 50 
dollars a day plus expenses? 
3. The lead you require is a stereo 



STICKY SITUATIONS 

walkman style jack plug at one end with 
each channel wired to a separate mono 
plug. You local computer shop should be 
able to get hold of one of these ready-made 
for you. or if not. will be able to wire one up. 
4. For the record it can be a breach of the 
copyright laws to transfer a program from 
tape to disk - contrary to popular belief you 
don't hold the automatic right make a back-
up of any program you buy. However, it all 
depends on whether the game's producer 
chooses to assert those tights and it may be 
possible to do what you want with the aid of 
a special tape back-up uility program or 
piece of hardware such as Romantic 
Robot's Multiface. Generally software 
houses are only really concerned about 
piracy, making copies of games you haven 't 
bought, and as a consequence make their 
games as difficult to copy as possible. 
5. Don 't breathe a word or Larry Baseball 
Bat' MacDonald will be round to break both 
your kneecaps. Hold on a minute... dang I 
Ad. 

A M O U S E I N T H E H O U S E 
About Ihe Genius prob tn YS76 about 
controlling the mouse through BASIC. It's 
actually quite easy. The interface sends 
information through 3 IN addresses. They 
are as follows: 

IN 64479 Reads the left and right 
movements 
IN 65503 Reads the up and down 
movements 
IN 64223 Reads the buttons. This 
normally holds 255 but if the left-hand 
button is pressed then this reads 254. If 
the right button is pressed it holds 253 
and if both are pressed it holds 252. 

This can be demonstrated in a short 
program: 

10 LET a=IN 64479 
20 LET b=IN 65503 
30 LET c=IN 64223 
40 IF c-254 THEN STOP 
50 IF c=253 THEN CLS 
60 PLOT a.b'0.686 
70 GOTO 10 

This prints dots where the mouse moves, 
while the left button clears the screen and 
the right button stops the program. It 
would be possible to write something 
similar in machine code, but I'm not that 
advanced yet Hope this helpsl 
Simon Berriman 
Cullompton, Devon 

Cheers. Simes. 
Just wait to see 
what the 
postman has in 
store for you! 
(No. it's not a poll 

tax demand.) Ad. 

H E X 
S A V I N G 
In YS, issue 75. 
you replied to 
Gavin Crossly about 
saving half-finished programs The 
question asked was not for BASIC 
programs, but for hex listings printed in 
Program Pitstop 

In order to save a partially finished hex 
listing you need to do the following 
1. Find the address of the last line you 
added in before you save to tape. (This 
will be the last address printed on 
screen.) 
2. Add 8 to this address and wnte it down 
so that you remember it later. Then save 
as normal 
3. When you want to continue typing in 
hex, type LOAD "filename" CODE lo load 
in your partially saved hex data 
4 Load in the hex loader as normal, 
without clearing the memory. 
5 Now enter the Start Address as the 
number you wrote down and continue 
typing in the hex from where you left ofl 
6 If the hex is really long, and you want 
to have several breaks. 
you can repeat 
steps 1 -5 as often 
as you like. 
7 When 
you've finally 
finished, save 
the code as 
normal. 

And that's all 
there is to it. 
Richard Swann 
Camberley, 
Surrey 

A deal 's a deal. You 'll 
get your cut. Ad. 

MNQiOVHERnaFWDME 

p i s ^ r 
Sam on my back, fifty p i e c e s £ f ™ ' 9 0 1 

n S S W S S 225 mess-'» 

So you know what to do put 
pen to paper and share all 
those problems wrth me 
Better still, answer a few 
and I'll see you get what 
youdeserve. The address is 
Spec Tec, VS. Future 
Publishing. 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath BA1 2BL 

Thanks pals, I know you 
won t let me down 

answering 
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T H E P R I C E O F A R T 
I'm just writing to tell you what a good job I 
think you're doing. (Nice of you to say so -

Ad) Now that we've 
^ ^ got that little bit of 

soft-soaping done 
I could you do me a 

couple of favours? 
iil (Might of known 

H^g^^J^BBB there'd be a catch 

u f t r f I 1. First of all. do 
\ you think I should 
\ J spend my birthday 

money on the OCP Advanced Art Studio 
and Genius Mouse? It costs £49.95 and I 
thought it might be rather good for this 
fanzine I'm writing called Sinclair News. 
(Nice title, catchy and to the point. You'll go 
far-Ad) 
2. Secondly, to print it out. do you know 
where I could get hold of a black and white 
printer for a low amount of creds? don't 
need colour because the photocopying 
would be in mono and so wouldn't show 
up.) 
Rory Sinclair 
Braemorriston, Scotland 

Thinking of going into the business, eh? 
You could do worse to check out the YS 
guide to fanzines that appeared in issue 66. 
(Not much worse, though.) 
1. Well, it your want to draw pictures then 
you'll need an art package, and Advanced 
Art Studio is pretty much the best you'll find. 
It's perfectly useable without a mouse, 
though a mouse does make freehand 
drawing significantly easier. It's up to you 
whether you think the extra moolah for the 
mouse is worthwhile, but I'd say yes, go for 
the art package. 

2. There are plenty of good, cheap 
printers around. Quality is dependent 
on price though: the more you spend 
the better output you'll get. I'd be 
looking to spend at least £150. It 's 
always wise to shop around when 
buying a printer as you'll often find 
them heavily discounted. Check out 
the Star LC-20 (Star *r 0224 593024) 
and the Panasonic KXP-1170 
(Panasonic » 0753573181) Ad. 

I 



nautical game which has more 
twists and turns than yer 
average episode of Voyage To 
The Bottom Of The Sea! 
Pulling on my oilskins and 
battening down the hatches, 1 

prepared to take the 
plunge into the 

murky depths... 
The game 

t revolves around 
r Captain Alan 

F Henson who has to 
' locate a sunken 
experimental 

£ submarine - The ZX3. 
This vessel was so 

experimental that it was 
manned (?> by androids. "So 
what?" you squeal! Well pipe 
me aboard Captain, if they 
haven't gone and 
malfunctioned en masse and 
are now busy arming the 
mega-nuclear missiles that the 
ZX3 was carrying. Gulp! 
Casting doubts aside, you hop 
into the one man mini-sub 
(Anttilis) that 
stands on the 
deck 

The first submarine was built in 
1563 from six mature oaks, ten 

tonnes of pewter and five tubs of 
plaster. It took a team of 20 

highly experienced workmen at 
least ten hours to build it. It 

sunk . Unfortunately, it 
I didn't come up again 

of the support ship HMS 
Endeavour and prepare to sort 
those droids out, disarm the 
missiles and make the ZX3 
safe. 14 miles down and a few 
minutes Inter you reach the 
stricken sub and the battle 
against the loony droids 
begins. 

For the first ten minutes or 
so you'll find yourself trying to 
avoid the attentions of an 

android who's got a 

•

severe case of 
radiation poisoning. 
If you should find 
yourself infected at 
any stage of the 

game then there 
are 

decontamination 
chambers dotted ^ f l 
around. You can 
check your 
internal i 

radiation level (IRLI 
if you find a handy 
scanner. This device 

shows you, via a 
visual information 
panel that appears "* >! 
from the top of the 
screen in true 16-bit-pull 
down-menu style, just what 
the state of your body is. It 
also gives you info on the state 
of various aspects of the sub 
too - so you can see at a glance 
just what repairs need be 
done, and in what order. 

There's a strong strategy 
element here. You have to 
disarm missiles, avoid 
radiation hot spots and deal 
with problem droids etc. All 
this takes quite a bit of 
working out, and then there 
are the traditional problems to 

overcome too. The 
vocabulary is well 

Bfatfc. thought out which 
makes adventuring 
that much easier. The 

| start of the game is 
r unusually gentle 
(unusual for a 

Compass game at any 
rate) and there's no set 

f time limit either, 
which is fine by me. 

Plenty of surprises await 
the unwary - check out the 
large perspex box you find, and 
expect a visit from a giant 
Cephalopod too! Add to that a 
load of sound and screen 
effects and you've got an 
exciting and highly unusual 
game. 

TEXT • • • n n j j j 

VALUE • • • • • • • • • J 

PERSONAL RATINGS M M • M M J J 

TITLE: The Anttilis Mission 
FROM: Compass Software 

111 Mill Road, 
Cobholm, Great Yarmouth 
Norfolk NR31 OBB 

PRICE: £1.49 (to YS readers 
only!) 48k Tape (Cheques to 
Compass Software - overseas 
customers add £1.00) 
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S 
THE DARK TOWER 

m m 

i ' m i m 

¥jmm 

ttv: Jack IxH'korbv of Rivor Sofluarc 
if one name springs to mind 
when it comes to high quality, 
no nonsense adventures, that •jBfc' 
name is Jack Lockerby of ; 
River Software. Jack's latest - > t . v j i 
game. The Dark Taiver, is all „ 
about ores, magic and the 
fight between good (in the ^ ^ ^ f e ^ S ^ j ^ S 
guise of man) and evil (as 
portrayed by all manner of g H E f c v ' E ^ ' t i ^ H 
ores and other nasty entrail-
eating critters). When the 
game starts you find yourself rtKwVvt,'.. A ^ ' i f i 
in a forest with the task of 0 p f l ^ ^ ^ ^ g S s j 
retrieving various artifacts 
stolen from a monastery by to create a spectac 
the ores as they rampaged garment, and a wh 
throughout the land. Actually, other classic fanta: 
the ores have largely been locate, manipulate 
defeated by the forces of good, generally have a g 
it's just the odd band of them with, 
that are sending the crime The first half of 
figures soaring in your area. spent almost exclu 

Ores, especially when solving minor prob 
they've had their butts kicked, lead to major ones 
are dangerous creatures. As turn, lend to the di 
they make their way back to other important ot 
their lair, the dark tower, they useful information 
leave behind heaps of traps 5(K? mark is reach 
and nasty surprises for you to get pretty tricky as 
wander blindly into. Having travelled from the 
said that, all the problems you countryside where 
do have to overcome are well to wander around 
signposted. On your travels experience, intoth 
you'll discover a rather darkness. The darl 
magical black sack, a giant the games title is ( 
ladybird, a gorgeous horse fortress indeed! Oi 
with a hole in its head (it's not as do guard dogs a 
a horse really, it's something lurking nasties. Hi 

far more mystical and find the stolen ar t j 
mythical), a you seek, mostly g 
rather handy mystical means an 
loom which traps which take s 
enables you I can tell you. 

e g f i j f i ^ 

to create a spectacular 
garment, and a whole host of 
other classic fantasy items to 
locate, manipulate and just 
generally have a good time 
with. 

The first half of the game is 
spent almost exclusively 
solving minor problems which 
lead to major ones which, in 
turn, lend to the discovery of 
other important objects or 
useful information. After the 
5(K? mark is reached things 
get pretty tricky as you'll have 
travelled from the pleasant 
countryside where you're free 
to wander around gaining 
experience, into the realms of 
darkness. The dark tower of 
the games title is a formidable 
fortress indeed! Ores abound, 
as do guard dogs and other 
lurking nasties. Here you'll 
find the stolen artifacts that 
you seek, mostly guarded by 
mystical means and fiendish 
traps which take some beating 
I can tell you. 

It's difficult to fault 
fHmSzW the game really, and 

I on all fronts, though 
W\Jm I must take a 

• m hundredth of a point 
• £ off for the rather tricky 
^ ^ chance/real time 

encounter with some ore 
guards towards the latter 
stages which had me stuck for 
ages. Overall though it's a rip 
roaring fantasy romp that 
should find its way into your 
collection as soon as possible! 

CORYA: WARRIOR-SAGE 
Rv: Tonv C ollins of The Guild 
Corya is a warrior-sage, and 
thus destined to do good 
wherever good need be done. 
Unsurprisingly, this game 
revolves around doing good 
deeds. Corya finds himself 
summoned to a village that 
has just been visited by a local 
unfriendly Dragon. It's amidst 
the charred remnants of 
houses that the villagers try to 
see off our hero as they're 
naturally wary of strangers. 
Once you're taken into their 
confidence you can start 
solving problems which is 
what all good adventures are 

_ about! 
^ ^ ^ s i ^ t a f e This a 

two part 
game that 

^ m u s t lie aimed 

fairly and squarely at 
absolute beginners. 
Why? Well after just M 
one hour of unaided £ 
play I'd done Part 
One! This part is really 
only a scene setter as 
most of it is taken up with 
reading whacking great 

messages that flow from 
ft^ screen to screen. 

There are only one or 
two mildly difficult 
problems to 
overcome in Part 

One and you only need 
to play it to get three 
passwords and to learn some 

lore and legend. Part Two is a 
bit harder, but not 
much. As I said ^ ^ ^ t f ^ t a K 
above, ideal for ff 
beginners. ^ K f i S ^ {0s 

ij 

A MJw 
V 2 2 5 
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US GOLD/YS COMPO 

: 

A football that's been scribbled on by Gary Lineker! 
That Gary Lineker, eh? What a chap, not only was he Mr Goal Machine (or 
Spurs and England, but he's even got his own range of shell suits. The 
word chap hardly suffices. All those incredibly important people at US Gold 
thmk that the boy Lineker's a 24 carat, diamond-encrusted dude, they all 
wear his leisure range (when they're not busy posing in their power suits). 
To mark the end of Gazza s English career US Gold have issued The 
Lineker Collection on their budgie Kixx label. Inside a Lineker-emblazoned 
box you'll find a European championship walichart, Gary Lineker's 
Superskills. Gary Lineker s Hot-Shot, Italy 1990 and Superstar Soccer. 
Smart, or what? As a sort of added bonus, US Gold have acquired five 
footballs signed by the man himself. Now that's what we call pretty dam 
spiffy. 

Following the success of last month's caption competition we've decided 
to do something completely different this month. Below is Gary Lineker's 
head, well a pan of Gary Lineker's head anyway1 Your job is to complete 
the head in whatever way you see fit. You can draw on it. paint on it or 
stick things on it - it's completely up to you. Prizes will be awarded to those 
citizens who come up with the most original use of Gary Lineker's head. So 

get to it, and and you could be rubbing Gary Uneker's 

O Employees of US GoW and Future Publishing get enough treetoes 
as < « They can jofly we« keep away (tot m«s compo So there 
O The dosing dale 3 the l5frol Juty, 1992. Any entries received 
alter tha( dale w l have the stamps npped of them and then be 
dumped t\ tie b»i And the same goes for mutopte entries too 
O Huich is the only person m em Shed ever to have got a goai past 
Peter SMton. so his word I$ final 
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There's more to lite than playing 
Speccy games Using Speccy hardware is 
also to be recommended. Over the years a 
huge number ot little black boxes have 
appeared for plugging into the back of 
everyone's favourite, um, little black box. 
Sadly, a lot of these have now gone 
forever. The Specdrum. the Slomo. the 
Music Machine... where are they now? 
Actually, they're still around, you just have 
to look rather hard for em. For those of 
you who can't be bothered looking rather 
hard, there are still plenty of goodies to be 
collected. 

Multiface 1,128,+3 
Romantic Robot£29.95 
We here at YS swear by the Multiface. 
Yes. many a time you'll find us standing 
next to the little black box, hitting it and 
swearing. Ifs an indispensable 
programming aid, stopping any Speccy 
program in its tracks and allowing you to 
recover from total system crashes with Just 
the press of a button. And then the press 
of a few more buttons. And then a few 
more. 

As well as saving the ears of nearby 
grandmothers should the worst happen, 
the Multiface enables you to save out 
screens or programs to about every 
storage device imaginable. (How else do 
you think we get those lovely Speccy 
screenshots in the mag?) Not only that, 
but by loading up the Genie 
disassembler, you can trip merrily 

through any game you darn well like, 
ripping off. er, picking up on the techniques 
of the professionals. A fabulous bit o' kit. 
and now that Romantic Robot are selling 
'em off cheap, a fabulous bargain as well. 

Genius Mouse 
Datel/£49.99 
Now, you too can play at being a 16-bit 
owner. Use this rather spiffy mouse to 
whizz a pointer around the screen in safety 
and comfort. Then, when you get bored 
with that, smile quietly because as a 
Speccy owner you've actually got 
programs that utilise the keyboard. But 
enough of this trumpery moonshine. The 
Genius Mouse is a high-quality device with 
a nice, easy-on-the-wrist action. 

As a bonus, it comes complete with 
mouse mat and mouse house, the latter 
being a little plastic case that keeps yon 
beastie well out of the way when you've 
finished with it. The only snag is that 
unless memory has completely failed me, 
only two programs ever made use of the 
mouse. Considering that the snazzy OCP 
Art Studio Is bundled with it anyway, and 
that the other program is also an art 
package fif s The Artist 2), that doesn't 
really leave much scope tor making full 
use of the squeaky fellow, does it? Nice try 
though. And if you're a programmer, you 
should be able to use the scrappy info 
about port addresses to knock up a few 
fully-featured mouse-driven programs. Or 
something. 

device lying around the house, you can 
buy the interface system alone for £60. For 
those of you still hoarding stone age 
equipment, the interface will work quite 
splendidly with 5.25" drives. 

The + 0 itself is a cunning item. The real 
fun of it lies with the programming side of 
things. Even if you're not Inclined to go 
wibbly at the knees at the mere mention of 
the words "hook codes," a superfast disk 
drive makes clunking your way through 
your latest listing a heck of a lot easier. 
There's an old computery proverb that 
runs, "After you've used a disk drive, you'll 
wonder how you ever got along without 
one." N'er a truer word spoken, Spec-
chums. Those old computer users, eh? 
What a bunch of brainies, (Mind you, the 
proverb continues, "And be sure to turn 
three times widdershins beneath a full 
moon to banish those embarrassing sector 
errors," so sometimes we wonder.) 

The best bit Is, if you dont fancy delving 
inside the new operating system and doing 
things to programs that only Billiard Lamps 
with his impressively bizarre imagination 
could dream of, you can just use the +D's 
snapshot button to blow your favourite 
games onto disk. Mercenary in under 
twelve seconds! Eee, luxury. 

It you're one of the unfortunate few who 
got landed with a +2A (dear old Alan Sugar 
thought it would be quite a wheeze to 
release a +3 without a disk drive), you'll no 
doubt have noticed just how frighteningly 

+D Disk Drive ami Interface 
Dat«U£129.99 

Without thU llttl« black bos. Y» would M«*I 

FMCh tha thopt! y»», our Multltaca halps 
load tha dallvary van*. Or torn*thing. 

Lovely, lovely kit. Basically, if you're ted up 
with lumbago-induclngly long tape loading 
times (and who isn't?), you should invest in 
this disk system. With a DOS so clever 
that user groups have sprung up to 
worship it, the +D is the Speccy peripheral 
that should have come with the machine. 
The £130 version comes complete with a 
3.5" disk drive, but if you have a suitable 

Handal, our lovaly modal, hall* from Ortmaby. 
HI* hobbla* Includ* aallng crisp*. Ha • 
damonstrating tha +2 ROM. (Clap clap clap.) 
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panble it is with just about 
.erything. BG Services have leapt to the 

rescue with a little fixer kit, consisting of a 
+2 ROM and an expansion port adaptor. 
With a tiny screwdriver and a bit of 
sticking-your-tongue-out-and-sweating 
determination ymf^WIfwfiwffnj*our 
flash-bs t - t r a i ^ y a m Q a piain-vanilla-but 
sits com' oil ily-with your-collection-of-kit 
+2 Well-v -it... sorry, well worth it if 

_you ve atr i 1 a load of 48K hardware 

could resist the opportunity to grab 
pictures from the TV and deface them 
artistically? The Digitiser is one of those 
completely useless items that has found a 
itace in the heart of every Speccy owner. 

ung in real-time, or just watching a 
rogramme via the grainy resolution of a 

Speccy screen is curiously compulsive. To 
put it simply, the Digitiser is an essential 
purchase. If s just that nobody can quite 
figure out why. 

Now we're getting silly. Light pens never 
really took off - trying to draw by poking a 
badly contoured tube of plastic at a TV 
screen strangely failed to capture the 
public's imagination. To be honest, it's not 
hard to see why. You just can't do it. It 
mangles your muscles, hurts your wrists 
and makes you wish you'd put the cash 
towards a mouse instead. 'An interesting 
novelty," concluded our test artist, which is 
about as damning as you can get. 

VTX5000 
BG Services/? 15 

baud, and transmitting it at 75 baud. 
Whafs a baud? I'm glad you asked me 

that question. It's the unit of time taken to 
move one bit of data through a phone 
line. I think. 75 baud is the slowest rate 
possible, which goes to show just how 
old the VTX is. Thankfully, due to the 
widespread use of the modem, plenty 
of PD terminal emulators and other 
bits of driver software have sprung up 
- some of them extremely 
sophisticated, which makes life that 
ever so vital bit easier. In fact, the 
only problem I had with BG's 
modem package was that it ' 
assumes a certain amount of techy 
knowledge on the user's part. As the 
nearest I've previously been to a modem is 
Putney, it was a bit of a struggle to get 
things started. Logging onto the various 
boards themselves is fairly painless, 
although if you live outside the 
London/Reading area you'd better be 
prepared for some stonking phone bills. 
Once you've connected to a service, you 
can white away the hours swapping 
gossip, downloading software and 
promising your mum that you really wilt be 
in bed by 3am. Alternatively, if you can 
coax a pal into buying another VTX, you 
can use BG's User to User program, which 
allows you to chatter away electronically 
between yourselves to your heart's 
content. Overall, a fun bit of kit, though half 
the fun is figuring out which boards you 
can connect to! 

i wonderful world of communications, 
eh? How else could you swell BTs bloated 
coffers by chatting about the weather with 
Ned Gimp from Hawaii? The VTX5000 
links you up. via an ordinary household 
phone socket, to bulletin boards and 
network services across the country. (Or, 
indeed, the globe.) The actual VTX itself is 
a pretty ancient machine - if modems were 
tins of wallpaper paste, the VTX would be 
a very old tin of wallpaper paste. It's a 
1200/75 device, receiving data at 1200 

Um. that's a phona. Tha Intaraatlng bit la 
bahlnd It. Just ovar thara. That's tha 
VTXSOOO mod am. It's rathar flna. Thank you. 

A 

Speccies are like mushrooms. If you keep 
them warm and nurtured, they flourish. But 
if you trample them Into the ground or 
allow your dog to eat them while walking in 
the woods, they tend to fall over. 
Furthermore, I wouldn't recommend that 
you put them in a pan and cook them with 
a nice free-range egg in an attempt to 
make a mushroom omelette, because it 
won't work. Um, actually. Specctes arent 
like mushrooms at all. Forget I said that bit 

Anyway. The point I'm failing quite 
spectacularly to make is that Speccies are 
temperamental beasties. Inevitably, they'll 
break down. And while the most sensible 
course of action is to take your 
ill machine along to an 
authorised repair centre, you 

Make Someone 
Happy With a Phone 
Call 
The bods at BG Services are so keen 
to help people reach out and touch 
someone that they've agreed to offer 
YS readers a delicious £5 off their 
VTXSOOO modem. That's right, yes 
indeedy, if you order a modem before 
4th July, you only have to give up a 
manky old tenner for it. What a barg, 
eh? Thought so. Just slip that tenner 
into an envelope and send it along 
with this coupon or, as they say. a 
reasonable facsimile thereof, to 
Whatever Happened To That Busby 

can fix some things 
in the comfort of your own home 
But be sure to have a responsible adult on 
hand. They will then say. "I told you that 
you should have gone to an authonsed 
repair centre in a patronising tone of 
voice when you bodge the job and wreck 
your Spec. If you feel up to the task 
though, quite a few companies offer 
Speccy spares - everything from new 
ROM chips to new +3 disk drives. WAVE 
are particularly well-endowed with small 
bits of Speccies Their catalogue has just 
about everything you need to build your 
own machine! Buy the spares direct, put 
them aside for that fateful day, and if II be 
cheaper to repair your Speccy yourself Or 
else get your local soldering iron whizz to 
do it for you. Just don t say we didn t warn 
you it things go even more horribly wrong 

Wall, that's ft. Hopefully this little 
trip through hardware land has 
been usaful and informative. If 
not, why should I care? I'm off to 
digitise the cl imax of The 
Terminator and save it out to disk 
as an animated sequence. Just 
don't tel l anyone, or they'll all be 

at it... 

i^jN] 

I L L f 

Romantic Robot 
081 200 8870 

DG Services 
001 397 0763 

Detel 
0782 744707 
WAVE 
0229 870000 

\r • 

Fella Anyway? Modem Offer, BG 
Services, 64 Roebuck Road. 
Chessington, Surrey KT9 1JX. May 
the off-peak line services be with you! 

Hi! I'm 

And I live at 

Postcode 

I'd quite like one of your fancy 
modems and I enclose a 
cheque/postal order for the piffling 
amount of £10. 
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Linda's very upset this month, she's got a nasty spot on her forehead. Never 
mind, Hutch'!! deal with it, then they can deal with you lot! 

BUT HOW DO I ASK HER? 
I've got a couple of problems 
My first is that as I have got a 
Speccy. more and more people 
are beginning to hate me and I 
am getting teased. I don't want 
to purchase another computer 
as I am perfectly happy with my 
Speccy. 

My second problem is that I 
really like this girl and I think she 
might like me (I used the How 
do you know if they fancy you' 
tem lo work this out) and I'm not 
sure how to tell her that I really 
like her. and more to the point, if 
I was to arrange some date', 
how do I tell my parents. You 
must help me, I can't go on ony 
longer. 
A Worried YS Fan 
Surrey 

Hutch says: The Speccy problem 
first. Stand up to people who put 
down your computer. Just be 
glad you're not as cretinous and 
vacuous os those people. On 
the second problem, the watch 
word here is caution. No matter 
how old you are. it always pays 
to take things slowly when you re 
entering into a relationship. 
What s more, if you start things 
off on a friendly level, then there 
will not be any loss of foce if 
things go wrong. As to the 
parents bit. just tell them that 
you're off out to see a friend. 
You won "t be lying, because at 
that stage, that s oB the object 
of your desires will be: a friend. 
Linda says: As soon as your 
parents find out you ve got a 
girtfnend. you won 7 be able to 
even sit down and watch the 
television in peace. Mind you. 
you 'II probably have it a bit 
easier cos you re a boy Parents 
can be very protective of their 
daughters, but they don't seem 
to mind as much with boys. 

Even if you insist that this girl is 
just your friend, your mum will stm 
insist on asking you things like. 
'She seems like a nice girl, why 
don't you invite her to tea? Are 

ALWAYS IN SECOND PLACE 
I've got a problem in that I'm 
only good at history. This is quite 
good, but no-one gives a 
monkey s about rt and to make 
matters worse I'm crap at maths 
and spelling. This means that I'm 
always getting Into trouble. I try 
to team, but the more l team, the 
more I forget. That is a big 
problem, but what follows is 
much worse. 

I am the pits at sports and 
football. I'd give everything to 
be good at running and games, 
as the olher boys in my class 
tease me because I'm slow. As 
for football, I lost my place 
because they found someone 
far better than me. I wouldn't 
mind so much, but the boy 
who's really good at football 
rubs ft in along with everyone 
else m my class. What con I do? 
Young Historian 

you ashamed of us or 
something?' Then your mum 
and dad will start making little 
jokey asides that they think are 
hysterically funny, like "How was 
the cinema, or didn 7 you get to 
see much of the film? Ha! Ha! 
Hal' HHorious. eh? 

Now I'm not suggesting for a 
minute that you should lie to your 
parents, so why not arrange for a 
group outing? It there are a 
whole bunch of you going out to 
the cinema, or whatever, then 
your parents need never suspect 
that you 're deep m lurve! 

JUST GOOD FRIENDS? 
I have been going out with a 
wonderful girl called Angela for 
about two months now. 
Unfortunately, Angela's best 
friend Jenny does not like to go 
anywhere with Angela, which 
results In me not seeing her for 
ages because they stay In. The 
problem is that Angle doesn't 
seem to mind not seeing me, but 
I can't bear not to see her for 

Hutch says: / was the crappiest 
footballer on the planet. 1 used 
to sit down near the goal area 
with my Man Utd football jersey 
pulled over my knees to keep 
the cold out. just waiting for the 
baa to come near me so I could 
rebound it in and get the glory. I 
was similarly crap at maths and 
spelling, however I was even 
crapper at history In fact the 
only subject I was ever any good 
at was reading, but that hasn't 
hindered me In later life. You 
can only try your best at 
something; that's all anyone can 
ask of you. I was never bom to 
be a mathematician (I still don 7 
know my times tables), but I've 
done better In Hfe than those 
people in my class who were. If 
people take the mickey out of 
you, simply point out that you're 
brilliant at history and that that 's 
far more use than being able to 
jog from one end of a field to 

more than a few days. What can 
l do about her possessive friend? 
Also, does it make men less 
attractive If their ears stick out? 
A Spinal Tap Fan 
Watford 

Hutch says: Oh dear, the old 
best friend problem Have you 
tried talking to Angela about 
this? Unless you speak to her 
you 'II never know it she s 
spending time with Jenny for a 
particular reason or if she isn 't 
really aware that you wish she'd 
spend more time with you Has 
the thought occurred to you that 
maybe she doesn't want to 
alienate people she s known a 
lot longer than you? Angela has 
a life which exists outside your 
own relationship ond if you want 
to keep her as a girlfriend then 
you re going to have to respect 
that As to the ears of course 
not. Angela wasn't bothered 
about them was she? 
Undo says: It is very important 
not to swamp Angela with your 

the other kicking a football In 
front of you. History requires 
intelligence, logic, memory and 
reasoning, not strong legs and 
the ability to hoof a bit of 
inflated leather between two 
white poles. You're better than 
them. 
Undo says: I have never been 
able to do maths I did my maths 
O'level four times. I got three Es 
followed by a U and then I gave 
up. Throughout my entire school 
carter I was told that I'd never 
get anywhere without a maths 
O level. Pah! What a load of 
twaddle. As for games- agh! I 
didn 't like them. Icouldn7see 
the point of them ond 1 was crap 
at them. Y'know, in the long run 
-It's not important As long as 
you're good at something. 

What I want to know Is -
what 's wrong with being good 
at history? I was good at history, 
it didn 't do me any horm. 

presence Everybody needs their 
own space, even you You could 
use the time when Angela's busy 
with Jenny to get on with your 
own separate hfe If you feel that 
you really con 7 exist without 
seeing Angela then why not coll 
round at Jenny s or Angela s 
house when you know that 
they re there? That way you'd 
get to know Jenny a bit better, 
you never know - she might /ust 
be shy. 

Oh, America's 36th president, 
Lyndon B Johnson had big ears 
and a rather pretty wife called 
Lady Bird The ears maketh the 
man! 

C h i l d L i n e 

0800 1111 

If you've got a problem, don't spend hours lying awake at night worrying about it. Write to 
Haylp, Your Sinclair, Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon, BAl 2BW . You don't 

want to let anything disturb your beauty slee^! 
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Dashing young gent 
CRAIG BROADBENT 
(hey, that rhymes!) is 
very happy this month. 
Why? Cos he received 
so many programs of 
course. (Small things...) 

I've been trying to come to terms with my 
new Amiga this month. My advice to you lot 
is to stick with your Speccies! There! That's 
my contribution to the Save Our Speccy 

campaign. I had tonnes 
T T ^ g n of Pitstop programs this 

\ J J month, in fact there were 
so many that I could only 

fit in two halves. This 
means that next month's 
Pitstop is already 
completely sorted, which 
means I can go about more important 
business. Like sun-worshipping! First! I'll go 
and dig out that old Mr Frosty and make up 
some ice lollies. Ta-ra! 

MANIC 
MINER 
EDITOR 
^ ^ by Richard Swann ^ ^ 

ow. this is class! After years of 
constant helping-out in Dr Hugo's 
Clinic, Dicky (or Rich, as I believe 
he prefers to be called) of sunny 

Camberley. has decided that Pitstop could 
also benefit from his magic touch. And this is 
what all Manic Miner fans have been longing 
for tor years - it enables you to customise 
each of the original 20 screens, and also lets 
you change the sprites, so that you can have 
a completely new set of baddies. The editor 
is split into two distinct parts - this is the 
screen editor, and the sprite editor will follow 
next month. However, the clever thing is, 
each program is self-supporting, so you can 
run the screen editor, and play your new 
screens, without waiting until next month for 
the next bit! I'm just so considerate1 

How to Do It 

Type in the delicious BASIC listing and save 
it to auto-run with SAVE "filename" LINE 1. 

When run. the editor asks you to 
play the Manic Miner tape The m 

actual bit it's looking for is the main chunk of 
code called "MM2", which is the bit that 
comes after the "title screen" loader. Once 
loaded, you will be asked which level to edit, 
and then you'll see a representation of the 
level, and, hiding down there at the bottom... 
* The Main Menu.1. This option enters the 
actual editor itself - study the symbols 
closely (a knowledge of the actual level will 
help here) and decide whether you want to 
add floor, wall, poison pansy or whatever. 
* Press o, and enter the character 
corresponding to the bit you want to add. eg 
$ for a conveyor, or a blank space for 
nothing. You can then move the cursor 
around the screen using 5,6,7 and 8, 
pressing Oto insert your chosen feature, be 
it a poison pansy, a collapsing floor, or 
whatever.There are three other features 
which make up the editor: 
* Pressing I lets you type in a new name for 
the level; however, be wary - as the name is 
poked into memory rather than assigned to 
a string, you'll need to type in enough 
characters (and spaces if necessary) to take 
it up to at least the length of the original 
name. 
* Pressing k lets you change the position of 
the keys (shown as red stars on the screen). 
You're asked for new X.Y co-ordinates, but 
be careful here, as when I gave a Y value of 
8 the program stopped with an error 
message. If this happens to you, just type 
G O T O 15 to try again (what do you want, 
perfection?). 
* Finally, pressing s lets you change Willy's 
start position (shown by two cyan arrows)-
enter new X,Y co-ordinates as before. 

When you've finished editing, press 
SPACE to get back to the main menu.2: 
This option lets you swap between levels-
note that you don't have to save before you 
swap.3: The File-handling menu. From this 
you can save your levels, load ones you 

made earlier, or print the current level out. 
There is also a Test Game option, but bear 
in mind that you can't gel back to the editor 
after selecting this, so save your levels first, 
eh? 

To play your levels simply start loading 
Manic Miner as normal, and when the 
horrible flashing loading screen comes up. 
swap the game tape for your saved levels, 
and play that instead. One thing I noticed 
when having a brief thai run. was that my 
repositioned key in Central Cavern was 
made invisible. Is this a one-off or does it 
happen all the time? (I don't know). And if it 
is a regular occurence, does anyone know 
how to get round it? All suggestions 
gratefully received. Ol course, some people 
might see invisible keys as a good 
challenge; other, more cynical 
people might call it dodgy 
programming. I, obviously. 

wouldn't dream of such 
a thing. 

m 
n BASIC 

I IOKM» *i I I IN> ?! -LFAB HTOTi .CO HI 

( » t t l LIT 1M* * 

i MtMT >THt **«IC HIMtt IDtrO«***W>lll»n kr • 

Ilk (VIM to I rr"lM(tl f luaic 1IMI It*, M 
viM pit,. Mi»n rtM*h*0, Input tha l***l p 
h vlth t« *d1 iTlw- prtu ••• far Mr* k«lp.*iLMI 

• • IMPUT 'Vklt l.»lt*|tilF l<l» •>!• ria 00 
TO I* 

I* CU 
:r tit ttj4«'i 

CO SU* >Mt 

U PUMT iPIIKT >mat >0*1|*B* - l> tot ». 
n ficitin J> t II* l l«M 41 H* I p P«|ct* 

7# LET »I«IHCET« 

• ATTRIB BOO-BOO1 In ATTRIB (May i&h). line 
270 should read 270 SAVE & 12.0,50000 Sorry' 
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** If a*.*** THIN GO TO I* 
it If THIN SO (Ut |T**,CO TO 11 

111 IF TMIK SO fu« till,CO TO 11 
IK if .«.•*• THEM 00 MS 22**,CO TO 11 
II* SO TO T* 

nil so sua 2***ipbiivt iPRtwT •u»lkcr* ».*.».* • 
n< I tt Mil o 1UI|I ||«M< l«H •>ll|<l"-|» 
WLF f«r slH«r hara* 

lit* LIT aafSiLIT ore**iLST ii'liUT rf*rLET 
IHk'pelMinLtT 
112* f»l*T AT pa.aci WVIMI liCJflM IIFKK paant 

Ml 
112* f»INT AT •?«,**«! 1WKE1UE *iCHtt (IMEK -.p.. 

in* trr tKimnri MF »••• • THIN MTU** 
1141 tn >K«'|nt 
1151 If •ft 'O* »t-*L- THIN 40 lu» It** I SO TO II ** 

iiai if H'-a'M ••••o* mm go sua ts*<iso to n ** 

its* if ai-*t-os •••**• then so sua i9**iso to ii 
M 
1135. Tf i f i<H »•••!- TMI» CO fus MffiSO TO II ** 

n i l UT 
IIN I f ...•«• tmw P*1*T at re.rei invimi I|<(| 

fort paat.KCODI til UliDO TO lis* 
I-I If •«•*»* TUCK LIT ••OHliCT iri'XiUT te-

•fiiitr pMft»M*a-t 
ll« I f ••••!• -MTU LCT uhuiLR lycmUT n> 

•c-iitrr 
lit* If »••*»* THIN Lrr l|«l|UlLD n;>icillt 

wliUT paaa-paai.. ja 
M'< If »»••«* THIN LIT orOreiLCT oi«<«eiLIT 

ye*I .LIT |»til<p«fi02 
ii** if i nm lit .-•iiirr e*at.p*aw 
MX If pp- -1 rntu lit ,r-*;LtT paal'paai•32 
i»* if « .u t»in lit i c i n i r .r.,i,-1 
111* If pel* ?»(* lit ra'ltiLIT p«k.fn>->) 
111* If ••()•»•«» .io-t»uni »io-T**ii5 no*!'! 

no ••<>•** twin GO TO UM 
111* 00 TO 112* 
IMI IKfVT "Which ol}Hl?*| LIKE ut 
lit* If UN -ml TXIN 00 TO IM» 
142* UTUm* 
!•** IHMir 'lutir IH w nan af tha H.Hi'l LI 

II »iIf LDI »•>» THIti CO TO IB** 
1111 IJ4 *•> TO LIU nliPOII n*point*!*S1I.COOC »• 

iai irtrT « 
i«:* «rru«f. 
IT** 00 S-B 2lt*lfRIHT "II LCAB law*It 21 IAVI I* 

va>a J> f*it Mir 4) frlnt icr«». SI lull" 
1 Tt * LIT A** IhTITt I If THIM UTUtM 
IT;* IF i i . ' i ' THI* ea lut 2i**'*rrum 
I til If at>*2* THI» SO 101 26»*,WtTUItN 
IT** IF »A.'3* TWIN M CU» 2?*#iFfTu*N 
it*s if *• —** thin so «va 2«**iartviiN 
:7S» CO TO ITI * 
:*** cu ifoft tuti, tarr i»oint»«/2%*i :»».rawiir 

m* 2i2M 
2*1* FftlttT rfllNT i FRIMT "Lava l • » ! • 
2*2* Fgi nipalKtll'SIl TO *•)nlat>5*JlMl*T ftriR 
• l IW *. Cat** ifEO »i|i*IIT tt 
2*11 LCT atap.f.LCT M | t | 
1*21 LIT pt • iioimh .«:*.ai*»l 
2*21 If ftl* TUIN CO TO 1*2* 
2*1* LIT pLj'IVT IHHIK IftMIII/ai 
l»2i LET (ta'PITf lflMHft|»]l>l> FIEF l»t>|l* 

Bl T x n LCT ptp>plr>B 

list finxT AT pl,,plti*t-
:*:? LIT •t*a>»t*f«iLrr ••i>a«t*noo TO 2*22 

IBM LET >(l<l(olMl|.«:H 
2*31 LIT ptly*INT KFEIK alti/Ml 
:*>2 lit itifiHtit itii-iaiiinttiiif ««it»i 
•13 THE* LIT attpaattp** 

»u min 

in. mwr AT 1 T.* 
:m kivm 
::ff CLl ipiiprr •Pall b*r« pa IU IB1T t.e nn 

•f« at Itlltati"*!- ltll.|.|||M.I'l|tt. T- .f 
l-tsil inthlt at awraar peattlanl -rtt»»|t li.tl naa 
a ft «tti|i ttrt 
an<* start paaitlan CfACI-atlt ta hi. ... 
a" 
mi Pdirr ••l>f*nt amt riT'.PAwn *<cu 
2211 rtllt *T1.* (An ana LOAD It Iht rtla aplia 

ft* aawa <«4t aa a III! altaatart ana lt»|lt ttlt 1 
l*t* hptaa lM|.**"fll tott m a>a ai. 
Itaa t* aaaa taa aanual.* 
im rut* ^Itttlltat, II ray ett.i* aavt ar a 

tart paaMl... lata t»*a«ia patltlant. ti at*, tar 

aa, at rtt fa* aalla la lha H'*1 aaatlaa. uMit 
aal tt|.|i aar Ha atalaiiaa.* 
::j# paiHT ii.'mii a*t ni-innsi *,CL* 
33*1 irrutt 
2taa atiTeu 3*t*tfoa to jijh 
aal* IE.: final t.rimr r 

0ATA •>. ),!*«. l.at.Sta* 
III! DATA ltt,l.*.l.ia*.tM 
uti cata n.att.M.n.il* 
ItU DATA ITT, 114, Ll,*t,»l 
3aa* •rruH. 
JVM i«fvT "H lattati *! tin* ta 
Ml* If U» at'MI LIN tail* THI* 00 TO ntt 
t u i LOAB l«(M 11X9. )i*u 
»u mruvH 
»** ihfvt 'PHanaati 11 lim aa 
1*1* If LAN ta-M> lin am* no w To :t«* 
Jtlt SAVE HUH UW.IITM 
Itll HTvn 

IMPUT "Aft* uaaava* aaia .III tt itall AM T 
OU ITJ«I>-| LINI at 
1TI* If aAlli.'r'C* TNIN lANCONlII UTf 

UTtJ 
tin atrjaa 
. M l 00 IM »H 
1*1* 00 IV< 
111 00 lua 2al* 
:a3l arlua* 
real CU iINfuT *ttl.t ta. aaata. II ta 'lllitll* 

IMat 
Jttl If ta,>.a< THtN 40 TO 2*1* 
2*1* LIT pi*-< a*),*l>'**t*p*tAlar» 
;t;t LIT ptptINT tflBH pt'SIl 
law lit pi,.<rat pt.-iptr'Mi 
Ml If nn ifi'ii'll thin lit twpif* 
.*t*t PUNT "Taa aurraal a ..'.'< ta "ipta**TI>a an 

riant > aa*ar* la *iptr 
Tat I 1HPVT 't». a M t̂a*l*«*lt 
tHI IF naapta,'AQ* naaptalll THtu SO TO Ifll 
»TI |t#«T -Nan y war a* I naaptr 
7*aa |F naaptr<*0* a*aptr>l* THTN 00 TO »T* 
»» LIT ptfaaaptaiLIT plftaatplr t 
nat If ptr<* THta POaf 

11ta."11'llt'talalarl,llfl.tlli'tl.Iitfltl I pa.11,9 
1 
lt*t if ptr>> '«« 

Iitti4i>ltt>fal>iiiil11iftrani mi'plauWI <p 
t.n.u 
IPITMPH 
1MI CLI .LIT all.palatar.a2P 
J*1P LIT aaipalNT iPIla aLI/Ml 
Ml* LIT aata* iftEP atl<-lattpam 
MI* IF PIK lll«|l.|l THIN lit Bttpaattp'* 
ua* PAINT "Txa aarrtat a n-.ll la •nn.^Ttt a 

arrant r ea-ar* la *ratlr 
>l« input Iiaa • aa-*a**inaaitta 
jttf IP nattal.-"Poa atattdlll THa SO TO 1*1* 
iitp INfuT **an r aa-ati'iaaatiir 
nap I* naaaltp<*ca naaattpTII THIN ao TO MT* 
Mil LIT atla.naaaltaiLIT altynaaaltp 

(F Ittpc* TNIN purl nil.pam.ri. Mall,alii 

>*M If attpta Tat* POtl 
Iiu-ttltlt, ,llll|lpil».Ml 

ill ' IITUIt 

TUNE MAKER 
Part Two (128Konly) 

^ ^ by A. Sherwood ^ ^ 
' v Continuing our magnificent music 

U J prog of two d a a i a 
" months ago... D A w l v 

298 PRINT AT 9 *. PAPtfl 2. ffcLEN H-12 TO l£N f», 
199 GOTO 1500 
1500 IF WK£V|<> THEN GOTO 1500 
1510 LET D$.NKEYf IF OV-OflOt-" THEN GOT01510 
1S11IF VAL Dt<2 T>€N GOTO 9 
1520 GOTO VAiW 
1530 LET PUY ES 
15*0 LET F$-Fi.At 
154S PRINT AT 4,29 LEN F$ PAPEfi 2, AT 9.4, FVUN FH2 TO LEN 
FJ 
1589 GOT01501 
1720 0WLK20300 SOTOEHO M< 7 PAPER 0 CLS 
1725 FOfl I-USR •»• TO USA Y.7 POKE Z ' NEXT Z 
1730 LET Z-40LET X-501ET C-« LET V-70 L£T B-flO l£T 
M.90 LET U. 100 LET S= 110 LET 0-120 LET G.130 If! H. 140 Ltr 
J.150LET0ni» LET W-tTOLr E-iaOLET R.190LET T.200LET 
Y-210 LET U«2201ET UZJOLET 0-2WLET P̂ 250t£T U2«0 LET 
A-270 LET F.290LET IU2S0 
1750 LET GJa-<2 nrartta tpsc«sxtpic«x2 ntsnad 

iptctxyt&K Ax2 ipscsix? imota tpacaî tpto*«l 
nvartad $pac»><*ptt»><2 mwd kiscmx2 ipacstxi i <n>«i*d 
tpac*s>' LET ipicMx^vfK Ax2 ipscstK n̂phc A»<I 
siacasxgrKihc Ax2 «ptes$xgr*0* A><2 sptcnxpwhe Ax2 
teattSMlO spacM>- l£T Jt-\i*2000W003cC'lET 
M̂-JX600VW07c(r 
1756 GOSU6 4100 
1770 LET *>.! 
1780 LET SS-1IX4000W0T240O5' L£T FJ.» LET C$-W LET PVV 
1799 G0SUB 4000 GOTO »500 
4010 CLS PflINT INVERSE ' Gf Gt G( INVERSE 0. V2 kvWM 
»acst>S<fip»CBxii»i*t« tp«c*>0opac«><4 rwnaa 
»xst>G<spi*cexim'«riao tpsc»>H<«psc«»irv«n«c 
scsee>J<aa»x2<wi»(3«)ac«><n smom>- wvERSE t H|, HJ, 
Kt 'Z<*pac«>49raohc A>Xuesoaxgi«ftt ArCttpaotxgnehic 
A>VcspacsxgrapFic A>e<ipactxora(fie A*Mc$paesxgrwh« 
KM- 2 AT 3J 'cgrapnc A>' 
4020 PRINT AT 11 INK 4,-C 0 E f G A r PAPER l.'OI vmcm>' 
4030 PLOT 1& 175: DftAW '35.0 
4040 PRINT AT 022 TLHE 1*3 AA. AT 12? TUNE" AT 422 
1ENGTH •. LEN Ft. AT 722. "OCTAVE ' CS.2) 
4060 PRINT AT 10.0. If* 5 USE MUM6ER KEYS TO CHANGE 
OCTAVEO TO PLAY BACK TUNE "W TO PLAY BACK WTH BASS 
RHYTHM A PLAY BACK WITH ACCOUPAWJUENT K TO ERASE LAST 
NOTE' -E TO ERASE TUNE- 'R<'.-9 NEW NOTE LENGTH,WAS 5I T 
FOfl FLUTE SOUND' "Y FOfl PtANO SOUND' "U TO LIST TUNE 
NOTES' 1 TO STORE TUNE N MEMORY "0 TO RETRIEVE TUNE 
FROM MEMOS T" 
406S PRWT <naV)>0. AT 0,0 NK5 f TO SAVE ALL TUNES TO 
TAPE- 1 TO LOAD TUNES FROM TAPF 
4099 RETURN 
4101 a s PflINT PAPER 2,"<7 must*) tfMostpT u N E<2 •'̂ anad 
soao*i>M A K E R<7 ruM ipacas • 
4110 PRHfT N( 6 "YOU CAN NOW USE TX KEYBOARD TO 
PlAY ANY MUSlCAl. NOTES OVER 9<3 loacstiOCTAVES THE 
COMPUTER WILL REMEMBER AND <2 ip«»»>«EPUY ANY NOTES 
YOU USE -UP TO 20 TUNES C AN BE STOREQVj 
sp4T.es .REPLAYED OR SAVE D TO TAPE ' 'TUNES V0U CREATE 
CAN BE USTECk2 *w«s>AN0 COPIED KTO YOUR OWN GAMES<2 
spaceî fl PROGRAMS' 
4120 PRINT<h»»i>C AT 1.0 "PRESS A KEY" 
4194 IF 1NKEYKV* THEN GOT041J4 
4t9S IF iME YJ-- THEN GOTO 41« 
4200 CLS PRWTWKi "THESE KEYS ON TX COMPUTER "<2 
tpacei>$<2(pace>D<5ipsok>G<2ipscai>Ht2ipacabj" '2XC 
VBNM" mL PLAY THESE MUSICAL NOTES ' 
4270 PRINT AT 12.0 WVERSE i Gl 31 INVERSE J,"«2 

fnwtad «paew>GtK*wiad ipacaaACKfrnvriad itmct>db<2 nvadad 
spacnxn <oscm>" INVERSE i kj hJ • Ocgnpnc A> 
Degraphc A> E<gn«iK A> F<graphc A> GcgrwNc A> Vfjraphc A* B 
" AT 145. -<gnphc A»" AT 1J 8 Vgr̂ hc A»' 
4275PLOT 16.79 DRAW 135.C 
4280PflINT<ftasfi>0.ATI,O.-PRESSAKEr IFINKEYto"TXN 
GOTO 4280 
4290 VtKEYW THEN GOTO 4290 
4299 RETURN 

That's all we've got time for this month, but 
we'll be back next month with even more of 
your favourite home video clips (or even 
programs), including the second exciting 
installment of the Manic Miner editor. Keep 
those creations pouring in to me. CB. at 
Program Pitstop, Your Sinclair, 30 
Monmouth Street. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 
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• For sate' Spectrum 4®K computer, mags, 
tones of games Kemptton joyUicfc. Turbo 
back Hgfrt pack £50 ono or swap lot Sega 
Ring Andi On 0244 536495 
• for saie' Opus Discovery i wrtti 3 5" end 
5.25' disk drives and bmlt in Muflitace 128 
Also. 128K RAMPnm FtAMWnte interlace and 
many programmes OHers Ring 0272 
473941 from 10am lo 5 30 pm. Monday to 
Saturday and aak lor Graham. 
• For sale' Speccy *3. over 700 games. 
Muitnace 3.21 disks. Quick shot Pylhon 
joystick with Kempston interface. Ouick sate 
n. - W 0 so £195 Call James on 061 427 
4993. 
• For sale' Spectrum 128K. Pius 0 disk dnve 
tape deck, |oyshck over a 100 games mags, 
books and Mutt tace £190 ono Also SAM 
Coupe, two drives until primer, books and 
arm. .tor £230 ono Ring Andy on 07S3 
825062. 
• For sale1 Speccy +3 over 100 tapes, loads 
of mags - only £300 ono Call Ross on 0963 
51440 for details. Weekend evenings only 
• For Sale - Spectrum +2A Cheetah 125* 
jcyslck over £150 worth of games, including 
3D Construction Kit, Turtles and Arcsdta. only 
£160 Phone Omar on 041 632 6631 after 
5pm. 
• Speccy sale bonanza1 Spectrum - 3 £50. 
tape cassntte recorder £10. two joystick* and 
interlace £15 over 100 original games (worth 
over £500) £200 Genius Mouse pack and Art 
Package £25 over 100 Speccy magazines 
IYS.SU, Crash) £75, or will se» the lot lor 
£325 Ring Keith on 0626 62536 after 6pm. 
• Sinclair QL lor sale with eight spare 
Microdrive cartridges no manuals £30 or 
swap Mi. • 1ace 128 tot Spectrum Rirvg Bob 
on 0703 528389. evening* only. 
• Spectrum - 2 126* £300 worth of games, 
joystick, interface and modem All in rmnl 
condition A* the above tor onfyC 100 or 
nearest orter Telephone Martyn on 
Wearslde 5369749 
• Spectrum 128* (still boxed), data recorder, 
(Oystick and over £200 of software (including 
many wargame*) Offers near £150 Phone 
Kent on 0935 851 302. 
• For sale' Spectrum +3 with Muttiface 3. 
hundreds or games - including Robocop 2. 
TUHT and many more Also joystick, mouse 
and Am$t 2 program manual, datacorder. 11 
tjisnk (fcsks and aa leads Sell for £180 Call 
0672 851 257. 
• Spectrum -?A 128K. over 190 games, 
foysnc* manual and loads of mags All for 
£75 ono Please phone Ben on 0633 
421288 
• Spectrum *2A plus tight gun two joysticks 
and over 170 games (including Turbo Outrun 
and Chase HOi an leads and manual Will 
sell for £150 in the Scottish area Ring 
Raymond on 0382 610211 
• For Saie1 Rotromcs Wafadrtve with lour 

waters and user manual £30 ono. or swap for 
DTP Wo'dmasior or three ton! packs Ring 
Bob on 0793 528389. evenings only. 
• Spectrum +2 I28K excellent condition 
over 120 top games and joystick Only £85 
Telephone Darren on 0446 774834 
• Spectrum . 3 with buiti m disk drive, over 16 
d>sk games and ttvee tape games, tape leads 
and Cheetah joystick Grab it now at only 
£100 ono Ring 0932 565631, 
• Spectrum +3. disk drive television and 
tape recorder leads. £100 worth of games 
mags and a manual Excewent condition 
worth £300 Bargain at £150 Phone Nick on 
021 445 6032 
• Sinclair QL Microdrive software includes 
Psion Chess and Snooker, lour blank 
Microdnves. all boxed Any offers Also 
Spectrum 128K +2. £200 worth of software. 
(Oystck. books and mags Any offers Phone 
0480 61279. 
• Speccy 128K +2A,two Kempston joysticks 
plus interface Leads bo«. manual. 100 
games Only £140 ono Tel 0954 781373 and 
ask tor Daniel. 
• Spectrum tor sale plus two joysticks. 
AMX Mouse and £595 worth of games tor 
£235 Phone Oavld after 6pm on 0666 
822687 
• Spectrum . 3 lor sale * in Companion Pro 
clear joystick, cassette leads and games 
(including Chase HO, Tumcan. Sokd Gold 
and World Class Loadert>oant\ £125 ono Tel 
0277 658456 
• For sale' Citizen 1200 - 80 column dot 
main* pnnter Perfect working order, boxed 
with manual, senal interface with Spectrum 
+2 Only £65 Phone Paul on 081 568 8526. 

If there's anything that you want, if there's anything 
that you need, just drop us a line at good old Inny 
Outy and we'll see what we can do. 

games with by mim so contact me now* 
Phone 051 525 0805 end ask for Mark 
• I win swap my Vamp/re. Bat! Crazy 
Survivors. Bear Bow&r and People From 
Smus tor your Finaf Fight Phone 
Birmingham 454 5017 after l lx 
• l wilt swap my Ntgei ManseHs Grand Pn>r 
and Enduro Racer tor your WWFand 
Footballer Ot The Year Will swap one tor 
one Phone Chris on 0434 270203 
• i will swap my Untouchables Golden Ate 
and Shadow Wamots tor your Lords Of 
Chaos Laser Squad ana Lotus Espnt Turbo 
C n r o n g i t i a t s Phone Oavld 051 653 
9834 
• Haylp11 want a copy Of Sim Crfy and'or 
Mercenary, to swap with any of my games 1 
have over 300 tnctudmg Robocop 1 and 2. 
Rainbow islands all the Dtzr/s etc One tor 
one (three budgets lor one full price) 
Originals only Ring Oavld on 0924 894775 
PS Long live YS and all Specoes' 
• Swap wanted' Dragon Breed lot my Indiana 
Jones And The Last Crusade Contact 
Daniel 0797 225448 

• I WIN swap games tor games Doesn't 
matter what you've got. •< I haven't got rt. I 
want it A game lor a game Phone Justin on 
Polegate 482411 
• i win swap my Turtles and Operation Wo>t 
for your Kenny Da/ghsh Soccer Manager Two 
tor two what a bargain' Phone 0472 690405 
after six 
• Games to swap tor Spectrum *2 Wanted' 
Rainbow islands and I will swap 
Thunderhiade. CJ's Elephant Antics and 
Army Moves Ongruits only P h o n e Alex o n 
0242 233804 
• Swap) Your full price Edd The Duck and 
Nightshirt lor any two of my budget games 
like Platoon. Xcet. Hypertiowl Speeding 2. 
Short Circuit Indiana Jones And TheTem&e 
Ot Doom and Yogi 's Great Escape Ongmais 
only please Would help it you lived m 
Wolverhampton area Phone 0902 742067 
after 6pm 
• Oi' I'M swap my Navy Seals tor your Total 
Recall or my Nightshirt tor your Atonfy Python 
or ten budgets for your NAHC or Super 
Wonderboy I also need people to swap 

• Wanted' Disk drive and interlace for 
Spectrum . 2 Preferably «D but any dnve win 
do Will SWBP lor Alan 800XL 62 key 
keyboard and 39 games All works and sl<ti 
loads but needs new tape recorder Phone 
0202 743473 and aak for Robert 
• Wanted* Muiiifaee 3 Will swap tor Stealth 
Fighter (»3 disk). Escape From The Planet Ol 
The Robot Monsters and Robocop t (-3 
disks) Also. Where Time Stood Still tor CJ'S 
Elephant Antics and impossible Mission 2 
Please help me1 Phone James on 0483 
64823. 

BOOK YOUR AD HERE • • i 
It you'd like to advertise In Input/Output, please write 
In BLOCK CAPITALS below and send the coupon on 
the back of a postcard to tnput/Output. VS. 30 
Monmouth Street. Bath BA1 28W, II you are under 18 
please ask your parent or guardian to sign the coupon 

for you. and don't forget to add your phone number. 
We can'l accept any software sales, and this service 
Is only available to private advertisers. 
Please note - if you are selling any hardware or 
games please enclose a cheque or postal order tor £5. 

Please enter m y adver t under the fo l low ing c lassi f icat ion: 
Hardware J Software J Wanted J Messages & Events • 
N a m e A d d r e s s 

Fanzines J 

Postcode . 
Tel No S ignature of paren t /guard ian it under 18 

• Please' Please' Please' Has anyone got > 
ZX Interface 1, m any condition as long as its 
.n working order to dnve a Microdrw Phone 
Alan on 0454 311850 anytime after 6pm 
• Someone out there must have Onus E« 
U*cn,na by Automata' Pnce pad depend* on 
condition, up lo £10 Original only Phone 
Daniel on 0323 27542 now. 
• Wanted' Terns and Nin/a Wamon I'll swap 
tor Donkey Kong. Mano Bros and Kckslart 2 
Or Hi pay a reasonable pnce Ring Duncan 
on 0843 69323 
• Wanted urgently1 MF-Print by Campbel 
Systems lor the Spectrum 48K Cassette or 
Microdrive Telephone 0772 783079 anytime 
and leave a message. 
• i wii swap Garheid Knuckledusters 
Scooby Doo. Passmg Shot. Howard The 
Duck. Akens US. Sports Pack Manchester 
United ana five budget games of your choice 
lor a good Sega Master System game For a 
full 11*1 Of game* call Phillip on 0602 
812312 
• Wanted' Maftuais for a *8K Spectrum old 
classic Spectrum games and. if possible a 
Scott Adams Adventure Hint book Phone 
David on 0604 719370. 
• Wanted' Any really good games especialy 
football management stm* I will swap 
Shadbw Ot The Beast. European 
Superieague. Football Manager 12. 
expansion kit and many otheis Call Robert 
on 081 460 6713. 
• Wanted' WWF Wrest<emam.\ and any 
football management games W.» swap lor 
Kick Ott 2. Garza 2. Hard Ortvtn Days Ot 
Thunder and some budget games 
Telephone Ryan on 021 7833544. 
• Mcrodrive cable warned for Spectrum 48K 
Phone 0924 256229 or 0274 723541 and 
atk for Richard. 

• Over 2200 Muttiface POKE* could be yours 
11 you send £3, a blank tape and a 22p sao 
Phone Ian on 0902 409969 tor detail* 
• MicroMe is the all news ml views now 
fanzine out every two months tl coats C2 per 
issue with an (^grit-game covertfcsk We have 
12 subscriber* Call Ja*on on 0228 32221 
lor more detail* 
• u s new' it s lac u s The Patrick Moore 
Xylophone Player's CW Phone 041 
8524698 lor more detail*. 

M I'm looking (or a Dutch Spe^num ur.®rs 
Group Phone Abdon (in Holland) on 01150 
19478. 
• Your Sinclair readers can you hcip? We 
need 10 raise money lor ditabted people Any 
ideas donations or help appreciated Call 
Rochdale 356963 
• PD Software lor the Spectrum We need 
budding programmer* and artist* lo 
oontnbuto Call prl*m PO on 0788 817473 

Thmk before you Snip - most 
^ ^ \ 1 A ( » A Z I N E H E A L T H W A R N I N G p^,. ,U S Oa photocopy ms-.* YS 79 

%...*. v c m r o r i i nft r*><;Donsibilitv for the ads p laced in Input/Output 



F I O A C 

Wtf&^tUEsig 
Zeppelin 
i t 091 385 7755 

Wrestlers, eh? What a bunch of wimps. 
They dress up in outfits that would 
embarrass Marvel superheroes, jump about 
a bit and pretend to hit each other, then 
collect astoundingly huge amounts of 

Toney; ma LOUtl 
foughy* T i jendary I man 

of old Glasgow town. Well, we here in the 
Shed say yah-boo to thorn. Bert the stick 
msect could take any wreStlerybii name in a 
round and a half 

Zeppelin obviously share our dislike of the 
whole sorry business^ becaus^hey re 
about to release 'earn Wrmtlint 

mickey 
y rath 

Tag 

i | - a 
wn-'BiFj 

Engti: 
the Overtaker 

Nagasaki's got the salt! Nagasaki's got the 
salt! he's probably hitting It under his hood, 
ready to throw it hi the good guy's eyes. Ugh! 

Ml-known- | 
H i e fight game 

uch wrestlers as the 
He aoesn t let go") 
s hell on the 

highways"}, Ivor the Hedgecutter ("He 
trims 'em down to size") and Whole Hugging 
("He's a bit sad, really.") The idea is that you 
control two wrestler^. Jne of whom stands 
at the ringside y"'hn encouragement while 
the other cavorts i rount^O ring with his 
opponent. When^ne gets a bit tired, you 
can rush up to t(.d rop s and tag the other 
wrestler, giving the first chap a bit of a 
breather. 

Apparently, this game features all the 
rules (incfuding contest or championship 
matches) arid aft the moves of pro wrestling 

Top Three Shed 
Wrest lers 

Bert the Stick Insect 
He choke-holds his opponents into 
unconsciousness with all those sticky 
arms. 

Linda 
She swamps her opponents with a 
large anorak and then bats them out of 
the ring with a Pastels' record sleeve. 

Andy O 
He kickstarts his opponents into 
submission then pogos them into the 
ground. 

umping 
ming 

tch 

(including bouncing 
off the ring posts, 
and unconvincingty 
(You Old cynic, you. Er 
a stonker. with option .or 
players and a guaranteed 
joystick waggling tactics join life althe 
ringside next month when we'll be grappling 
with the full game and seeing if we can 
throw it to the canv 

Game 
Publisher 
Programmer 
Price 
Release Date 

Tag Team Wrestling 
Zepplin 
Stephen Walters 
£3.99 cassette 
June 1992 

ZaXCL 

Zeppelin 
n 091 385 7755 

Footy games, eh? Did you know that there 
have been two hundred and sixteen footy 
games on the Speccy since 1982? Well, 
there have. Congratulations. Five A Side -
you're number two hundred 
and seventeen! But 
enough wibble. Five A 
Side is a Match Day-ish 
sort of affair, with 3D 
isometric views and fast 
hackabout action. 

The Top Three 
Shed Footie Heroes 

Bert the Stick Insect's front three 
legs 
His asiounding jinking abilities keep 
other players at bay. 
Bert the Stick Insect's back three 
legs 
Talented Bertie's shooting skills are 
unrivalled. 
Stanley Matthews 
His big. flappy shorts break the 
opposition's defence right open. (This 
has gone beyond a joke. Ed) 

As Bluey approached tho goal, 
• Sunshine Batos clonchod his fists 

in anticipation. He was a groat 
boxer but (i singularly crap goalie. 

As you might have guessed 
from the title, you've got five 

players on your team - four toe-
pokers and a goalie. The pitch is 

enclosed in an invisible box, and you 
can bounce the ball off the walls for those 
tricksy opposition-mangling shots. 
Hearteningly, the offside rule has been 
dropped. In fact, most of the rules seems to 
have been dispensed with. But who cares if 
it makes the game all the more speedy and 
playable? Not us matey, that's for double-
darn sure! Playing against the Speccy or a 
handy chum, you have to nudge the ball 

about the place, wrong footing the 
opposition and beating the goalie. (Not 
literally.) 

The cunning bit in this game is the control 
system Instead of the usual player nearest 
the-ball selection. Five A Side cycles 
through the team when you press the lire 
button. According to Zeppelin, this is a 
completely ace idea that will enable you to 
perform amazingly tactical team plays. Well, 
it's certainty different anyway. 

Even as your eyes drift gently down 
through this preview, the Five A Side 
programmers are slipping the finished game 
into a secret post box somewhere near 
Worthing. Source code errors and 
unbalanced postmen permitting, our trusty 
Jugglers will be jogging through the players' 
tunnel next month. Hurrah for our side! 

Game 

Publisher 
Programmers 

Price 

Release Date 

International Five A 
Side Football 
Zeppelin 
David Sowerby (code) 
John Dalziel and 
Neil Hislop (graphics) 
£3.99 Speccy/SAM 
cassette 
June 1992 
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F I N A L 

cj 

Zeppelin 
rt 091 385 7755 

"And... you join us here in the Crucible 
theatre where Zeppelin are about to show 
ofl their new 
snooker game. r J l l n B l 

CHAk«»lONSH* ] l l l l 

It w n setting hot on the green baize. Streaky 
longed to take off hia red overcoat, but l»e 
didn't want to confute the punters. 

But what's this! Showing an unerring sense 
of timing, they've managed to completely 
miss the snooker championships. Oh dear." 

Yes. well, enough of the breathy 
commentary. Bravely smiling in the 

, a c e o f M i s s e d Opportunity. Zeppelin 
are on the verge of releasing their 

B f c f e ^ follow-up to the really rather fine 
American 3D Pool. 3D Snooker 

V v j f t shares the same graphics 
v H ^ routines as its illustrious 
^ predecessor, so we can expect to 

see superfast 3D balls caroming around the 
green baize table (or something.) If you're a 
follower of the seemingly endless BBC2 
snooker coverage, you'll be well acquainted 
with the rules of this preposterously popular 
sport. There are fifteen red balls on the 
table, along with six colours. You have to 
pot all these in sequence using the white 
cue ball. (Actually, you have to use the cue 
stick, but there you are.) 

Championship 3D Snooker offers a 

The Top Three 
Shed Snooker Players 

Maryanne 
She uses a fifty-three piece cue with 
crosshairs and a telescopic sight 

Bert the Stick Insect 
He sort of pokes himself at the balls, 
with amazing accuracy. 

Dennis Taylor 
He used to be World Champion. (Surely 
some mistake? Ed) 

pocketful of features. As well as playing 
against the Speccy or a pal, there s a 
tournament option. This gives up to eight 
players the chance to compete in. um, a 
tournament sort of thing. It a lengthy league 
game isn't really your cup of funky char, you 
can opt for a knockout competition. 
Presumably this means you get to thump 
your opponents if you lose. 

The game's just having the final touches 
put to it, and we'll have a full review next 
month. (Jon's already taken to wearing his 
glasses upside-down in anticipation ) O 

Publisher 
Programmer 
Price 
Release Date 

Championship 3D 
Snooker 
Zeppelin 
Stephen Walters 
£3.99 cassette 
June 1992 

Zeppelin 
tf 091 385 7755 

Zeppelin have been holding onto this 
licence for quite a while now. They held the 
game up recently when poor old Graeme 
was banged up in hospital. Luckily he's 

The Shed's top three 
footie players 

Bert the stick insect 
You might think this is a tad unfair cos 
Bert really does have the edge when it 
comes to legs. But this advantage is 
balanced out by the fact that once 
Bert s got possession of the ball he 
finds it very hard to let go It's all that 
vetero' 

Hutch 
Only Bert is fearless enough to tackle 
the illustrious Ed. Everybody else is too 
fond of their current employment thank-
you-very-much I 

Jane the publisher 
The outright winner. The Ed's chair is 
the oomfiest in the Shed and not lightly 
surrendered. 

S 4 YOUR SINCLAIR July 1992 

okay now so Zeppelin have decided that the 
time is ripe to launch another management 
sim onto an unsuspecting (notl) public. 
Hurrah! 

Those of you with amazing memories 
may remember that the similarly-titled 
Kenny Dalglish Soccer Manager which was 
reviewed as part of Zeppelin's Hit Pack 
One. Oh come on, you must remember -
you're not a bunch of goldfishl Anyway, 
GSSM (as we tike to call it) is pretty similar 
to that except that it's tonnes better. 
Probably. 

GSSM is one of those desktop icon-lead 
management sims where you get to sit at 
the desk, phone various people up and tell 
them what to do. You're in control but 
sometimes your performance causes things 
to happen that might not be wholly 
advantageous. But hey! You're up there 
with the big boys now - you can cope 
with it. 

The best thing about these 
footie sims is always the bank 
manager. It gladdens our 
little hearts to see tht 
Zeppelin have put one in. 
You can now spend half the 
game phoning him up and hurling insults 
into his pristine ears. It's a good idea to 
spend the other half of the game wasting as 

much money as poss. After 
alt, It is a game of two 

f halves. (Groan! Ed) It 
also makes Mr Banker 

very irate. Hurrah! 

Publisher 
Programmer 
Price 
Release Date 

Graeme Souness 
Soccer Manager 
Zeppelin 
Ian Copeland 
£3 99 cassette 
June 1992 



Get the funk 
out! This month 
in the world's 
most beloved 
Spec mag we 
tell you what's 
got clout and 
what's worth 
nowt. Yip! Yip! The Ultimate Guide To Life, 

Love and Loofahs! 

FLIX 
Lawnmower Man 

First Independent Films 
Starring Pierce Brosnan. Jeff 
Fahey and Jenny Wright 

I'm just not convinced by alt this 
virtual reality nonsense. I mean 
fine, you can bung a blender on 
your head and fork out a quid a 
go to play a bog standard flight 
simulator, but I can't see it 
changing lives. Stephen King 
would have us believe that in the future we're all going to 
be living virtual lives, our bodies redundant and our minds 
permanently tapped into a computer world. 

In the blink of an aye strange and wondrous things can 
happen. But If you blink, you miss them. Natch. 

Lawnmower Man explores a number of diflerent 
theories. All of these have been suitably sensationalised 
for consumption by the cinema-going public, so that in the 
end you get a completely distorted view of virtual reality. 
According to Stephen King, given the right blend of brain 
food and a nice graphic display we can learn to control 
lawnmowers with our thoughts and read people's minds. 
I'll stick to tarot cards. 

The plot's crap. Mad scientist takes mentally subnormal 
lawnmower man and injects him with brain food while 
hooking him up to his virtual reality setup. Lawnmower 

man consequently becomes super-brainy and 
, 9 9 - decides to become the first virtual man. So he 
• I F gets himself zapped into a computer from 

where he can rule the electronic world. 

Suction power! Soon one of these, 
erm, things, will disappear Inside the 
other. Yuk, double yuk and yuk again. 

Now personally I 
wasn't expecting 
much from this film 
but I thought the 
graphics might be half 
decent. How mistaken 
can a cool dude be! 
You'll find better 
effects in Tron or The 
Last Starfighter. 
Lawnmower Man's 
graphics look 
decidedly dated and 
completely 
unimaginative. What's 
more, the director 
doesn't exactly go 
overboard on the 
computer graphics 
front. 

Give this film a very 
wide berth. It's slow, 
utterly cliched, completely moronic and totally devoid of 
humour. The acting is painfully cruddy, the effects are dufl 
and unbelievable and the ending is 
about as plausible as The Wizard of 
Ots . The only thing I can say in this 
film's defence is that the dolly grip's 
name is Vincent 'Vin Man' Rapini. 
Quite. Hutch 
FLIP HATINO 

-kixizix ft 

Laugh, we nearly burped. 
According to Empire magazine, 
the next James Bond is 
rumoured to be Mel Gibson. 
Here at YS we don't have a 
problem with Mel's pretend 
English accent (he did a 

suitably impressive job in Hamlet), but he is rather, ermm. 
short. We have an image of Bond as a tall, dark, 
impeccably mannered gentleman with a keen eye for the 
ladies and pinpoint shooting skills. While Mel might fulfil 
the last two criteria, we don't think he fits the first three, 
even if he did wear high heels t Judge Dredd is due to 
start shooting at the end of the year with Arnold 
Schwarzenegger playing old steel jaw « Sean Connery 
got a bit annoyed with living in this country because he 
was shelling out 98% of his income on tax. We can't 
blame him. we suffer from the same problem here in the 
Shed if Video of the month has got to be the absolutely 
brilliant Flirting. The film covers everything from the first 
jealous fight to the first kiss of a young lad growing up. 
Rent it today * Screw up of the year has got to ^ ^ 
be Steven Spielberg with his film Hook. Mr S * 9 9 , 

thought that Captain Hook lost his left hand to 
the crocodile. It was in fad his right. \ 
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BOOK 
LOOK 
The Door In 
The Tree 
William Corlett 
Red Fox£2.99 
It's the Easter hols 
and William, Mary 
and Alice return to 
Golden House, a brilliant sprawl of a 
mansion tucked away in the valleys. Not 
having read the first part of The Magician's 
House Quartet (this is part two) it took me a 
while to get into the story, as basically it 
follows straight on from the original. The plot 
of the series revolves around the three 
sprogs' attempts to re-establish contact with 
Stephen Tyler, an Elizabethan bod who's 
been time travelling into their tree-house 
over the last couple of months. He's the 
Magician, a sort of olde age hippy with a 
flair for natural magic who's decided to take 
the tricky trio under his wing and educate 
them in matters of the soul. Or something. 

The Door In The Tree pads out this 
magical business with a tale of horrible 
badger baiters rampaging through the 
countryside. In an attempt to foil the 
lampers' plans, Alice and the gang ally with 
Meg Lewis, a mad old woman who lives in a 
cottage. Will this motley crew succeed in 
defeating the heartless villains? To be 
honest, I wasn't particularly bothered. It's an 
amiable enough book, but it seems to take 
an awfully long time for anything to happen. 
There are plenty of lengthy descriptions and 
loads and loads of baffling nature-itself-is-
magic bits. A caring-sharing-feely-good 
1990s kind of book. The Door In The Tree is 
an okay read for a warm summer afternoon. 
And it gets an extra point for featuring a dog 
called Spot. Jon 

T h e M * « » « v 
o f t h e C a f « 

• • • ' s i r f r 

The Keeper Of The Gate 
Beverley Birch 
Red Fox/£2.99 
Sara comes home to 
Kenya after a visit to her 
grandmother in England. 
She and her family travel 
to the coast, to their 
grandmother's house, 
for their summer hols. 
Sara and her little sister, 
Joanna, are befriended 
by a stranger called 
Muniri. He takes them to 
see the rums of 
Kingwana and the two 
girts, along with their 
Kenyan friend Kariuki, are flung headlong 
into a time-travel adventure. 

The gate of the title is the doorway to 
another time and the children find 
themselves in Kingwana when it was a 
prosperous, thriving city. Gradually they 
trace the history of the city and realise that 
Munin too is a time-traveller and he's trying 
to tell them something. 

As a straightforward adventure story. The 
Keeper Of The Gate is a great read. But it's 
also more than that, for the first time Sara 

Look* spooky, 
d o M n l KT Well, 
that's cot H i». 

fi 
P a u l G e r a g t r t y 

really starts thinking about Kenya's 
history and about her own identity as a 
Kenyan. She is also extremely annoyed 
with her parents who she thinks want to 

send her away to school in England, 
It's this added 
level of 
interest that 
makes this 
story more 
than just a 
good read. 
Linda 

FLIP RATING 
• • • • • 

Pig 
Paul Geraghty 
Red Fox/£2.99 
Pig is the nickname 
that Mike acquires 
when he moves to 
Cape Town from his 
old home, a pig farm in 
Natal. None of the kids 
at his new school are 
willing to be friendly, in 
fact they're all 
incredibly hateful and 
Mike is really bullied. j 0 l H I 0 0 < t , * 
His only friend is an old tt»« background, ho i 
black man called w l M » m * r t 

Johannes who lives in 
a shack at the local football ground. 

Football is Mike's passion and, wtien he's 
finally allowed to play, he proves to be a bit 
of a star It's this skill that finally wins him 
some friends, but not before he's been 
made to undergo a thoroughly nasty 
'initiation' ceremony. Pig is a pretty 
upsetting book and will strike a chord with 
anybody who's had to endure snide 
comments at the school gates. The only 
thing is, there's not that much of a plot. This 
one won the author the Young African 
award, but I much preferred The Keeper Of 
The Gate Linda 
FLIP RATING 

The Girl Who Got To 
Number One 
Annalena McAfee 
Red Fox/£2.99 
Fame, fame, fatal fame - it can play 
hideous tricks on the brainl Abby is yer 
everyday teenager, she joins a local band 
and after two gigs said band is snapped up 
by CD Spearman. Nasty CD gets rid of the 
band and smarms Abby's mum into signing 
a bum deal. 

Soon Abby is spending hundreds of 
pounds on clothes and hanging out at 
swanky nightclubs. She also ignores her old 
friends, gets mauled by 
horrid record company 
execs and fails her 
exams. When tragedy 
strikes, Abby begins to 
wonder if it's all worth it. 

The Girl Who Got To 
Number One is far-
fetched, moralistic 
nonsense. It's also dead 
easy to read. A trashy 
novel for the younger 
generation. Linda 
FLIP HATINQ 

IX 
Loonies called Arthur? 
We've got them all. 

Elektra Assassin 
Epic Comlcs/£9.95 
Elections are dangerous things. You may 
have thought that Chris Patten had a bit of 
a bad day, but spare a thought tor the 
campaign currently being fought in 
America. On one side the present 
incumbent, a 
wizened old ' f l f l f l M * 
wrinkly with all \ / ^ ^ J J p J 
the charisma of a / J 
pea. On the other 4 j -
the Beast, slayer £ 
of peoples and 

ninja and Garrett I 
the psycho ' " 
cyborg. Off to the V 
side but with a 
tendency to lean Look at tw» picture. Now 
slightly to the left, , o o h more ci©»«iy. 
indestructible 0<K>d- * . 
loony Arthur Perry. Lurking off-stage but 
with the disturbing air of someone about to 
jump out and go Boo!" at you, possessed 
presidential candidate Ken Wind. You get 
the idea. 

Considering its patent absurdity, this 
everyday story of American folk hangs 
together remarkably well. Frank Miller 
keeps the action boiling along and uses 
loads ol overlapping dialogue to unsettling 
effect. There always seem to be at least 
three plotlines unravelling simultaneously, 
and at times it's awfully tricky to follow 
who's doing what to whom. If you fancy 
digging away at the incredible violence, 
you'll find a biting satire on American 
politics and the scientific community, but 
hey! it's an enjoyable read. Special 
mention must go to Bill Sienkiewicz - his 
artwork is amazing, using cut-outs, block 
colours and fabrics to create a crazy 
montage world of bizarre action. Elektra is 
one of those books that take at least two 
readings to appreciate fully, but it's worth 
it. 
Best Line: "I'd slap my knee and burst out 
laughing over that, if t had the pipes to 
laugh. Or the knee. Or something to slap it 
with,' 
F L I P R A T I N G 

Ooh, I tool all 
norvoua and giggly. 
Ooh! Ooh! 

Elektra Lives Again 
Epic Comics/E12.95 (hardback) 
Considering the strength of Elektra 
Assassin, this 'un falls flat on its face. 
"Dead or alive, she's back," runs the 
spectacularly derivative tag line. Matt 
Murdock, aka Daredevil, is plagued by 
waking dreams of his lost love. Elektra. 
He's also being stalked by agents of The 
Hand, wtio aren't entirely convinced that 
Elektra is dead. Is she? Isn't she? Who 
cares? 

•Frank Miller's story ambles on, going 
nowhere and saying nothing, eventually 
dragging up some tired sub-plot aboul a 
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ptan to revive 
dead assassin 
Bullseye. Miller's 
and Lynn 
Varfey's coarse-
lined artwork 
liven things up a 
bit. but sadly not 
enough. Elektra 
Lives Again is 
the kind of book 
that has sixteen 
pages of frozen-
pose action with 
about four lines 
of dialogue. It's 
the kind of book 
where weapons 
go "thunkk." and 
chak." It's the kind of I T ' S Mk. 

book which, well, isn't 
really that good. Blatantly 
commercial and 
unforgivably dull. 
Best Line: "Graa. Hgaa. 
Hngg." 
FI.IP MATING 

A lovely hardback special 
edition with glossy 
pages. Pity the story's 
completely awful. 

MACHINES THAT GO 

V for Vendetta 
OC Comics E9.95 
Now we're talking quality. Alan Moore is 
wildly regarded as The Man when tt 
comes to writing comics, and this eight-
years-in-the-making epic does nothing to 
harm that reputation. Working with the 
master of shadowy art, David Lloyd, the 
Bearded One has created a rip-snorter of 
a graphic novel. 3».s JliOR VENQEIIA i 
an enigma in a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 

haunts the 
England of the ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ H ^ P ^ 
future. Evey 
Hammond, one . • 
of the ! • j 
downtrodden 
masses (Damn • | P 
those flr 
downtrodden * *• —-
masses Ed) iS Also A lor Apple, K (or 
rescued from Kangaroo and N lor 
thP ftinrntar Nightingale. The numbers 
tne sinister a r c a | x ( o u r l e e n . 
clutches of the 
police by the swooping figure of V. While 
the forces of officialdom scurry about 
upstairs, fighting among themselves and 
trying to track down this enigmatic rebel, V 
gets on with educating Evey in the ways 
of life. This entails taking her to the brink 
of madness and revealing the Ultimate 
Truth about Everything. In the process, we 
find out details about V s mysterious 
background. 

Don't worry though - V tor Vendetta is 
in no way a boring 
diatribe. It's a weavingly I T ' S A 
illustrated, endlessly / ^ J W j y j ^ ^ k 
fascinating, just plain Sf; l i J O l H 
smashing read. _ ^ j i v S Q ^ i L • 
Best Line: "England 
Prevails." 
FLIP RATING to tune In 

next month. Way to go! 

For the past month the Shed has been 
ringing to the sound of various bleeps and 
nye-nye-nyes. Y'see we've managed to get 
our hard-working hands on a whole selection 
of hand-held electronic games. Now, 
whenever anyone has a spare couple of 
minutes they simply pick up one of these 
marvy machines and start blipping away. 
Meanwhile everyone else gets out their 
personal stereos. Linda la-la-las tunelessly. 
Hutch raps out the latest streetcool lines and 
Andy O shouts out lots of stuff about 
anarchy. Yep, it's a fun place to hang out! 

Anyway, getting back to these blipping 
machines, they're made by a company 
called Grandstand and there are all sorts of 
games from old faves tike Paperboy, Golden 
Axe and Super Sprint to incredibly addictive 
little puzzlers. 

For the wee gamesplayer there's a whole 
new range of games Including The Little 
Mermaid. Tale Spin, The Rescuers Down 
Under and Hook. The games in the junior 
range are all quite big with nice colourful 

Cute or what? Or is It puk« or what? Both 
s*em incredibly fitting to our bitter and 
twisted minds. 

Blocks away! Blockhead! New games on the 
block... I Oh shut up. Ed) 

buttons and illustrations. The gameplay is 
easy 1o pick up and some of them even let 
you win no matter what. All these games 
cost around £22 and pan be picked up from 
most big toy shops as well as department 
stores like Woohes and Asda. 

Wicked Blocks 
Grandstand/£13.99 
It's the puzzlers that have got us tn the Shed 
pulling our hair out and ripping up all those 
old compo entries in frustration. There's 
Block Master which is basically Tetris, Block 
Mania where you have to completely fill the 
screen with blocks, and Block Attack. For 
the first few days we were convinced that 
these little meanies were completely 
impossible but perseverance paid off and 
we're now all committed Block fiends. Each 
Block game has loads of different screens, 
incredibly difficult time limits and those 
wonderful (optional) blips. Although they're 
all pretty splendid, a quick show of hands 
revealed that the Shed favourite was Block 
Master/Tetris. Irresistabie! 

You can get your YS-approved Wicked 
Blocks from toy shops and department 
stores. You won't regret it, even when 
you've maslered the technique you can 
have great fun watching your mates pick 
them up and, after a 
fruitless ten minutes, 
throw It down in disgust. 
Five minutes later, they'll /he. AT" 
pick it up again! Linda 

FLIP RATING 
• • • • • 

What's whirring away 
on the Shed tapedeck 

* The Disposable Heroes Of Hiphopnsy 
Hypocrisy Is The Greatest Luxury (4th & 
Broadway LP) 
« Bad Religion Generator (Epitaph LP) 
* Nick Cave And The Bad Seeds Henry's 
Dream (Mute LP) A 
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THE FINE ART OF 
FRISBEE-ING 
Now summer's here, there are few better 
ways to pass the time than to throw 
things at people! What more entertaining 
activity than to get down the park, or on 
the beach and lob projectiles at your 
friends? But beware what you throw, If 
you cast a handful of sticks and stones 
you may break their bones. And if you 
hurl Javelins and spears In their general 
direction they are bound to be your 
bussom buddy for the rest of your life... 
not 

Fortunately the Americans, who take 
their leisure activities much more 
seriously than us. have invented 
something you can cast, toss, hurl and 
lob without doing too much damage. 

The Frisbee 
The original flying 
disk has its origins 
way back in the 
1950's when 
students at Yale 
university used to 
throw pie tins from 
the Frisbie bakery 
to one another 
Being made of metal, and intended for 
baking pies in rather than throwing, these 
tins didn't fly very well. So this dude called 
Fred Monsson started making plastic flying 
discs. 

The trend caught on, and shortly 
Monsson sold his design to the Wham-O™ 
company, the people who brought the wortd 
the Hula-Hoop™ , and the Super Ball™. 
Wham-0 marketed the flying disc as the 
"Pluto Platter" at first, but later as they 
discovered the ongins of the idea, they 
changed the name to Frisbee™. Changing 
the spelling allowed them to trademark the 
name as their own. 

Before long the whole world was hurling 
Frisbee's at one another, and a legend was 
made. Wham-0 were making many 
different models of Frisbee, the one shown 
here is a World Class 119g, the same 
model is available in several different sizes 
and weights, and it really is a matter of 
personal preference which one you should 
use. 

The first world championships took place 
in 1974. and it is now possible, if you're 
good enough, to get your name m the 
Guinness Book of Records just for Frisbee 
throwing (but you do have to throw it quite a 
long way!). 

How to do it 
Playing Frisbee involves doing two things, 
throwing the Fnsbee and catching the 

Frisbee. Okay, so 
this sounds pretty 
dull, but it doesn't 
have to be! There 

^ —• are literally 
^ ^ ^ hundreds of 

| different ways to 
I throw and catch a 

Frisbee. Let's take a 
look at just a few. 

Throwing A 
Frisbee 
The most 
common way to 
throw a Frisbee is 
the backhand 
throw, simply pick 
up the disc in 
whichever hand 
feels most 
comfortable, hold it 
as shown in the picture, then throw it to 
your partner spinning it off of your finger as 
you let go. A few practises will have you 
doing this with pinpoint accuracy. 

A little more tricky is the forehand throw. 
Hook your fingertips under the lip of the 
disc, and hold it as shown in the picture. 
Now flick the wrist and send the disc 
spinning to your partner. Practise makes 
perfect so don't worry if your first attempts 
go sailing otf into the distance. 

Catching A Frisbee 
The most obvious way to catch a Frisbee is 
to hold out your hand and grab it as it flies 
past, but that's so simple we couldn't even 
be bothered to take a photograph of it. 
There are much more exciting ways to 
arrest your Frisbee's flight, and they look a 
lot cooler too! Problem is, they're all quite 
difficult so watch up... 
O The easiest trick catch is the trap. Hold 
out both hands, one above the approaching 
Frisbee. and one below it. As the disc tries 
to sneak through the gap, clap your hands 
on either side of it...trapping it, it's called a 
trap, get it? 

You think that 
was easy? You're 
right, so try one of 
these other traps. 
O The body trap 
involves catching 
the disk between 
your legs and body 
as you jump up to 
intercept it. 
OThe knee trap is 
pretty tricky, but 
with practise you 
will definitely scab 
your knees quite 
badly, and you 
might even catch 
the Frisbee. 

Tipping 
If the Frisbee is 
approaching too 

last, or from too difficult an angle to make 
an impressive catch, 
do not swat it out of 
the sky like a fly) 
There are ways of 
taming an intransigent 
disc 

Most popular is 
'tipping', this doesn't 
mean paying a waiter 
to catch it for you! 

Tipping involves hitting the bottom centre of 
the disc with some part 
of your body, so as to 
knock it back into the 
air. When it comes 
back down it should be 
a lot easier to catch. 

A finger tip is 
straight forward 
enough, but a knee tip B B 
is a bit trickier to do. 

Delaying 
An extension of tipping is delaying the disc, 
which IS simply (ha! Wait til you try it) 
catching the disc on your outstretched 
finger in such a way that it spins around on 
the end of your digit. This move looks very 
impressive, but that's because it's very 

difficult. Try using 
your finger bent 
over so that the 
nail is in contact 
with the underside 
of the disc, this 
reduces friction 
and lets the disc 
spin for longer. 

Picking up (with) your Frisbee 
After you miss a catch, you'll have to go 
and collect your Fnsbee from where it 
lands, but this doesn t have to be a 
complete disaster' When in the park, or on 
the beach, play with you back to a schwtng 
babe When your Fnsbee floats in her 
general direction, run athletically to retrieve 
it. as you bend down to grasp the disc look 
her directly in the eyes and say something 
like "Those are beautiful ear-nngs you're 
weanng" (don't try this if she isn't wearing 
ear-nngs. or doesn't have any ears), then 
while she's thinking of some stupendous 
put-down ask her if she wants to go see 
Wayne's Wortd at the movies with you 
This may not work, but at least you get 
your Fnsbee back. And remember, there 
are plenty more fish in the sea. though few 
of them can survive out of water long 
enough to watch a whole 
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How to survive holidays with your parents the Andy Hutch way W W W W 3 

Picture the scene Your parents announce that you're 
going away on holiday this year However, rather than 
heacfcng off tor the Caribbean or the Canary islands 
you're going to . Cornwall You wouldn't mind go much 
but you ve been going to the same caravan/camping 
site since you were five years oW and it's all getting to 
be a bit of drag 

The first thing to dots to plan ahead Ifyoutfw* 
about it beforehand you'll have plenty of surreptitious 
activities you can get up to. In fact if you think really 
hard about it youti be able to avoid spending no more 
than a couple of days with brothers, sisters or parents 

Tlw Essentials 
0 Walkman and about 20 tapes 
Remember. ITs easy to get bored with the same old 
tapes, oh and don't forget spare batteries 
0 Ghetto Blaster 
This is an alternative to the Walkman or an adcfitton 
Played at the right volume on a beach, a stereo is a 
great fnendattractot 
0 Gameboy or Gamegear 
A lot of you have got one of these mini-console jobtxes 
They're a tot more practical to take on holiday than a 
Speccy. so if you've got one use it. 
0 Various balls 
Be it a football a rugby baH or one of those funny yellow 
sponge bails with a weight in it. they re great for 
attracting other people, especially if you bounce it off 
their head 
0 One of those inflatable dinghies with a name like 
Octopus or Squid 
Great tor trying to surf in and even better for towing 
people around m 
0 Bucket and spade 
Of course Bnlkant lor building monstrous, enormous, 
huuuge sand castles with moats, battlements and Wile 
flags The best bifs when the tide comes m and 
destroys ft 
0 Some good books 

r Tfwr i lWif f f tpTtof fwiwi iaf f l i iJ 'P&fwni t ty 
either a Neil Gaiman or a 
0 Shades 
Wear these and you can look ateveryonebulthey] 
wont know youre doing it Brilliant for the beach [ 

First of all, don't annoy your folks. If you manage to stay 
an sweetness and light you'll be given much more space 
and time on your own. If you keep annoying your 
parents they'll drag you around everywhere with them 
on the grounds that you can't be trusted 

Remember, there's nothing worse than spending a 
hot afternoon gazing blankly into the windows of antique 
shops (look ai that lovely Spode commode"), estate 
agents ('aren't house press cheap down here?"), OIY 
shops (*we could do the lounge in peach"), brass knick-
knack shops ("you can just imagine a shire horse 
wearing all that lovely finery"), chandter's shops ("aren't 
speed boats expensive?"). Woofworth ("what lovely 
marble floors"), cack Bingo partours ("isn't it sad, all 
those old ladies playing Bingo afi day?*), mother and 
baby shop ("they can't do much business around here") 
and people's front rooms ("aren't the cedings tow?*). 

Convince your parents thai you're a trustworthy dude 
or dudette and you'll get to spend the day on the beach 
or in the arcades. Whatever you do ffwugh, if your 
parents say that they'll meet you at a certain place at a 
certain time, make sure that you're there, I realise that 
arcade games have a strange way of warping time, but 
if your mum and dad are left standing on a causeway 
wondering A you've been swept out to sea. then you'd 
lose any freedom you might have won yourself. 

Milton Keynes. These should be your targets 
There are two approaches here First of ad. lead your 

parents onto the beach and ask them to set up camp 
right next to the object of your desires This way the two 
sets of parents are bound to gel talking and you can 
start chatting up Miss or Mr Homy. You may even be 
asked to play' together Deviously bnlkant The other 
approach is for when you're parents aren't kkeiy to chat 
to them Wait until the person wanders up to the ice 
cream caravan and then ask them whereabouts they re 
from and how long they're down for. II your questions 
are responded to cheerfully then you can ask them to 
join you in a spot of Frisbee lobbing. From there 
everything should develop nicely. 

How to wrvfvi crappy fish restaurants 
This is where youtl be eating on most evenings The 
rules are simple. Eat as quickty as you can and then nip 
into the arcade next door. Do not buy the mdk shake as 
you won't get the frothy tasty treat illustrated on the 
menu, but a crappy small glass with some pink vaguely 
strawberry flavoured milk m it 

Plug in the Waiiman and don't remove those 
headphones until you re there. Do not play l-Spy with 
your parents and do not shout *l can see the sea.' when 
you're 15 miles away from the coast Also, do not elbow 
your brothers or sisters whrie trying to gam control of the 
central arm rest or try and read anytliing (you'll get sick). 

Attracting mtmban of tha opposite sax 
First of all. don't try chatting up someone who lives by 
the sea. These people are always thoroughly bored with 
the concept of the seaside and loathe all the strangers 
descending on their crappy 1930s beach hut mecca 
You can tell these people because they hang around in 
groups of more than live, usually in a concrete bus stop 
(tastefully decorated down both sides with sea shells) 
and nice and dose to the smelly public toilets with 18th 
century plumbing and 19th century toilet paper. The girts 
wear the kind of clothes which went out with Lulu and 
the boys nde their dad's Honda Express mopeds 
wflhouthHNits -

• Your average holiday maker wears loud beach wear™ 
and cheap shades T hey lie on the beach with a wind 
breaker around them and some twee plastic bat and ball 
games tying around. Every other family vail 
have an attractive teenage 
daughter/son who looks 
compieipty and utterly 
bored and can't 
wait to gel 
back to 

H you ve got a dog, volunteer to waft it Then peg it 
down to the beach and throw skimmers into the sea If 
you haven't go! a dog. then say you're nipping out to 
buy a magazine (YS of course) and then head for the 
beach or the arcades. Try to avoid the surty bunch near 
the public toilets 

There you go, aaay-paaayl Now there's no need to 
lie when you get back to school and tvmyone askd 
how the holidays went You can tell them all, with 
parfscthonaaty, that you had a great Urns, met 
some realty beaut people and cant waft to go back 
nextysar. 
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KOBRAHSOFTSPECTRUM 
AND SAM COUPE UTILITIES 

SAM DICE DISK UTILITY:- NEW ! Version 1.1 BACKUP; RECOVER erased Beetatt 
data. REPAIR cSrectorles; DISK CHECK: LOCK OUT bad sectors; STRING search; 
Selective FORMAT will now handle subdirectories as In MastarOos. Price: £14.99 on 
Dish 
CD2 TAPE TO SAU DISK TRANSFER UTILITY:- NEWI Transfer the VAST MAJORITY of 
your Spectrum tapes to Sam drive. Gives superb Spectrum tape compatibility. VERY EASY 
to use Price: C10.95 on Olak. 
SP7 TAPE TO +3 DISK UTILITY:- NEW t Transfer tapes to +3 dtsk Now comes with a 
BEGINNER'S Manual, an ADVANCED User Manual, and an Encrypter Demo Tape. Also 
has a superb DISK CATALOGUER, and now will transfer FULL 12SK programs 
INCLUDES SP7 COMPANION - shows how to transfer many games Supplied on Disk 
at:- £14.95. 
SP7 COMPANION VOL 2:- TRANSFERS 100+ GAMES Needs SP7: £4.95 SC7 
UTILITY. NEWI Latest tape lo tape backup utility will now backup virtually ANY program. 
Price:- £9.95 on Tape. 
DMS 4 DISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM:- NEW version 1.1 now with prtnioul, high 
capacity formats AND attended directories- Organise ail your disk flies. Urge database; 
FAST hie search MENU programs Easy to use:- £14.95 on Olak. 
D I C E:- NEW Version 3.0 *3 disk utility. Now with high capacity format, data printout and 
disassembler. Lock out faulty sectors. Recover erased Dies and much more. Easy lo use. 
'An excellent Package* CRASH Oct 88 CI 4.99 on Disk. 
SPECTRUM MACHINE CODE COURSE:- FULL course from beginner to advanced level. 
Applies to ALL Spectrums. Suitable for all. Free Disassembler AND Editor;Assembler . 
£20.00. 
SAM Z80 MACHINE CODE COURSE:- NEW' Learn how to program your Sam in machine 
code. Fmi course suitable for a>. with an assembler and disassembler Price :- £20.00. 
PLUS 3 DIARY AND RUNG SYSTEM:- NEW Version 1.1 with full printout Superb filing 
system diary for the *3 with LARGE database, fast search/retrieve, bio rhythms:- £12.95 on 
Disk. 

A L S O A V A I L A B L E : - S D 5 T A P E T O M / D ; S O S T A P E T O O P U S ; 
M T 1 M / D T O O L K I T ; S W 1 T A P E T O W A F A D R I V E ; S A M C T 2 T A P E 

U T I L I T Y ; S M 1 M / F S U I T E ; D B 2 + 3 O I S K B A C K U P U T I L I T Y . 
R i n g f o r f u l l d e t a i l s . 

WE OFFER A FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE • BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
UPDATE SERVICE:- SEND HALF NEW PRICE • OLD OISK FOR NEW VERSION. 

S e n d C h e q u e / P . O . to:- " K O B R A H S O F T " . D E P T Y S . "Pleasant View", 
H u l m e Lane , H u l m e , Longton, S toke-on-Trent , Staffs. S T 3 5 B H . 

(Overseas - EUROPE add £1 P&P PER ITEM, others £2) Send SAE (9" X 5*) tor 
detailed Catalogue - mark envelope 'ENQUIRY". 

For more Information please phone:- 0 7 8 130 5 2 4 4 
Access, Visa welcome - please phone above number 

(24 Hour, 7 Day Service for FAST Mall Order). 

• - s M s m 
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CASH PRIZES 

0898 313 585 
In you are s t i f f IB yean of age piecie otrdn pemiaton of wtoever pays ^ phone b i 

NKXXftl P06o* 36 LSI 4TN Col charges 36p Min Ctaop A$o Min All Other Timei | 

r T H E " H A C K PACK"- £8.99 ^ 
Tlx ultimic hKimj pxliifc crttltd bj • 
proTonon* Ki.ii- Su prepim tntMi jon 
H tact or die* ») pnMcim OH pa* Fled 
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SPKttlV LOAD'SAVE - 14.99 
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i t c h a r a c t e r S e t f o n t s • m . w 
IVTERRl PT SOI VD EFFECTS - £J.*» 
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fiwr. pnmi I M De.ekxml overtem 
DRL M fc£AT MACHINE • fJ.W 
Add wur CWI rhjthmi to >owr profTwni 
GAMES AID • L.V1W 
TtaSui -'f rowboei and up* lo help cnaun| (unti 
POKFS GALORE - LVM 
MESSAGE SCROLLER • U.9» 
DOL BLt HEIGHT PRIM - 12 JO 
SP! - DROlD • U M LASER WAR - I L H 
M I W fnt rian o n * ftil JWf i —turn 
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YS sells more 
copies than 
many 16 bit 
magazines. 

To reach 
59,000 people 

call the ad 
team NOW! 

0225 H22H 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
£ 1 6 . 9 5 ( 4 8 K ) inclusive of labour, par ts a n d p & p 

Fast, re l iable serv ice b y qual i f ied engineers . A v e r a g e repair 24hrs 
3 months g u a r a n t e e o n all work For he lp or a d v i c e - ring 

H . S C O M P U T E R S E R V I C E S 
U n i t 2 , T h e O r c h a r d , W a r t o n , P r e s t o n , L a n e s P R 4 1 B E 

T e l : ( 0 7 7 2 ) 6 3 2 6 8 6 

S p e c t r u m + 2 P o w e r s u p p l i e s £ 1 9 . 9 9 

S p e c t r u m + 2 A / 3 P o w e r S u p p l i e s £ 2 9 . 9 9 

S p e c t r u m T a p e H e a d a l i g n m e n t t a p e s . . . . . . . . . . £ 9 . 9 5 

S p e c t r u m + 2 A C o m p u t e r s £ 8 9 . 9 9 

S p e c t r u m + 2 H a n d b o o k s X 5 . 9 9 

S p e c t r u m + 2 C a s s e t t e M e c h a n i s m s w i t h t a p e 

h e a d a n d m o t o r . £ 2 9 . 9 9 

Prices include VAT, postage and packing 

All orders sent by return: Cheque/Visa/Access 
Trade-in-Post, Victoria Road, 
Shifnal, Shropshire TF11 8AF 

0 Tel/Fax (0952) 462135 

SAMTAPE 4M 
M A R K S S A M A C T AS S P E C T R U M 

" T H E " SPEC C Y E M U L A T O R - £11.99 

SAMD1SK 2 
FANTASTIC FILE COPYING, DISK 

tRf'PAlR. I'TT. "ESSEVflAl." • I I I . W 

SAM TOOLKIT AND SAM ASSEMBLER. 
ASSEMBLER J - INCL DISASSEMBLER, M O N I T O R . 64 COLUMN SCREEN, 

ZS6.512K VERSIONS, ETC. ETC. M . 9 9 , SAM T O O L K I T INCLUDES ASSEMBLER 
3 + REVERSE ASSEMBLER . GLIDE FOR WRITING M/CODE, ETC. I 1 4 J « 

AO^SSsS 
A N D 

P l I O N E 
M A N A G E R 

£K.S0 

TAPE UTIL ITY D - T A P E C O P I E R - £8.50 
TRANSPACK 2 - T A P E T O DISK T R A N S F E R S 1.99 
Z 8 0 TOOLKIT • S I M I L A R T O S A M T O O L K I T U . 9 9 

M I C R O M A T E £11 .99 A N D PLUS3MATE £12 .99 
UTILITIES T O C O P Y , C L O N E J ) I S K D O C T O R , ETC. 

E l SAM HARDWARE SPECIALS SI2K SAM WITH DISK AND 
• SAMTAPE 4M - Hoc . PHONE FOR OTHER OFFERS. 

U.K. POST FREE, • £ ! EUROPE, -L2 REST. DISKS 3" 12.20 EACH. 3 J " 70P EACH 
MIN 4 POST FREE. SAE FOR DETAILS. P R O P LEVANS. TEL (091 >2333*1 J 

LERM, II BEACONSFIELD CLOSE WHITLEY BAY, TYNE AND WEAR. NEW 

SINCLAIR SUPPLIES 
Spectrum +2 Computer £99 99 
Spectrum +3 Computer £99.99 
Centronics Printer £119.99 
Spectrum power supply £13.99 
Spectrum +2A/+3 power supply P.O. A 
Membrane ( Q L Spectrum 48.+) £10.99 
4 * C F 2 b l a n k discs £8 .00 
K e m p s t o n Joystick I n t e r f a c e £ 9 9 9 
M a g n u m U g h t g u n (+2 . +3 ) £14 9 9 

C h e e t a h U g h t g u n (+2 . +3 ) s £14 .50 
W a f a dr ive car t r idges (64k x 2 ) £9 .98 
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Hush, hush -
whisper who 
dares! Who are 
those figures 
there on the 
stairs? It s the 
Replay gang! 
(Oh dear.) 

THE SPY WHO 
LOVED ME 
The Hit Squad £3.99 cassette 
-b 061 832 6633 
I was going to start this review 
by singing the title song of the 
movie, but I couldn't remember 
the words, so think yourselves 
lucky. The Spy Who Loved Me, 
despite being one of the older 
James Bond films around, is 
actually the most recent 
computer game. Not that it really 
matters, because the gameplay 
is linked to the movie in only the 
most tenuous way, but there you 
go anyway. What you get, 
game-wise, is a multi-sectioned 
game featuring Spy Hunter-
esque driving action, scrolling 
speedboat antics in a Spy 
Hunter vein, and underwater 
shoot-'em-uppy bits strongly 
reminiscent of, er. Spy Hunter. 

But hey - this is no straight 
Spy Hunter clone. Nope, it's 
nowhere near that good. For a 
start, despite being composed of 
simple vertically-scrolling 
sections with hardly ever more 
than two things moving at a 
time, it's almost completely 
monochrome, which makes for 
very dull and largely featureless 
landscapes. Then there's the 
sound. It starts off promisingly 
(in 128K mode, at least) with a 
moderately funky version of the 
James Bond theme, but as soon 
as the program has to produce 
any other sound effect at all. the 
music stops in mid-bar and 
doesn't come back again, ever. 
The gameplay itself is hideously 
dull, and amounts to nothing 
more than learning the 
road/river/baddie layout of each 
level and remembering it, Since 

But while everyone'* attention 
wma on Tarquin, Jerry clipped 
•way en hi* boat. 

the most complicated thing you 
ever have to remember is 
whether to go left or right, this 
isn't too tricky a task, and if 
you've got plenty of time on your 
hands you'll finish the game the 
day you buy it. 

'But Stuart', I hear you all cry, 
'If the game's so short and easy, 
why do we need plenty of time?' 
Ah well, my little Honey Nut 
Loops, the reason you need 
plenty of time is that whenever 
you lose all your lives (not a 
very hard thing to do), you have 
to rewind the tape back to the 
beginning and start the entire 
game all over again. Yes, even 

on 128K machines. Since 
loading a single section takes 
longer than your game will have} 
lasted, this quickly gets 
very wearing indeed. And * 
since there's nothing in the | 
game to make it worth all 
the faffing about, you'll 
very probably give up 
inside about half-an-
hour. Dismal 
stuff, and no 
mistake. 
Stuart O 

When Bond creator Ian Fleming 
died, it's rumoured he was close 
to completion of a new Bond flick 
set in a secret agent's retirement 
home. Sadly. Bond - Age? Up 
Yours!' failed to attract major 

financial backing and will 
^ p r o b a b l y never be seen. 
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SHADOW 
WARRIORS 
The Hit Squad^£3.99 cassette 
W061 832 6633 
This game has long been 
acclaimed as one of the 
Speccy's prettiest beat-'em-ups, 
and something of a technical 
achievement to boot. It's stuffed 
with lots of huge multi-coloured 
sprites which leap around all 
over the place without all that 
ugly colour-clash nonsense. It's 
not a bad conversion of the 
original Tecmo coin-op either, 
but it all starts to go a bit wrong 
when you remember that said 
coin-op was a complete load of 
old tosh... 

The big problem with Shadow 
Warriors is much the same as 

"Hello! I wonder H I could interest you in this 
lovely leather-bound set o( encyclopaedias? 
They are an investment in your children's 
futures.* 

the one with Golden Axe 
(reviewed two issues ago) -
there's almost no skill involved 
in playing it whatsoever. In fact, 
in one respect it's even worse. 
While in Golden Axe the 
mainstay of your strategy was 
walking up to the bad guys and 
hammering the fire button 
repeatedly, in Shadow Warriors 
it's not even that complex - a 
couple of tweaks on the joystick 
get your character moving, then 
you can keep up a constant 
barrage of athletic kicks and 
punches simply by holding the 
fire button down. Any enemies 
who walk into the onslaught get 
creamed, and you're basically 
only in trouble if two of them 
attack you at once from opposite 
sides. If that happens and one 

of them actually scores 
a hit on you. your 
character gets 
completely paralysed 
and can't move again 
until he's taken 
another couple of hits 
and lost a unit of 
energy, at which point 
you simply launch into 
the old limbs-a-
flailing routine 
again until 
you've 

eliminated all 
opposition by 
a simple 

'Hello! I 
with this pipe 
an investment 

matter of attrition 
(they've got you 
outnumbered, but 
you've got multiple 
lives and about a 
thousand 
continues - hal). 

Still, there is a 
bit more to the 
game than with 
Golden Axe. The 
scenery is 
interactive, which 
means you can 
leap up and down 
on roofs and 
walkways to avoid 
baddies, swing 
from lamp posts to kick 'em in 
the chops, or send them 
crashing into telephone booths 
to reveal power-ups and bonus 
items. There are a few nice 
touches later on too, such 
as the huge cars which 
drive into' the screen, 
turning crossing the road 
into a highly dangerous 
pastime, or the big 
nasties who thwack you 
around with telegraph poles 
Other than that it's ail 

incredibly repetitive, 
pretty confusing and 

definitely uninspired 
stuff. 
Stuart O 

If I could |ust hit you on the head 
and push your friend into traffleT It's 
In your children's futures.* 

The Shadow Warriors were an | 
elite band of t3th century 

Japanese samurai who killed 
their enemies by sneaking up 

behind them at night and scaring 
them to death by making 

incredibly fnghtenirvg shadow 
animals on the walls. 

MANCHESTER 
UNITED 
GBH/£3.99 cassette 
u-0742 753423 
The player manager' genre is a 
bit of a neglected one as tar as 
Speccy football games go, in 
fact off the top of my head this 
is the only title I can think of 
where you get to pick the team 
and actually play in it it you 
want to as well. It's number one 
in a field of one, then, but is it 
any good in its own right? Well, 
no. not really. For a start, 
there's not all that much you 
actually get to do in the 
management capacity. You can 
pick your team (from a 
selection of around 16 players 
- lots of scope there, I don't 

MAStU mill | • • 
n s r ; ttts r 

" T w s f t * sat * i i a ui ens f i t ilia atsttllt <i u i 
.»&» » « • 

_i«I ! l raac t » » f t * •miaa* Hi-jit * t • II I * I Mi 
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Kit* r*MT! L i t 

VIEM FIXTURES 
E X I T 
Bill: I know only you will be reading this. 
The last two months have been the happiest 
of my life. Will you marry me? Alicia. 

think), choose your playing 
formation (not that it seems to 
have any real effect on the 
play), do a spot of training or 
transferring and that's about it. 
While this does make for a nice 
accessible game with none of 
the hideously dull number-
crunching and statistic-studying 
that ruins so many pure 
management games, it doesn't 
make for much in the way of 
Intriguing strategic depth, so 
after a while you'll probably get 
totally bored with the 
management side and start to 
concentrate on the arcade bit. 

Unfortunately, the arcade bit 
is significantly worse. The 
graphics are indistinct and 
clash horribly, although there's 
a clever practical touch in the 

way that the clash 
p* * changes according to 

| which side is actually 
in possession. The 
system of kicking the 
ball is confusing and 
imprecise, and the 
game frequently 
degenerates into a 
long-range 
passing match 
between the 

Ie teaqI two goal 
this. keepers. The 
happiest goalkeepers, j 

incidentally. 

replace: team 

are extremely talented 
chaps, which means 
that most of the W j v s 

games you'll play will ' 
end up in 0-0 draws. ' j j""" 

To be fair, you can 
alter the difficulty level - ;:•'«; 
by reducing the J j J! y V ^ V 
talents of either your 
or the computer's 1 

team (either as a 
whole or by. say ^ 
making just the T w j f l w a 

computer's defence |Q beat, 
much weaker), but of little t 
this smacks of ° ° u n 

cheating to me. Where's the fun 
in beating a side that you've 
just programmed to be only 
50% as good as your team? 
And there's a really annoying 
bug whereby when a goal is 
scored (or a goal-kick 
conceded or whatever), the 
game stops until the referee 
retrieves the ball and carries it 
back to the centre circle. While 
this is a niggling but minor 
irritation in itself, it's 
compounded by the tact that 
the clock doesn't stop while it 

happens - if you're 
playing the game at 

the shortest time 
f S V setting, it's very easy 

for a third of the 
entire match to be 

j M i ? ' spent watching the ref 

Etf -. TT'i 1 
\mmmm fc 
Twig was in the clear, with only the goalie 
to beat. Suddenly and without warning lots 
of little boxes jumped on him and refused to 
let go unless he wrote home to mother. 

> the fun running up and down the pitch 
u've instead of actually playing, 
mly As Ron Atkinson himself 
am? might say, nice try but no cigar, 
oying Stuart O 
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SEYMOUR 
GOES TO 
HOLLYWOOD 
CodeMasters £3.99 cassette 
'Seymour is completely 
brilliant. It's packed with great 
graphics, it's got a kickin' 
soundtrack and it's very 
very playable. 90%". 
Thai's what the back 
of the inlay quite 
rightly quotes YS 
as saying from the 
last time we 
reviewed it back in 
the December issue, 
so. er. quite why I've been 
sent it again even I would be 
quite intrigued to know. Here 

then is Andy with an 
explanatory bracket to dear 
things up entirely. (Pssst. 
That's you. Andy).(Ermm.. it's 
being re-released Rich. Ed) 

So whatever reason Andy 
just gave is the reason that 
we're reviewing Seymour 
again, which I'd say seems 

good enough reason as 
any. Following direct 

head-swop operations 
with the 
programmers of 
Dizzy, the people 

behind Seymour have 
made their main 

character a blob on legs 
and stuck him in a flip-

screen arcade adventure 
Seymour has just been sent to 

H U M O U R ' S L t l M O 

Seymour jumped up and down on the accelerator. Then he twiddled 
the gear stick. Next, he ierked the steering wheel, turned on the 
windscreen wipers, beeped the horn and tell oft the seat. 
Surprisingly, he crashed at the very neat corner. 

Hattie was not a cloud to be easily pleased. She had spent Tuesday 
passing over Chester in a bad mood and now found herself floating 
pointlessly above a sentient blob of lard with hands. Life's like that. 

Hollywood to star in his latest 
block-busting movie you see, 
the director has gone missing 
and only you can save the day. 
As ever, this is done by 
collecting objects and 
using or giving them 
at the correct 
place. 

"As ever"; 
those words rung 
round my head 
minutes after 
commencing play. I 
don't know about you 
but personally I'm growing a 
little weary of ail these 
CodeMasters arcade 
adventures - it's just that, 
especially puzzle-wise, they 
are all so similar. Obviously no 
one else agrees with me here. 

they always get rave revic 
and sell like hot cakes. It's just 
thai after the step forward ot 
Slightly Magic, Seymour seems 
like a bit of a giant and 

somewhat Dizzy leap 
back. But If that doesn't 

bother you (and 
providing you can 
keep your eyes off 
the complete 
solution in the 

February issue) then 
there's at least three 

quid's worth of fun to be 
had here. 

PUFFY'S SAGA 
The Hit Squad/£3.99 cassette 
« 061 832 6633 
Back in the late eighties 
everybody was doing it. Gauntlet 
clones, that is. of which Putty's 
Saga was the cute but weird' 
contribution from that reputable 

firm of French people, 
Ubisoft. 

Imagine, if you will, 
the original Gauntlet 
and prepare to make 
a few notable 
changes. Firstly, 
reduce things to one 
player only. A tall order. 

V. : A'-; V . : V - : V - i V s V . 
• i • i « t * £ J • • ' t • \ t'.; 1'.; W; t\; V.; 

i . t « v * • • t » • - *» • • • a - t • » i t " . • • • I * i » ' • i s \V V.: 

SCORE 000200 
HEALTH 0030 

V ! -v i • . ; 
V»: V - ; V - : V - ; V - ; V«: V* ; V - ; 

m&m & aw! 
1 . - \ 

1 V . ; V . : V 

'Ha hat* cackled the evil villain, hie 
breeie. ' I ' l l get you, my pretty 1* But 
In IMi contemptible manner, so she 

black cape a-fluttering In the 
Sarah was not a girl to be treated 
ran him down with a handy tractor. 

one might think, especially 
as Gauntlet boasted one 
of the most fun two-
player options ever on 
the Speccy, or at least 
it did until you just got 

rid of it. Next, fiddle 
about with the gameplay 

a bit: instead of 
aiming to locate the 

exit of each level, 
shooting things on 
the way, stick in a 
small number of 
Pac-Man type dots 
instead. Now to 
advance a level you 
have to scoff all the 
dots (with some dots 
rewarding you with maps or 
firepower) so feel free to 
considerably tone down the 
maze element of the game. 

By now two 
pictures 

should have 
formed in 
your head 
- a 
gleaming, 

beautifully 
framed oil 

painting of Gauntlet, and a 
rather tatty, dog-eared 
preliminary sketch of Putty's 
Saga Tragically, a vicious circle 
seems to have formed. If you've 
played Speccy Gauntlet before 
then Putty will seem slow, jerky 
and unexciting and graphically 

far inferior in comparison. If 
• - you don't already own 

Gauntlet then that 
along with Deeper 
Dungeons and 
Gauntlet 2 are 
available as a 
package for four 

quid on the Kixx 
label - as much 

overhead-scrolling 
shooting as you could ever 

get (and would probably ever 
want) for the money. My advice? 
Well, I haven't got any really. I 
just wouldn't bother with Putty's 
Saga, that's all. 
Rich O 

I ? 
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PUZZNIC 
The Hit Squad£3.99 cassette 
« 061 832 6633 

After Tetris made it big a coupie 
of years back, the arcades were 
briefly over-run by abstract 
puz2le games attempting to 
capitalise on its success. 
Although many of them were 
simply slight rewrites of Tetris, 
there was the occasional gem lo 
be found too. and Puzznic was 
one of those. The idea's a 

O O O O O t O G 
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Simpson, Gerald and Leathney-Loakes went 
cycling one day and had a nice picnic. 

simple enough one - you're 
presented with a screen 
containing a number of blocks 
with various symbols on them. If, 
by moving the blocks around (in 
accordance with the laws of 
gravity), you can bring two {or 
more) blocks of the same 
pattern together, they disappear. 
If you can completely clear a 
screen of blocks, you move onto 
the next screen. And that's it. 
The only thing approaching a 
complicated rule is that 

sometimes a 
screen will have an 
odd number of one 
(or more) type of 
block, meaning 
that you have to 
make three blocks 
touch 
simultaneously if 
you're not to be left 
with a 'widow' 
which will make 
the screen 
impossible to 
complete. 

Of course, the 
fact that the rules 

Dizzy Down 
The Rapids 
Code Masters £3.99 cassette 
« 0926 814132 
Have the Codies flipped, or 
what1? First they blatantly ripped 
off Bomb Jack with Super 
Seymour Saves The Planet. 
and now they've pirated the 
ideas behind Toobin". I thought 
this son of blatant rip-off went 
out of fashion in 1984. Anyway, 
you play the indestructible 
ovoid (and his gal Daisy if 
you've a pal handy) and you 
have to paddle your way down 
an endless river. Luckily, you've 
had the foresight to pack your 
barrel with a load of apples, as 

SKATE WARS 
The Hit Squad/£3.99 cassette 
« 061 832 6633 

When I was a young lad (we're 
talking quite some time ago 
now, but bear with me), some of 
my friends and I used to play the 
imaginatively-named game of 
Two-A-Side. This involved two 
teams of two players playing 
football on an 

it turns out the hver is full of 
nasties, all hell-bent on having 
an omelette supper. 

The graphics and sound are 
bright and cheerful, with loads 
ol fluffy effects and squeaky 
noises respectively. The 
actual gamepiay. I can t 
quite make up my mind 
about. I really liked Toobin 
- it was spectacularly good 
fun whizzing along, dodging 
nasties and scraping 
through narrow gaps - so 
logically. I should be flipping 
over DDTR You've 
probably guessed that I'm 
not. and the embarrassing 
thing is. I can't quite put my ' 
finger on the reason. 

aren't complicated doesn't mean 
that some of the screens 
aren't. In fact, some of the 
later levels in Puzznic will tax 
your powers of perception 
and planning more than ^ ^ 
just about anything else ^ H 
you've ever seen on a ^ 
Speccy. The only thing that 
taxes your lateral thinking 
capabilities anything like as 
much as this, in fact, is 
probably Lemmings. 

Puzznic is quite slow-
moving stuff but the time limit, 
and the fact that a single 
mistake can be enough to make 
many of the levels completely 
unfinishable. lends it a sense of 
urgency and addictiveness that 
you might not expect from it. 
While it misses the bright 
primary colours of the arcade (or 
other computer) versions, the 
graphics are still clear enough 
for you to see what's going on, 
and even if you can't (like if 
you've got some ultra-black 
shades on or something), you 
can switch the display at any 
time so that the different kinds of 

Perhaps it's something to do 
with the control method - in 
Toobin'. you rotated your, um, 
toob. then moved it forwards. In 
DDTR you simply move in tour 
directions, and sadly this takes 

The Puzznic coin-op featured 
backdrops of pretty Japanese 

if* 
rtVtBf taHfm 

9 9 B B life* 
Are those barrels? Or are they sticks 
of dynamite? Does anybody ca r *? Oh. 

Another really interesting 
game I used to play 
when I was little was 
Who Can Wee The 

Highest Against A Wall'. 
But you don't want to 

know about that. 

ordinary full-sized pitch and it 
was brilliant fun, although you 
got completely and utterly 
knackered after about an hour. 
For such a simple game, the 
tactical depth which could be 
employed was quite 
considerable - do you keep one 
player in goal and send the 
other one out by himself to do 
lots of clever Brazilian-type solo 
runs, or do you both play 
outfield, making lots of clever 
passing moves but risking 

having an undefended goal 
if you lose possession? Or 
did you just hang back for 
most of the game and let 

the other team attack until 
they were completely 
exhausted and then run 

rings round them for the 
last ten minutes and score 

half-a-dozen goals? The 
permutations and strategies 

were endless, and I often 

blocks are represented by 
numbers instead of geometric 
shapes. The whole thing is very 
user-friendly, but if you fancy 
yourself as a bit of a puzzle-
game champ, this could just be 
the thing to take 
you down a peg 
or two. 
Stuart o ^ ^ • ^ • f e - i t 

/ - I 

the manic urgency out wibbltng 
around the screen. In addition, 
the whole game seems to move 
much more slowly than Toobin' 
- it's really more like Dizzy 
Down The Municipal Boating 
Pond. 

DDTR isn't a bad little game 
- it's quite fun with two players, 
and will probably be a smash 
hit with teeny Dizzy fans. It's 
just that if you re going to rip off 
a game, why not do it properly? 
Jon O 

I 

wonder nostalgically why 
nobody seems to play the game 
anymore. 

Now I know what you're 
thinking. 'Yes yes, Stuart', 
you're thinking, 'This is all 
unbelievably interesting and 
everything, but why don't you 
shut up about when you were a 
little boy and tell us about Skate 
Wars, hmm?" Well, there's a 
very good reason. Skate Wars is 
rubbish and I thought you'd be 
much more interested in 
fascinating tales of my younger 
days, that's all. 

Actually, that's not strictly 
true. Skate Wars is. in fact, Two-
A-Side on a Speccy. Oh yeah, 
there's a bit more to it, like the 
fact that one of your team's 
players does indeed stay in goal 
all the time, or the fact that you 
can tackle your opponent by 
doing a flying kick on him, or 
even the obstacles which litter 

It was a rough, exciting I tie In the 
rink. Unless, that Is, you were the 
ball. Tragically, Hob was the ball. 

the pitch on the higher levels (a 
bit like the rocks and potholes 
which used to be found on our 
one. actually), but basically it's 
the same thing. It's just jerky, 
boring, crap to control 
and almost totally 
pointless, that's 
all Stuart o 
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Join hosts with the most, Hutch and Jon, as they continue their 
investigations into the heroes of yesteryear. Hurrah! 

Lunar Jetman 
Oefinitefy a hero of his time. Jetman's single 
claim to tame was that he had a Jetpack, 
He did however use it to great effect by 
zipping about the surface of the moon and 
locating a missile base. Of course the most 
exalted portion of his short-run appearance 
on the moon was the fabled 'trailer*. This 
natty piece of kit was supposed to be 
located somewhere on the moon, but 
nobody ever managed to locate it. Until 
today, that is. 

YS can exclusively reveal that Sidney 
Toadhorn. a Key grip and Set dresser, 
completely forgot to put the trailer in the 
rocket which powered Jetman a la lune. 
This was discovered too late and it was sold 
off to John Noakes, cheap like. John was 
most pleased with his purchase though 
Shep was said to be largely ambivalent 
about its colour scheme. 

THC START ROOM ••»C 

Spy vs Spy 

I I . t I I o il r e p * 

What merry japes the two spies had. During 
the happy years of the iron curtain and 
massive state funding of espionage 
activities, our two heroes waged a pnvate 
war against each other. They eschewed the 
normal spy equipment such as poison-
tipped umbrellas in favour of more 
home-spun weapons like sticks of dynamite 
and covered holes in the ice. After the Berlin 
wall came tumbling down {hey! rock 'n' roll), 
they bought a piano shop in Amsterdam and 
sold Steinways to the rich and tone deaf. 
Their biography was released last year by 
Harper and Farter and revealed, amongst 
other amazing facts, that their first names 
were Iggy and Lionel. 

Dr What 
Poor old Dr What was involved in the 
unfortunate time travelling conundrum of 
self-splitting. He became a four-part person 
comprising Doctors What, Where, When 
and Why. He was sued in 1982 by Doctor 
Who for using such an obviously crappy pun 
on his own name. Dr What retired in 1983 a 
broken and poor man. The world did not 
mourn. 

Technician Ted 
The hero of The Chip Factory and Costa 
Capers. Ted Wombly has been the subject 
of three books. The first, Lisa Beefburger's 

j-jI ^ l t i » i l i . t i . J b I i > l tib: 3^1 
And u Marry Len plunged to a maaay doom, 
only on* thought waa going through Ms mind. 
Howovor, we've no Mm what It wae. Sorry 
about that. 
Ted." is a straightforward account of his 
battles against the malevolent creations that 
he was destined to confront. The story 
touched the hearts of the nation, and for a 
few months Ted was very famous indeed. 

Then came the second book. In "Ted: A 
Commie Agent. Or What?" Niles North 
proposed an amazing theory; that Ted's 
battle to outwit his boss was in fact a 
propagandist diatribe against capitalism. 
Ted, as "the working class," was rebelling 
against Mr Boots, "the ruling class/' and 
generally behaving in an antisocial manner. 
When Niles's theory was released, 
pandemonium reigned, Ted was rushed out 
of the country for his own safety, and 
immediately set about writing his own 
version of events. 

"The Truth About Ted" cleared our hero in 
the eyes of the world, revealing that the 
whole scandal had been cooked up by Niles 
in an attempt to raise enough money so he 
could change his name, as he was fed up 
with being mistaken for the secret identity of 
a Marvel superhero. 

Magic Knight 
Ernest Belvedere was a hardened 
mercenary who fought in the thirteenth 
century for whoever paid the highest wage. 
His amazing ability to survive even the most 
pitched battles earned him the nickname 
T h e Magic Knight.' A promising career of 
death and destruction was cut short when 
Gimbal the potty wizard accidentally shot 
MK into the time lanes. Finding himself 
trapped in a seemingly never-ending series 
of cute puzzle games. MK eventually 
escaped back to his own era. sought out 
Gimbal and killed him. The Magic Knight is 

E n w i t the door peeked cheekily through th* 
living room wall. -Hollo,' ho * * ld at Saaha a* 
ah* p a * * * d . &a*ha looked around In aorne 
bemuaement. Ernest waa highly pleased. 
now remembered with affection by the 
people of Cheshire, who don't like wizards 
or people named Gimbal either. 

Gulpman 
Famous for starring in the seventh Speccy 
game to be written, Colin P Gulpman 
started his career attempting to emulate the 
success of his hero and mentor, Pacman 
After a bit of bother with four killer faces and 
an orchard, Gulpman went on to study 
investment brokering at Mister Fishlock's 
Highly Expensive Night School in 
Leamington Spa. He discovered that the 
world of high finance was indeed just the 
place for him. and so bowed out of the 
software scene after but one game. In 1985 
he was interviewed by Timmy Sandcastle of 
Big Money magazine, and revealed that 
typing EVERYONE'S A NERVOUS WRECK 
on Gulpmaris options screen causes the 
game to flip into rainbow processor 
isometric 3D mode. 

It realty la true. H you type the password e 
the option* aoraon, Oulpmmn fllpa Into l O 
mod*. Hon** t . Would w * Ue to you? 

Next month we quiz, probe and question to find out who tripped Zola 
Budd and exactly what did happen to Captain Pugwash? 
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A comprehensive, user friendly art 
and design package. Special 
version, sells for an amazing 
£14 99. Vent your artistic desires 
on your Speccy and feel at one 

with yourself man! Draw on! 
1 

A Megagame if ever there 
onel They're cute, they're furry or 
they're here) These little chaps 
need a lot of looking after and 
you re just the chap to get those 
lemmings digging This >s 
compulsive, brilliant gameplay that 
goes beyond addictiveness and 
enters the cosy realm of the classic 
truly genre bashing game. And it's 
worth £12 991 Dig? 

Am 

£12 99's worth otcutenes 
You'll be hooked before you can 
say 'Oh, Mr Ooglelool' These 
are the adventures of two sprites 
ond their search for their dear old 
mum. This is an absolutely 
corking game which Hutch is slill 
playing months after the review 
Sprites alive, it's a corker I 

Please enter/renew my subscription to YOUR SINCLAIR starting with the next 
available issue. Oh, and don't forget to rush me my gift software as ticked below! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• UK • EUROPE • REST OF WORLD 

To ensure your magazine and cassette arrive qukkly and undamaged all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail. 

My c h o i c e o l gift software is (cassettes only): • LEMMINGS • RODLAND J OCR ART STUDIO • F L I P T-SHIRT 

Please send me the following Back Issues. (See previous page for those still available.) 
• s ' V- - H -

The Bod Issues I'd like ore 

Nome 

Address 

1 Post Code Telephone: 

Method of payment (Mlfywrftoin) 

• V ISA/ACCESS Cord HO 

Total cost — Signature 

Expiry dole 

• CHEQUE Please moke cheques poyoble to Future Publishing lid and endow in on envelope with this coupon ond send to: YOUR SINCLAIR. FREIPOST, Sometton. Somtr ic f TAJ t 6TB 
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SAVE £2.00! 
4 issues for only £8 

(Prites intlude <overtape, postage I portaging) 
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Hooked On Qouic tips booklet! 

ONo YS72 
Playable demos of 
itmmngs. Seymour 

TdeOne ! a On fatou ond 
Of lin KestL Plus! (ompiele 

of 4J6wiK8nd M/ntd Out. 

ONo TS73 
On rtw lope - GAf 

I ond M gomes of 
informal, frenmg Star ond 
Ming, HusU pJcyobie demo of 
Cm Htot (nude1 A moswe SAV 
Coupe feature FtfEl Groomame 
fay! 

ONo YS74 
I On the tope - demos 
of Dovbk Dragon J 

ond Witt Coyote fWM 
gomes of Supertp/mf AratowAe 
and Spore/ Yonoh< 

75 MARCH ONo YS75 

I On the lope 
games of fvaiui and 

(mpoooiolplus o demos of 
DtmtoimqSio* Inside there's 
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(ruswfe Megogamed 
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Inside there the best adventures 
Plus! A fret bodge too. 

77 MAY ONo YS77 
I On Dope (here's fud 
I gomes ol Humana 

ond Goes/ AAmtore and g demo 
of 7* And! Theit 1 a free indy 
doorhangct 

78 JUNE ON* YS78 
| Ful gomr of flttri 
Stor and tosuon 

Omego ̂ hf Axioms Foitvly ond 
4i*iA«*demoJondlhe6K»f 
vtHty Audi 14 pages of lips ond 
0 tubby high store audi 

Don't delay, post today! Get your 
copy delivered and get yourself a 
superb free gift! Worra barg, eh 
Spec-chums! 
Return the coupon opposite 
immediately, telephone our credit 
card hotline on 0458 74011 , or 
send a carrier pigeon! 

Please use the form opposite to 
order the special offer or any of 

the back issues* We still have 
limited supplies of issues 2 - 62. 

This month's special words are: 
FRISBEE TURBO VS July Wordseerch. 
DYNAMO KNIGHT rs. 30 Monmouth 
WEEVIL AREA Street. Beth. Avon. 
FRED AERIAL BA12BW 
ROBO Send your answer*. The winner gets some 
TORTOISE on a postcard, to: YS goodies! 

YOUR SINCLAIR July 1992 4ft 1 



OPENJFQR BUSINESS 
The ITS Tipshop 
Tiptionary 
N o w you con beot those games 
and hove a full and varied 
social life. N o self-respecting 
games player should be seen 
without the Tipshop Tiptionary. 
Plus! A tape full of invaluable 
POKEs. Get one today! 
Description Price Order N o 

YS T ipshop 
T ipshionary £ 8 , 9 5 T I P S 

The YS Binder 
W h a t do you buy for the per-
son who has everything? A 
binder for all those priceless 
copies of VS of course. Buy two 
and you can keep one for 
yourself. Hurrah! 
Description Price Order N o 

YS Binder £ 5 . 9 9 M Y 1 0 0 

2 Binders C I I . O O M Y 1 0 2 

Pots worth & Co 
Ste^hyng 's gone wrong in 
dreamlond and it's up to you to 
get it sorted Potsworth& Co is 
addictive, ployable and com ^ ^ 
pletely wonderful, 

•wcription Puce Order No 

This game is just so good! Slap bad 
dies about with your magic wand, biff 
crocodiles on the nose and save your 
mother from the evil wiz . Buy it! You 
won't regret it. 
Description Price Order No 

Rodlmnd case C11 .99 M Y 1 4 5 C 

Spate Crusade 
Agh, the oliens are coming I It's mega 
blast out time so pull on that protective 
gear and go blam some space freoks. 
Description Price Order N o 

Spec* Crusade cim 
S p a c e Crusade dimk 

HOW TO 
ORDER 

£ 8 . 9 9 
£ 1 2 . 9 9 

M Y 1 4 6 C 
M Y 1 4 6 D 

Pfun School 4 
^School was never this much funl Please 

state the age group of the user (under 
6 , 6 - 8 , over 8) so we can make sure 
you get exactly what you want. 
Description Price Order N o 

f u n School 4 cass £ 7 . 9 9 M Y 1 4 4 C 

Fun School 4 disk £ 9 . 9 9 M Y 1 4 4 D 

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS! 
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE, 

PACKING AND VAT 
Just m a k e a n o t e off t h e 
p r o d u c t n a m e a n d o r d e r 
n u m b e r a n d f i l l in t h e spifffy 
f o r m b e l o w . . . 

HOTLINE \ 0 4 5 8 ' 
7 4 0 1 1 

THE TOUR SINCLAIR WAREHOUSE 
Description Price Order No 

TOTAL ORDER 
Name Method of payment (please circle) 

Address • Access eViso • Cheque ePO 

Credit Card No 

i i 
Postcode Phone number Expiry date ! _ I 

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to Future Publishing Limited, and send the whole lot 
off to YS Warehouse, FREEPOST, The Old Barn, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR, 
And you don't even need o stamp! 
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Pick up a copy of the darndest Speccy mag in 
the Universe. What's it got? It's got the lot! 
Those jangly jugglers delve deep and come up with 
plenty of moving reviews and considerate previews. 
It's a happening! Getting in on all the rad action are 
Letters, Tipshop, Pitstop. Adventures and Replay. 
Pssst! goes to Alton Towers for the day and the jugglers 
check out an arcade near you! 
Flip Flop or Flip Fab? Whether it's books, vids, films or 
ice lollies - the team sort out those golden nuggets. •.a. 
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G e t t o grips 
on Super N E S and N 

1 2 p a g e s o f t i p s : B a t m a n o r g * 

12 pages packed with tips for 
Batman, Terminator 2, Digger T. 
Rock and Star Wars. Plus all your 
game questions answered! 

m a s in 
Britain! 

in* 

200 competition 
winners will walk 
away with their 
Game Boys tucked 
safely inside these 
smart holsters! 

Yeah... shame you 
didn't have it a bit 
sooner, though -

we've been spotted. 
Um, hi there potential 
reader person (gulp!) 

I f c S & C - -

t ' C 

Got a Nintendo? Then get TOTAL! 
Issue Six is on sale right MOW! 


